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ABSTRACT
Simulating animal movement in spatially-explicit individual-based models (IBMs) is
both challenging and critically important to accurately estimating population dynamics. I
compared four distinct movement approaches or sub-models (restricted-area search, kinesis,
event-based, and run and tumble) in a series of simulation experiments. I used an IBM loosely
based on a small pelagic fish that simulated growth, mortality, and movement of a cohort on a
2-dimensional grid. First, I tested the sub-models calibrated (i.e., trained) with a genetic
algorithm in one set of environmental conditions in three other novel environments. The submodels performed well, except restricted-area search and event-based that needed to be trained
in environments with gradients similar to the test environment. Also, run and tumble only
trained in steep habitat quality gradients. The sub-models were then trained and tested across a
range of spatio-temporal resolutions (cell size and time step). The sub-models generally
performed well across resolutions, but the sub-models did not perform equally well at all
resolutions. Kinesis and run and tumble performed better at coarser resolutions, and restrictedarea and event-based performed better at finer resolutions. I attributed the trends across
resolution to differences in how the habitat quality individuals experienced changed at each
time step. Finally, I trained and tested the sub-models in an IBM with dynamic prey and
predator fields. I trained and tested the sub-models in dynamic and static versions of the
environment. Sub-models trained in the dynamic environment performed well in both dynamic
and static test environments; however, sub-models trained in static environment did not
perform consistently well in dynamic test environment. Overall, restricted-area search, kinesis,
and event-based were robust across the range of conditions in which I tested them, but run and
tumble only performed well in environments with very steep habitat quality gradients. In
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selecting a movement sub-model, researchers should consider the assumptions of potential submodels, the observed movement patterns of the species of interest, the shape and steepness of
the underlying habitat quality gradient, and the spatio-temporal resolution of the model. Submodels that will be applied in dynamic conditions should be calibrated in comparable dynamic
conditions.

vii

CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1. Introduction
Individual-based models (IBMs) are valuable tools for expanding our understanding of
ecological systems by predicting population and community-level effects from individual-level
traits and processes (Huston et al. 1988; DeAngelis and Gross 1992). Individual-based, and
population and community models in general, are increasingly incorporating spatial
heterogeneity by representing space explicitly with various 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D grid structures.
This increase in spatial resolution of models is due to the increased availability of spatiallyresolved data (Myers et al. 2006; Mills et al. 2007), increasing computing power to solve
complicated models (Wang et al. 2008), and need for quantitative tools to deal with ecosystem
management and spatially-related management alternatives (e.g., protected areas; Yemane et al.
2008).
Modeling individual movement is critical for realistic simulations of spatially-explicit
IBMs. The principle processes simulated in spatially-explicit IBMs of fish populations (and
animals in general) are growth, mortality, reproduction, and movement. Growth, mortality, and
reproduction are typically modeled using patterns and vital rates estimated from empirical or
observational data. Movement has proven more challenging to replicate in the model
environment (Railsback et al. 1999; Haas et al. 2004; Roth et al. 2008). Accurately simulating
movement is crucial in a heterogeneous environment because the characteristics of an
individual’s location (e.g., presence of vegetation, prey, predators, or potential mates) will
affect growth, mortality, and reproduction rates (Tyler and Rose 1994; Giske et al. 1998;
Humston et al. 2004). Also, fish and other animals use movement to respond to dynamic
environmental conditions (Railsback and Harvey 2002; Goodwin et al. 2006).
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Mechanistic movement rules are necessary to predict changes in individual distributions
in response to changing conditions (Humston et al. 2004; Goodwin et al. 2006). Migrations and
spatial distribution patterns (e.g., onshore-offshore; marsh edge) are the aggregate result of
numerous fine-scale movement decisions (Humston et al. 2004). These fine-scale movements
are prompted by a number of internal and environmental stimuli. Empirical data suggest
animals select habitats to maximize their fitness gain (Tyler and Rose 1994). Early methods for
simulating movement in animals were based on this assumption, and individuals moved at each
time step to maximize their ultimate fitness (Mangle and Clark 1988; Railsback et al. 1999).
However, animals are unlikely to be aware of the ultimate fitness consequences of alternative
movement responses. It is more likely that fish and other animals detect proximate internal and
external cues, and respond to those cues according to strategies that have been retained in the
population over evolutionary time (Giske et al. 1998). A number of mechanistic movement
models have been developed that predict movement of animals in response to proximate cues
(e.g., Anderson 2002; Giske et al. 1998; Humston et al. 2000, 2004; Huse 2001).
In this dissertation, I evaluate four movement approaches that have been proposed and
that make different assumptions about how individuals perceive the environment and use
different mathematics to translate environmental cues into movement decisions. The four
movement approaches are restricted-area search, kinesis, event-based, and run and tumble. I
selected these four movement models because they represent different philosophical and
mechanistic approaches to simulating individual movement. Restricted-area search allows
individuals to compare the habitat quality of all cells within a restricted area. It is unique
among the approaches I selected in assuming that individuals are aware of conditions in cells
that they do not occupy or have not occupied in the recent past. Kinesis uses a combination of
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inertial (continuing in the same direction) and random movement, whose sum is continuously
weighted based solely on the habitat quality in the current cell. By relying only on the
conditions in the current cell, kinesis makes the fewest assumptions about the organism’s
ability to perceive and remember its environment. Event-based moves individuals according to
multiple discrete, pre-defined behaviors. Individuals select and perform the behavior with the
greatest expected utility (or benefit) based on current and recently experienced habitat quality.
Finally, run and tumble divides movement decisions into either running (continuing in the same
direction) or tumbling (randomly selecting a new direction). Individuals decide between the
two behaviors based on a probability of tumbling, which is a function of habitat quality and the
time that has passed since the last tumbling event.

1.2. Movement models
Restricted-area search calculates a habitat quality measure for each cell surrounding an
individual’s location and directs movement toward the highest quality cell. The specific quality
measure used is dictated by how the perceived cues are integrated and varies among studies.
Railsback et al. (1999) argued that anticipated fitness in each cell should be compared directly
as expected survival or expected reproductive maturity calculated from perceived prey and
predator densities, as well as environmental variables affecting bioenergetics (e.g. temperature,
water velocity). Some studies adopted this approach (Railsback and Harvey 2002; Harvey and
Railsback 2009). Other studies identified high quality cells by comparing fitness proxies (e.g.,
expected growth; Ault et al. 1999; Haas et al. 2004), a single perceived cue (e.g., prey biomass,
Yemane et al. 2008), or the product of multiple perceived cues (e.g., distance from marsh edge
and density of conspecifics; Roth et al. 2008). Giske et al. (2003) argued that using a
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combination of the perceived cues as the quality measure is more appropriate than using
anticipated fitness because individuals respond at the level of perception.
Kinesis assumes individuals move in response to the magnitude of perceived cues at
their current location relative to an optimal set of conditions (Humston et al. 2000). Movement
velocities are determined by the sum of a random component and an inertial component that
relies on the velocity at the previous time step. Random movement dominates when an
individual is in low quality habitat and inertial movement dominates when the current habitat is
near the pre-defined optimal conditions. Kinesis models have been applied assuming a single
environmental cue such as temperature (Humston et al. 2000) or a combination of perceived
cues. Humston et al. (2004) used prey abundance and salinity, and Okunishi et al. (2012) used
prey abundance and temperature.
Event-based movement associates each perceived movement cue with short-term and
long-term behavioral responses, and then simulates movement by calculating the expected
utility of each behavior and implementing the behavior with the highest expected utility
(Anderson 2002; Goodwin et al. 2006). Expected utilities are calculated by multiplying the
intrinsic utility of responding to a perceived cue by the probability of obtaining that utility, and
then, if appropriate, deducting the bioenergetic cost associated with the behavior. The
probability of obtaining utility is the exponential moving average of a Boolean operator
describing whether or not the cue is detected (Anderson 2002; Goodwin et al. 2006). Cues are
detected if the magnitude of the perceived cue is greater than some threshold.
Run and tumble divides movements at each time step into two classes: running or
tumbling. When running, an individual continues to move along the swimming angle from the
previous time step. An individual that tumbles randomly selects a new swimming angle.
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Traditional run and tumble approaches simply draw a new swimming angle and run duration
from specified distributions at each tumbling event, and then direct the individual to run for the
specified duration (Viswanathan et al. 1996; Humphries et al. 2010). These approaches do not
allow individuals to adjust their behavior based on perceived environmental cues. De Jager et
al. (2011) adapted the run and tumble approach to allow mussels to select run durations from
different distributions based on perceived habitat quality. Loboschefsky et al. (in preparation)
developed an even more adaptable approach where individuals determine whether or not to
tumble at each time step based on a probability of tumbling. The probability of tumbling is a
function of habitat quality and the time since the last tumbling event. I evaluate a run and
tumble model based on the approach developed by Loboschefsky et al.

1.3. Calibration and novel environments
Calibrating mechanistic movement models is often challenging because it requires a
number of assumptions to be made about how individuals perceive and respond to their
environment and often data on fine-scale movement behavior is limited. Many models have
been calibrated based on the plausibility of the resulting movement patterns (Tyler and Rose
1997), or by adjusting parameters until they reproduce observed distributions (Humston 2000;
Haas et al. 2004; Roth et al. 2008; Kristiansen et al. 2009). Some models have been calibrated
with data from behavioral experiments (Anderson 2002; Goodwin et al. 2006). Other models
have been calibrated with genetic algorithms (GAs) designed to identify a set of parameters that
produce movement patterns that result in high fitness over an individual’s lifetime (Huse and
Giske 1998; Huse 2001; Giske et al. 2003; Mueller and Fagan 2010). Linking proximate
mechanisms driving movement and the ultimate (evolutionary) consequences in a GA-
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calibrated movement model allows an individual to respond to its conditions in a way that
maximizes fitness without assuming it has knowledge of the fitness function (Giske et al.
1998). I calibrate the movement models I evaluated in this study with a simplified version of a
GA.
Calibrated movement models should ideally work well under a variety of environmental
and ecological conditions. Most of the movement models published to date have not been
tested to determine whether models calibrated in one set of condition produce realistic
movement patterns in novel environments (see Goodwin et al. 2006 and Okunishi et al. 2009).
This is an important step for predicting population dynamics in unknown future conditions.
Movement models have also been developed and applied to address problems at different
spatio-temporal resolutions. For example, event-based has only been applied with sub-meter
scale cells and time steps on the order of seconds (Anderson 2002; Goodwin et al. 2006), while
the finest resolution kinesis has been applied in had 10,000 m2 cells and a 15 minute time step
(Humston et al. 2004). No work has been done to systematically evaluate different movement
approaches across a range of spatio-temporal resolutions. Finally, many of the spatially-explicit
fish IBMs being developed require individuals to move in response to dynamic environmental
conditions (e.g., Goodwin et al. 2006; Huse and Ellingsen 2008; Roth et al. 2008), and
increasingly in a multi-species context (Sable 2007; Campbell et al. 2011). Giske et al. (1998)
argued that movement models should not assume a fixed spatial distribution of the movement
cues because these will likely redistribute in time and space in response to other factors (e.g.,
climate change) and, in some cases, in response to the dynamics of the species of interest (e.g.,
predators aggregating in high density areas).
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In this dissertation, I systematically evaluate the performance of the four movement
approaches to address three questions. First, can the movement models calibrated in one set of
environmental conditions produce realistic movement in novel environments? Second, do the
movement models perform equally well across a range of spatio-temporal resolutions? And
third, can the movement models produce realistic movement with dynamic movement cues?

1.4. Organization of the dissertation
In chapter 2, I train four movement sub-models (restricted-area search, kinesis, eventbased, and run and tumble) with a GA in a simple, individual-based cohort model and test the
trained sub-models in novel environments. The cohort model simulates growth, mortality, and
movement every 5 minutes for a 30 day generation, and uses a super-individual approach. I
train each sub-model for 300 generations in each of the four environments. Each environment
is a grid of 540 by 540 25-m2 cells, with each cell assigned a growth and mortality multiplier.
Environments 1 and 2 are patchy with many small hotspots of high growth and mortality, while
environments 3 and 4 are smooth with a single, broad peak in growth and mortality. In
environments 1 and 3, the peaks in the growth and mortality gradients are geographicallydistinct, allowing individuals to find areas of high growth and low mortality. The peaks overlap
in environments 2 and 4, forcing individuals to balance trade-offs between growth and
mortality. I compare the egg production, movement parameter values, final distributions of
individuals, and trajectory measures across training environments, and across sub-models
within each environment. After training, I test the sub-models trained in each environment for a
single generation in the other three novel environments, and compare the final distributions of
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individuals, egg production, individual weight, and super-individual worth (abundance) across
training environments.
In chapter 3, I use the cohort model described in Chapter 2 to evaluate the performance
of the four movement sub-models across the same four environmental grids, but with each grid
at five different spatial and temporal resolutions. The finest resolution is 25 m2 cells and a 5
minute time step (the same grid used in Chapter 2), and the coarsest resolution is 10,000 m2
cells and a 100 minute time step. I also compare sub-model performance on a grid
representative of oceanic models (9 km2 cells and a daily time step). In the first experiment, I
train each of the movement sub-models in the same four environments I used in Chapter 2, but
vary the time step and cell size. I create coarser resolutions by aggregating cells, while keeping
the domain size constant and scaling the time step to be proportional to the length of a cell side.
I compare egg production, movement parameter values, the distribution of individuals, and
trajectory measures across resolutions. The trained sub-models are then tested in each of the
other three novel environments at the same resolution, and I compare the trends in egg
production across resolution among the sub-models trained in each environment. In the second
experiment, I train and test the four sub-models in two oceanic environments designed to
approximate growth and mortality gradients for a small pelagic fish in an eastern boundary
current in years of strong and weak upwelling. I compare egg production, movement parameter
values, and individual distributions across training environments and across sub-models.
In chapter 4, I evaluate the four movement sub-models in a grid with dynamic growth
and mortality fields. I add prey and individual predators to the cohort model used in Chapters 2
and 3 to make growth and mortality dynamic by being responsive to the movement of the
cohort individuals. The sub-models are trained in this new dynamic environment, and static
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versions (to mimic Chapters 2 and 3) of the new environment. In the dynamic environment,
prey biomass is reduced in response to cohort individual consumption and predators actively
pursue the cohort individuals as they move about the environment. Thus, cohort individual
behavior affects the distribution of their prey and predators through feedback mechanisms. In
the static environment, prey populations did not decrease with consumption and predators
maintain their initial position throughout the generation. I test the sub-models trained in the
dynamic environment for a single generation in the static environment and test the statictrained sub-models in the dynamic environment. The sub-models were trained and tested at two
resolutions. I compare egg production, individual weight, super-individual worth (abundance),
the mean habitat quality experienced and trajectory measures between dynamic and static
environments and across sub-models.
I conclude in Chapter 5 with a summary of the major conclusions and the implications
for modeling movement in spatially-explicit IBMs. I discuss differences in general behavior
among the movement sub-models, and cases where sub-model performance in novel
environments was not consistent across training environments. I describe the trends in
performance across resolutions for each sub-model, suggesting possible factors driving the
patterns. I also discuss the successes and challenges in implementing the four sub-models in a
dynamic population and community models. Finally, I recommend directions for future
research to expand our understanding of individual-based movement modeling. Spatiallyexplicit IBMs have been developed and applied for almost 20 years. A systematic analysis
reconciling some of the diverse movement approaches that have been used will aid future
researchers in selecting the most appropriate sub-model for the population of interest and
facilitate comparison of results from different models. My analyses are roughly based on
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modeling fish movement; hence I calculated swimming angle and speed and used egg
production as a fitness measure. However, swimming angle and speed are simply the direction
and velocity at which the model individuals moved, and the cohort model could be adapted or
replaced with a model of organisms from other taxa that move in 2-dimesnional space.
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CHAPTER 2. EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE OF INDIVIDUAL-BASED
MOVEMENT MODELS IN NOVEL ENVIRONMENTS
2.1. Introduction
Accurately modeling fine-scale movement of animals is both challenging and critically
important for developing realistic spatially-explicit individual-based models (IBMs). Spatiallyexplicit IBMs are becoming more common with the increasing availability of spatially resolved
data (Myers et al. 2006; Mills et al. 2007), increasing computing power to solve complicated
models (Wang et al. 2008), and the need for quantitative tools to deal with spatially-related
resource management decisions (e.g., marine protected areas; Yemane et al. 2008). An
individual’s movement in a heterogeneous environment determines its exposure to factors that
affect its growth, mortality, and reproduction (e.g., Tyler and Rose 1994; Giske et al. 1998;
Humston et al. 2004). However, movement is often the most challenging aspect of model
development because we rarely know the underlying mechanisms, and we often do not have
sufficient calibration data at the scale of interest (Railsback et al. 1999; Haas et al. 2004; Roth
et al. 2008).
Uncertainty about the underlying mechanisms governing individual movement has
resulted in the development of a number of approaches for representing behavioral movement.
These approaches differ in their assumptions about how individuals perceive and respond to
their environment, and use different mathematics to predict movement responses. Restrictedarea search assumes individuals are able to evaluate all cells within a defined area and identify
the cell with the highest quality habitat (Railsback et al. 1999; Giske et al. 2003; Haas et al.
2004). Artificial neural networks (ANNs) use information about the current location, past
experience, and other cues to determine directional velocities (Huse and Giske 1998; Huse and
Ellingsen 2008). Run and tumble divides the movement into running, where individuals move
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in a constant direction, and tumbling, where individuals randomly select a new swimming
direction (Humphries 2010; Loboschefsky et al. in preparation). Random walk is a common
approach where a random turning angle and swimming speed are selected at each time step
from defined probability distributions. Random walks can direct movement without
considering environmental cues or they can adjust behavior (angle and swimming speed) based
on local information (Codling et al. 2008). Kinesis is a random walk approach that
continuously adjusts turning angle and swimming speed distributions based on current
environmental cues (Humston et al. 2000, 2004). Event-based movement allows for switching
among multiple discrete random walk behaviors (or other user defined behaviors) based on
current and recently experienced environmental cues (Anderson 2002; Goodwin et al. 2006).
Whatever movement approach is used, the approach should be capable of simulating
realistic movement in both the environment in which it was calibrated and in novel
environments never previously experienced. Many of the population and community models
will be used to predict responses to past and future conditions. However, most of the movement
approaches to date have not been rigorously tested in novel conditions. Huse and Ellingsen
(2008) avoided this problem by calibrating their movement model under current climate
conditions, and then recalibrating the model under a proposed future climate scenario. Okunishi
et al. (2009) found that an ANN calibrated with either a genetic algorithm or back-propagation
alone was not able to accurately predict movement for individuals starting outside the spatial
range of the training data. They then used an ANN calibrated with both a genetic algorithm and
back-propagation in order for their model to predict realistic migration patterns. Goodwin et al.
(2006) calibrated an event-based movement model with data from one dam configuration and
showed that the model accurately predicted passage proportions for 19 novel dam
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configurations. However, to date, there has not been a systematic comparison of multiple
movement modeling approaches to evaluate their performance under novel conditions.
Genetic algorithms (GAs) offer one solution to a lack of calibration data by identifying
model parameters that produce high fitness movement in a particular training environment. A
GA adjusts a set of model parameters through selection, mutation, and recombination of a
population of parameter vectors over the course of many simulated ‘generations’ (Holland
1992; van Rooji et al. 1996). Several studies have used GAs to calibrate (or train) movement
models with IBMs. Most of these studies simulated movement with ANNs (e.g., Huse and
Giske 1998; Strand et al. 2002; Okunishi et al. 2009; Mueller et al. 2010). However, GAs have
also been used to train a restricted-area search algorithm (Giske et al. 2003) and a random walk
approach (Huse 2001). Recently, Duboz et al. (2010) used a GA to train many unknown
parameters in a broad-scale IBM, rather than just those in the movement sub-model.
In this chapter, I evaluate the performance of four GA-calibrated movement sub-models
using novel conditions, and compare the movement patterns and cohort-level responses. The
four approaches are: restricted-area search, kinesis, event-based, and run and tumble. An
individual-based cohort model roughly representative of a small, pelagic fish was used. The
cohort model was 2-dimensional with growth and mortality multipliers assigned to each cell of
spatial grid. Growth rate and mortality rate of each individual was computed each 5 minute
time step based on their size and the growth and mortality multipliers in the cell they occupied.
Each generation was 30 days long and the fitness of each individual was computed as its egg
production on the last time step of the generation. The same cohort model was used throughout,
but with movement determined by one of the four alternative sub-models. Four different spatial
distributions of growth and mortality were used to define the environmental (habitat) grid.
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These differed in having patchy versus smooth gradients and whether high growth cells
overlapped or not with high mortality cells (making a trade-off necessary). Once trained in an
environment, each of the sub-models was then tested in the other three environments to
determine if individuals moved to good habitat cells in novel environments. I conclude with a
discussion of the abilities of the four sub-models to predict realistic movement, how my results
inform the selection of a movement sub-model in new applications, and next steps to further
evaluate movement approaches.

2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Model description
The individual-based cohort model followed the growth, mortality, and movement of
individuals on a 2-dimensional spatial grid of square cells. Cohort individuals were loosely
based on a small pelagic fish. Movement was made modular in the cohort model so that the
different movement sub-models could be used interchangeably. The cohort model used a superindividual approach (Scheffer et al. 1995). A super-individual is model individual worth some
number of actual individuals with identical characteristics. Use of super-individuals allows for
simulation of a fixed number of model individuals (fixed array sizes) and for simulation of high
mortality. In a true individual-based approach, when an individual dies, it is removed from the
simulation. With super-individuals, all model individuals remain the simulation, but their worth
is decreased to represent the number of individuals that died. For each super-individual, I
simulated growth, mortality, and movement every 5 minutes in 12 hour days for a 30 day
generation. Individuals moved in continuous space and were mapped to cells after every time
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step. The cohort model and the GA used to calibrate the movement sub-models were coded in
Fortran 90.
At the end of each generation (last time step of day 30), I calculated egg production of
each super-individual as a fitness proxy for the GA. Egg production of the ith super-individual
was calculated as:
(1)
where Si(tfinal) was the worth of the super-individual and Wi(tfinal) was the weight in g of the
super-individual, both on the final time step of the last generation (time step tfinal). Equation 1
was based on a plausible weight-fecundity relationship and spawning frequency for a small
pelagic fish species (Jung and Houde 2004). The GA then attempted to maximize cohort egg
production by adjusting the parameters of the each of the movement sub-models. Cohort egg
production was the sum of egg production over super-individuals. After each generation, superindividuals with higher egg production contributed more to seeding the next generation with
movement parameter values. Eventually, cohort egg production reached a maximum value and
those parameter values were considered calibrated.
Environments
I trained and tested each movement sub-model in four environments (Figure 2.1). The
environment was a grid of 540 by 540 25 m2 cells for a total area of 2.7 km2. The lower left
corner of the grid was defined as the origin. Cells on the grid were denoted by their column
number (c) and row number (r) number from the origin. A continuous location on the grid was
denoted by the meters in the x-direction and meters in the y-direction from the origin.
The different environments were defined by how growth and mortality multipliers were
assigned to each cell (Gc,r and Mc,r) on the grid. Growth and mortality of each super-individual
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at each time step was then adjusted for the conditions in the cell by multiplying growth rate by
Gc,r and mortality rate by Mc,r. Gc,r and Mc,r were also used as the basis of movement cues for
the individuals. The multipliers ranged from 0 to 1, and served as proxies for prey and predator
abundance. I included a 100 m buffer around the edge of the grid with Gc,r=0 and Mc,r=1 to
reduce the likelihood of an edge effect.

Figure 2.1 - Four growth (Gc,r; a-d) and mortality (Mc,r; e-h) multiplier gradients used to train
and test movement sub-models. The cell quality (Gc,r- Mc,r) grids (i-l) are provided to aid in
visualizing overall habitat quality if growth and mortality are weighted equally.
Environments 1 and 2 were patchy with many, small hotspots of high mortality and
growth (two left columns in Figure 2.1). Environments 3 and 4 had smooth gradients with
single, large hotspots (two right columns in Figure 2.1). The mortality and growth hotspots
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were non-overlapping in environments 1 and 3, allowing individuals to find habitat that
simultaneously had low mortality and high growth. The mortality and growth hotspots
overlapped in environments 2 and 4, forcing individuals to balance trade-offs (i.e., good growth
cells were also moderate to high mortality cells). I defined cell quality as the difference
between the growth and mortality multipliers (Gc,r-Mc,r). Cell quality is related to but distinct
from habitat quality (Qc,r), which combined the growth and mortality movement cues as
perceived by individuals. Cell quality maps (Figure 2.1i-l) showed that the gradients were
steeper in the patchy environments than in the smooth environments (1 and 2 versus 3 and 4),
and steeper in the environments without trade-offs than with trade-offs (1 and 3 versus 2 and
4). The change in cell quality from one cell to the next was greater in steeper environments than
shallow environments. The environments had similar overall average growth multipliers (0.30,
0.28, 0.38, and 0.33), and somewhat lower average mortality multipliers in environments 1 and
2 (0.32 and 0.42) than in environments 3 and 4 (0.47 and 0.52).
Model processes
Length of a super-individual was increased each time step by its growth rate [Li(t) =
Li(t-1) + G]. Growth rate was calculated as G=Gmax∙Gc,r, where Gmax was the maximum growth
rate (2.5x10-3 mm/5 minutes). Length (mm) was then converted to weight [Wi(t), grams]
according to the allometric relationship Wi(t)=2x10-6∙Li(t)3.38. All individuals were started at
73.3 mm [Li(0)=73.3]. The initial size and the length-weight relationship were based on
plausible values for a small pelagic fish (Bassista and Hartman 2005; Lapolla 2001).
Mortality acted to reduce the worth of a super-individual. All super-individuals were
initialized with a worth of 100 [Si(0)=100]. The total mortality rate was calculated each time
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step as M=Mmax∙Mc,r∙ML , where Mmax was 2x10-4/5 minutes and ML was a length multiplier.
Mortality rate decreased with increasing length:
.

(2)

Equation 2 calculated the difference between current length and the maximum achievable
length, divided by the maximum change in length an individual could achieve over the course
of a generation. Worth was then reduced as: Si(t) = Si(t-1)∙e-M. If the worth of a superindividual went below zero, the individual was removed from the simulation.
Movement was simulated using one of the four alternative movement sub-models, with
each sub-model set-up to accept growth and mortality cues as inputs. The four sub-models
were: restricted-area search, kinesis, event-based, and run and tumble. The growth cue was
simply the value of the growth multiplier for the cell (G′ =Gc,r). The mortality cue (M′) was
calculated from total mortality of the individual, which depended in the mortality multiplier in
the cell, as:
.

(3)

Equation 3 is the fraction dying in a cell divided by the maximum fraction dying, and makes
morality a fraction that is comparable to fractional growth rate cue G′. Whereas the growth and
mortality multipliers (Gc,r and Mc,r) and the growth cue (G′) were the same for all individuals in
that cell, the mortality cue (M′) depended on the cell’s mortality multiplier and the length of the
individual and so varied among individuals in the same cell. The movement sub-models all
used G′ and M′ to calculate the velocities for a super-individual (m/s) in the x and y directions
[Vx(t) and Vy(t)], which were then used to update the location of the individual:
(4)
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(5)
where Δt was 300 s. Given new x and y locations, the cell of the individual was updated.
Restricted-area search
Restricted-area search determined Vx(t) and Vy(t) by allowing a super-individual to
evaluate growth and mortality cues in neighboring cells, and then to move toward the cell with
the highest habitat quality. The neighborhood was defined as all cells within Darea cells in eight
directions from of the current location, plus the individual’s current cell. Habitat quality for
each cell (Qc,r) was computed based on the growth and mortality cues of the cell and how the
super-individual weighted (emphasized) growth versus mortality:
[ ′

]

[ ′

]

(6)

where determined the relative influence of growth and mortality, ε was a uniform random
number with different values used to adjust growth and mortality, and Rh determined the
amount of error added to the movement cues based on the distance from the current cell to the
center of cell being evaluated. Equation 6 calculated a weighted sum of G′ and M′, assuming
that the uncertainty in movement cues increased in proportion to the number of cells between
the current cell and the cell being evaluated. I added to the sum to shift the values of Qc,r to be
between 0 and 1.The value of Rh was computed as

⁄

where dc,r was the distance (in

number of cells) of the cell c,r from the current cell. The equation for Rh was designed to
increase the noise on G′ and M′ from about 30% at a distance of 2 cells to about 70% at the
maximum distance of 5 cells. When evaluating Qc,r for the current cell and the immediately
neighboring cells, Rh was set to 0.
After determining Qc,r for each cell in the neighborhood, individuals moved toward the
center of cell with the highest Q c,r value, with some noise added. Movement was determined as
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the swimming angle and swimming speed. The swimming angle (θbase, radians) was the angle
formed by the hypotenuse connecting the current location with the center of the target cell and
the side of that triangle along the x axis. Uniform noise of between plus and minus Rθ was
added to the angle:

. The parameter Rθ was the maximum degree of error

added to the swimming angle, and ε was a uniform random number between -1 and 1. Noise on
swimming speed (m/s) was calculated in a similar way as θ:

. The SSbase

parameter was the baseline swimming speed (0.5 body lengths/s) and RSS was the maximum
degree of error. The x and y components of velocity were calculated from swimming speed
and θ:
(7)
(8)
Kinesis
Kinesis calculated the x and y velocities of an individual as the sum of inertial (f) and
random components (g).
(9)
(10)
Both components depended on how close the habitat quality in the cell was to a pre-defined
optimal value (Qopt). The same basic definition of habitat quality as used in restricted area
search was used with kinesis, but only applied to the current cell because kinesis did not use
information in neighboring cells:
′.
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(11)

Equation 11 calculates a weighted sum of M′ and G′ that is shifted by so that Qc,r ranges from
0 to 1. The difference (ΔQ) between habitat quality in the current cell and optimal habitat
quality (Qopt) was then computed
{

(12)

The value of ΔQ determined how much the inertial velocity was emphasized over
random velocity when they were summed to obtain total velocities in the x and y dimensions.
The inertial component was calculated as:
(

)

(

)

(13)

(14)

where σQ was equivalent to the standard deviation parameter of a Gaussian distribution, and H1
determined the height of the function. Equations 13 and 14 multiply the velocity computed for
the previous time step by a function that is the ascending part of a Gaussian distribution. Only
the lower tail was evaluated because Qc,r was not allowed to exceed Qopt (see equation 12).
The random component was calculated also using a Gaussian shaped function:
(

(

(

)

(

)

)

(15)

)

(16)

where H2 determined the height of the function, ε was a random deviate from a normal
distribution with a mean of √

and a standard deviation of 0.5∙φ, and φ was the

maximum sustained velocity in m/s. The value of φ was computed from a specified maximum
swimming speed (SSmax, BL/s), which was set to 1 body length/s (i.e., φ = SSmax∙L(t)/103).
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Event-based
Event-based movement assumed super-individuals detected high growth (G′) and high
mortality (M′) in cells, and then enacted one of several pre-defined behaviors in response to the
growth or mortality conditions. Five behaviors were defined: short-term and long-term
responses to high growth, short and long-term responses to high mortality, and a default
behavior. The behavior that resulted in the highest expected utility (benefit) to the individuals
was then selected and implemented for that time step.
The five behaviors were defined (Table 2.1) by changes in swimming direction (θadj),
noise added to the new swimming angle (Rθ), and specification of the swimming speed (SS).
The new swimming angle was calculated as θ(t) = θ(t-1) + θadj + Rθ∙ε where ε was a uniform
random deviate from -1 to 1. With the new swimming angle and swimming speed (SS), the
velocities (Vx and Vy) were calculated using equations 7 and 8.
Table 2.1 - The change in swimming angle (θadj), magnitude of randomness added to the
swimming angle (Rθ), and swimming speed (SS) associated with the short-term and long-term
behaviors of event-based movement. The behaviors are the responses to habitats in which high
mortality and growth are detected by the individual.
Default
Mortality (j*=1)
Growth (j*=2)
(j*=0)
Short-term Long-term Short-term Long-term
(k*=0)
(k*=1)
(k*=0)
(k*=1)
(k*=0)
θadj (radians)
π
0
0
0
0
Rθ (radians)
0.1π
0.25π
π
0.5π
2π
SS (body lengths/s)
1
0.5
0.25
0.33
0.5
The responses involved moving away from high mortality and trying to maintain
position when high growth was detected. The short-term response to high mortality was for the
individual to reverse direction with relatively small noise added (Rθ,= 0.1π), and to move at the
fastest swimming speed possible (SS=1). If the long-term response to mortality was triggered
(i.e., high mortality detected but not as threatening as with the short-term response), then the
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individual kept going in the same direction (θadj,= 0) but slowed down (SS=0.5). Both
responses to high growth directed the individual to keep going in the same direction (θadj,= 0),
with the short-term response (high growth imminent) being slower speed but higher noise on
the angle (SS=0.25 and Rθ,=π) than the long-term response (SS=0.33 and Rθ,=0.5π). The
default behavior was a simple random walk (Rθ,=2π) with intermediate swimming speed
(SS=0.5).
One additional modification was made to the short-term response to high mortality to
prevent individuals from oscillating between two cells. The swimming angle was only reversed
(θadj = π) if that behavior was not selected in the previous time step. I did this avoid individuals
moving between two points in high mortality areas for an extended duration of time. Some
individuals continued to select the short-term response to high mortality for multiple time steps.
On each time step, the behavior that would result in the highest expected utility to the
individual was selected. Expected utility combined the intrinsic utility of an individual
responding to each cue (e.g., the fitness benefit of escaping predation) with the probability of
obtaining that utility. If all four expected utilities fell below 0.01 on a time step, then a default
random walk behavior was selected. First, an individual detected high growth or high mortality
on the current time step if the cue values in the occupied cell were greater than a threshold
value:
{

(17)

where ej(t) indicates whether or not cue j was detected, rj was the detection threshold for cue j,
and I1 was the mortality cue (M′) and I2 was the growth cue (G′). The two detection values (e1
for mortality and e2 for growth) were then used in an exponential moving average, with
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different memory coefficients for short-term and long-term responses, to obtain the probability
pj,k of each of the four responses:
(18)
where mk was the memory coefficient associated with response type k. Finally, the expected
utility (Uj,k) of response k (0=short-term and 1=long-term) to cue j (1=mortality or 2=growth)
was calculated:
(19)
where uj was the intrinsic utility of responding to cue j, and pj,k was the probability of obtaining
uj. Thus, there were four values of Uj,k determined at each time step: short-term growth, longterm growth, short-term mortality, and long-term mortality. The response with the highest
utility was implemented, unless all had utilities less than 0.01 and then the default random
behavior was implemented.
Run and Tumble
In run and tumble, individuals either ran (continued in same direction) or tumbled
(random new direction), with their swimming speed decreasing as the probability of tumbling
increased. The probability of tumbling was a function of current habitat quality (Qc,r) and the
recently experienced habitat quality (Ω) of the individual:
(

)

(20)

where F(Ω) was the cumulative distribution function of a gamma distribution (parameters α and
β) evaluated at Ω, and F′(Ω) was the probability density function evaluated at Ω. Like kinesis,
habitat quality was only calculated for the current cell according to equation 11. The variable Ω
was the cumulative habitat quality experienced by the individual since it last tumbled:
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∑

where t* was the time step of the last tumble. Run and tumble used recent history and

current cell habitat quality to determine whether to tumble and thereby tend to stay in an area.
The ratio of the cumulative distribution and the probability density determined how much past
experience was weighted versus the conditions in the present cell.
The probability of tumbling was compared to a uniform random deviate. If the
P(tumble) exceeded the random number, then the fish tumbled and θ(t) was set to a random
angle (i.e., uniform deviate between 0 and 2π). If the P(tumble) was less than the random
number, then the fish ran and θ(t) was kept as its value for the individual from the previous
time step. In both running and tumbling time steps, swimming speed was calculated as
(21)
where SSbase was 0.5 body lengths/s and λ was set equal to the P(tumble) but not allowed to
exceed 0.9. Given values for θ(t) and SS, Vx(t) and Vy(t) were calculated according to
equations 7 and 8.
Random walk
In pure random walk movement, a random swimming angle [θ(t)] was from generated
from a uniform distribution of 0 to 2π at each time step, and swimming speed (SS) was set to
0.5 body lengths/s. Directional velocities were then calculated according to equations 7 and 8.
The results of the random walk simulations were used as a baseline against which we compared
the performance of the other four movement sub-models (i.e., did they do better than random
movement).
Initialization and boundary behavior
Individuals were randomly placed on the grid (within the 100 m buffer) on the first time
step of each generation by assigning random values to x and y locations. Given their initial x
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and y location, their initial cell was determined. Individuals using restricted-area search that
were directed to move past the edge of the grid in either the x or y direction were randomly
assigned to a new position along that axis. For example, individuals directed to move past the
right-hand side of the grid were randomly assigned a new value from 0 to 2.7x103 m for xi.
Individuals that moved past the edge based on the other three movement sub-models were
reflected back on to the grid the distance they overshot the edge, plus 100 m to account for the
buffer.
Genetic Algorithm
I used a simplified GA to estimate unknown parameters for each movement sub-model
(Table 2.2). Four parameters were estimated for the restricted-area search: , Rθ, RSS, and Darea.
Five parameters were estimated for kinesis: , Qopt, σQ, H1, and H2. Six parameters were
estimated for event-based: u1, u2, m0, m1, r1, and r2. Four parameters were estimated for run and
tumble: , α, β, and RSS. I attempted to be as consistent as possible in which parameters were
trained by the GA across sub-models. For each sub-model, I estimated parameters responsible
for weighting growth and mortality, determining the degree of randomness added to the
directed movement, and how current versus past experience was weighted (in event-based and
run and tumble). The parameter weighted growth and mortality in all but the event-based submodel, which used u1, u2, r1, and r2 to balance growth and mortality trade-offs. The degree of
noise added to movement was determined by Rθ and RSS in the restricted area search, all
parameters in kinesis and event-based, and RSS in run and tumble. The influence of current
versus past experienced was determined by m0 and m1 in event-based and α and β in run and
tumble. Finally, the GA was also used to estimate Darea, which was unique to the restricted-area
search.
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Table 2.2 - Parameters for four movement sub-models calibrated by with a genetic algorithm
(GA). The GA operated on a scaled parameter vector where all elements (w) ranged from 0 to
1. Some of the scaled parameters were transformed before they were used in their respective
movement sub-model.
Parameter Description
Transformation Units
Neighborhood search
Weights growth and mortality in Qc,r
Rθ
Maximum noise added to θ
w∙1.5 π+0.5π
Radians
Rss
Maximum noise added to SS
w∙0.5
body lengths/s
Darea
Neighborhood radius
⌊ ∙5⌋
cells
Kinesis
Weights growth and mortality in Qc,r
Qopt
Optimal habitat quality
Standard deviation of habitat favorability
σopt
distributions
Height of the inertial habitat favorability
H1
distribution
Height of the random habitat favorability
H2
distribution
Event-based
u1
Intrinsic utility of responding to mortality
u2
Intrinsic utility of responding to growth
m0
Short-term memory coefficient
m1
Long-term memory coefficient
r1
Detection threshold for mortality
r2
Detection threshold for growth
Levy flight
Weights growth and mortality in Qc,r
α
Gamma shape parameter
w∙9+1
β
Gamma scale parameter
w∙9+1
Rss
Maximum noise added to SS
w∙0.5
body lengths/s
Each model super-individual was assigned a parameter vector, whose values the GA
adjusted every generation until cohort egg production was maximized. The parameters in the
vectors differed for each movement sub-model. For computational convenience, the GA
worked on parameters values between zero and one. If necessary, the parameter values were
then transformed to be used in their respective sub-model (Table 2.2). I initialized the
parameter vectors in the first generation of each training run from a uniform (0 to 1)
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distribution. The m0 parameter in event-based movement was initialized from a uniform (0 to
m1) distribution to prevent the short-term memory coefficient from exceeding the long-term
memory coefficient.
The GA selected and mutated the parameter vectors from individuals with high fitness
at the end of each 30 day generation to seed the cohort to start the next generation. At the end
of a generation, the GA selected 3000 individuals with replacement with the probability of
selection equal to

3000
i / ∑i=1

i.

Each element in the selected parameter vectors then had a 6%

chance of mutation. This mutation rate is comparable to rates from other studies using GAs to
calibrate movement sub-models (Strand and Huse 2007; Huse and Ellingsen 2008; Okunishi et
al. 2009). Those parameter values selected for mutation were adjusted by adding a random
value from a uniform (-0.1 to 0.1) distribution. Mutated values were restricted to be between
zero and one. In the event-based sub-model, if a mutated value of m0, exceeded m1 then a new
value was randomly selected from a uniform (0 to m1) distribution.

2.2.2. Training simulations
Each movement sub-model was trained with the GA for 300 generations in each of the
four training environments (Figure 2.1). Three stochastic replicate training simulations that
used different random number sequences were performed for each of the 16 sub-model and
environment combinations. I used three criteria to determine whether or not the GA had
converged on a solution by the end of the training run: fitness, parameter values, and behavioral
responses. Fitness convergence was satisfied when cohort egg production increased and leveled
off at a value greater than the cohort egg production based on the random walk sub-model.
Parameter convergence was when the parameter distributions narrowed from their initial
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uniform distribution around a consistent range of values. Behavioral convergence was
evaluated by how well the trained sub-model aggregated individuals in higher quality cells.
Several model outputs were presented to illustrate the dynamics of the GA calibration.
Mean weight and abundance (summed worths) were plotted for the first and last generation for
the four sub-models trained in environment 1. I also showed the growth (G′) and mortality (M′)
cues detected by three super-individuals during the last 100 time steps of the first and last
generation of training in environment 1 and the movement trajectories of five example
individuals.
Model outputs were presented related to the three convergence criteria. Cohort egg
production was plotted over the 300 generations, the final 3000 values of each parameter
determined by the GA were summarized with box plots, and the locations of 1000 model
individuals on the last time step of the 300th generation were plotted on the cell quality spatial
maps. I also summarized the final locations of the individuals by plotting their cumulative
biomass (worth∙weight) versus the cell quality of their final cell location. Finally, the
trajectories of individuals during the last generation were quantified by computing the average
number of unique cells visited by an individual and the sinuosity of their pathway. Sinuosity
was calculated as the ratio between the total distance traveled by an individual and the linear
distance between their initial and final locations. These were averaged over individuals in the
final generation, weighted by their worth.
For some of the outputs (e.g., final distributions, box plots of individual egg
production), I only presented the results of one of the three replicate simulations. This was done
for clarity and because the outputs were very similar across replicates. For example, the mean
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egg production over individuals (shown in Figure 2.11) for event-based when trained in
environment 4 and tested in environment 1 was 1.27, 1.27, and 1.28x107.

2.2.3. Testing simulations
The sub-models were tested in novel environments by simulating one generation in the
other three environments not used for training. The final parameter values of the 3000 superindividuals from training were used. Each set of values was assigned to a new individual for
testing. I showed individual egg production, weight, and worth as box plots, and CDFs of
biomass versus cell quality of the inhabited cell on the last time step. Weights and worths
allowed me to determine whether the patterns in egg production were driven by differences in
growth, mortality, or both. When training results are included, they are shown in gray to
distinguish from novel test results (i.e., tested in a different environment than trained).
I assessed whether it was necessary to maintain the individual variation in parameter
values by repeating all of the testing combinations but using the mean values of trained
parameters. The 3000 values, corresponding to the 3000 super-individuals, were simply
averaged (weighting by worth) and the average parameter values used for all 3000 superindividuals in the testing. Results were shown as the CDFs of biomass versus cell quality of the
inhabited cell on the last time step of the test generation.

2.3. Results
2.3.1. Training simulations
Individuals more effectively minimized mortality and maximized growth at the end of
the training phase than they did at the start. Mean final weight of individuals in the cohort was
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from 20% (4.9 g versus 5.9 g in RA) to 4% higher (4.8 g to 5.0 g in event-based) after training
(Figure 2.2a and e). Total worth of the cohort during generation 300 declined more slowly
(lower mortality) than in the first generation for all four sub-models (right column of Figure
2.2).

Figure 2.2 - Mean individual weight (a, c, e, and g) and abundance (b, d, f, and h) over the
course of the first and last generations in a 300 generation training phase in environment 1.
Results are shown for the first replicate simulation for the four movement sub-models:
RA=restricted-area search, Kinesis, Event=event-based, and RT=run and tumble.
Growth and mortality of three example individuals also showed how training increased
the growth and lowered the mortality of individuals (Figure 2.3). In general, growth
experienced by individuals was consistently high (solid lines) and mortality experienced
consistently low (dotted lines) in the final generation, whereas growth and mortality varied
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greatly in the first generation. This was most clearly seen with restricted-area and kinesis,
reasonably clear with event-based movement, and a varied among the three example superindividuals for run and tumble. For all three super-individuals, growth and mortality were
mixed in the first generation and clearly separated in the final generation for restricted-area and
kinesis. In event-based, the top individual had low mortality but also low growth. With run and
tumble, the top individual showed the greatest training with very high growth and very low
mortality throughout the final generation. However, the bottom individual experienced a long
period of high mortality and very low growth until the last third of the time period.
The trajectories of five example individuals mimicked their growth and mortality
experiences, and illustrated the different movement patterns generated by the four sub-models
(Figure 2.3). Before training, restricted-area allowed some individuals to remain in low quality
habitat for most of the generation, while after training all individuals moved efficiently to high
quality habitat (Figure 2.3m versus o). Kinesis showed more movement variability than
restricted-area search, especially in the first generation when the random component dominated
the velocities; individuals spent more time in good habitat than bad in the final generation
(Figure 2.3n versus p). Event-based moved individuals randomly around their initial location in
the first generation before training, but after training, individuals performed straight-line
trajectories in poor quality habitat and a slow random walk in high quality habitat (Figure 2.3cc
versus ee). Run and tumble moved individuals almost exclusively with straight-line movements
(runs) before training, but in the final generation had individuals move in small areas (tumble)
in all but the worst habitat cells (Figure 2.3dd versus ff).
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Figure 2.3 - The growth (G′=solid line) and mortality (M′=dashed line) cues encountered by
three individuals at the end of generations 1 and 300 in environment 1 (a-l and q-bb), and five
individual trajectories in generations 1 and 300 (m-p and cc-ff). Results are presented for four
movement sub-models: RA=restricted-area search, Kinesis, Event=event-based, and RT=run
and tumble. On the trajectory panels, diamonds are initial locations and circles are final
locations. The straight-line movements in panel m were because individuals moved past the
edge of the environment and were randomly reassigned along the axis of the boundary they
crossed. The background gradients are Gc,r- Mc,r and are provided to aid in visualizing cell
quality (red=highest quality and blue=lowest quality). Results are from replicate 1 of the three
replicate simulations.
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Figure 2.3 (cont’d).
Cohort egg production converged within 300 generations for the restricted-area search,
kinesis, and event-based sub-models, but egg production from run and tumble remained similar
to random walk in environments 3 and 4 (Figure 2.4). Restricted-area converged the fastest
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(within about 25 generations), with kinesis and event-based requiring about 50 generations to
converge, and run and tumble about 100 generations in environments 1 and 2.

Figure 2.4 - Cohort egg production at the end of each generation during training in four
environments. Three stochastic replicate cohorts were trained in each of four movement submodels (red=restricted-area search, blue=kinesis, green=event-based, and magenta=run and
tumble). The black line is the egg-production for a cohort moving with a random walk.
Maximum cohort egg production varied across sub-models and training grids, but was
remarkably consistent across replicates (Figure 2.4). Restricted-area search converged to the
highest egg production suggesting it was the most efficient sub-model, while run and tumble
consistently generated the lowest egg production, at times just above random walk. Kinesis
outperformed (had higher egg production) event-based in the patchy environments 1 and 2
(Figure 2.4a and b), while event-based outperformed kinesis in the two smooth environments 3
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and 4 (Figure 2.4c and d). The environments without trade-offs (1 and 3) tended to yield higher
egg production than the environments with trade-offs (2 and 4), and the patchy environments (1
and 2) yielded higher egg production than the smooth environments (3 and 4).
The restricted-area search parameters , Rθ, and Darea converged in all four training
environments, but Rss showed little convergence (Figure 2.5). Substantial variation remained in
the converged parameters, but their somewhat tighter distributions were consistent across the
three replicates. Converged values of tended to be higher in the patchy environments 1 and 2
(Figure 2.5a and b) than the smooth environments 3 and 4 (Figure 2.5 c and d). When =1, the
habitat quality function relied entirely on mortality, and when =0, habitat quality was only a
function of growth. Higher values in the patchy environments indicated that the individuals
trained in patchy environments responded to mortality more than those trained in the smooth
environments. Values of Rθ were minimized on all training grids, and thus individuals
performed better when they moved exactly in the direction towards the optimal habitat cell.
The potential fitness benefit of sampling more of the environment nearby the optimal choice
was outweighed by the fitness cost of inaccurately moving towards the best cell. The values of
Darea strongly converged on one reflecting the negative effects of noise from more distant cells.
The failure of RSS to converge was likely due to individuals only wanting to move within the
small 1-cell neighborhood, within which all cells were reachable. Thus, variability on their
swimming speed was unimportant.
Kinesis parameters of , Qopt, σopt, H1, and H2 converged consistently across training
environments and replicates (Figure 2.6). The parameter converged to higher values, and thus
individuals emphasized mortality more when trade-offs were required environments 2 and 4
(Figure 2.6b and d). In all environments, Qopt converged to high values, while σopt converged to
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Figure 2.5 - Restricted-area search parameters after training with a genetic algorithm for 300
generations. Three replicate cohorts were trained in each of four environments. The boxes for
the Darea parameter are collapsed because all three quartiles are equal to 1.
low values. Thus, the random component to velocities played a role until individuals
encountered very high quality habitat, and then the switch to emphasizing the inertial
component was sharp. The H1 parameter was generally lower in trade-off environments 2 and 4
(Figure 2.6b and d); thus the inertial component was weighted lower and individuals slowed
down more quickly in good habitat compared to environments without trade-offs. However,
convergence of H1 in the environments without trade-offs was weak. The H2 parameter
converged to nearly one on all grids, which was the highest value allowed, further showing
how kinesis was emphasizing the random component of velocities.
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Figure 2.6 - Kinesis parameters after training with a genetic algorithm for 300 generations.
Three replicate cohorts were trained on each of four grids.
Event-based parameters also trained consistently across training environments and
replicates, and showed some degree of correlation across environments (Figure 2.7). The
parameter u1 varied inversely to u2. When u1 was high (high utility with mortality) in the patchy
environments 1 and 2, u2 (utility with growth) was low (Figure 2.7a and b), and when u1 was
low in the smooth environments 3 and 4, u2 was high (Figure 2.7c and d). Thus, individuals
responded more to mortality in the patchy environments, and more to growth in the smooth
environments. The memory coefficients m1 and m2 also covaried, but this was due to m2 having
to be less than m1. The memory coefficients either failed to converge (environment 1, Figure
2.7a) or converged to low values (Figure 2.7b-d). Individuals were therefore not retaining
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Figure 2.7 - Event-based parameters after training with a genetic algorithm for 300 generations.
Three replicate cohorts were trained on each of four grids. The values of m0 were allowed to
range from 0 to m1 for each individual.
detection information for very long into the past. Convergence to small values of r1 (threshold
for detecting mortality) in all four training environments meant that individuals were detecting
even low levels of mortality in all situations. The importance of growth, however, differed
among environments. Individuals emphasized growth more in the patchy environments (lower
r2 values) than in the smooth environments (Figure 2.7a, b versus c, d); however, r2 did
converge in the smooth environments so individuals did respond to growth but only when they
detected very high growth.
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Run and tumble parameters , α, and β converged in all four training environments, but
RSS did not (Figure 2.8). The values of were near 0 in environment 1 and closer to 1 in the
other three environments. Thus, individuals relied almost exclusively on growth in the patchy
environment without trade-offs (environment 1, Figure 2.8a), but relied primarily on mortality
in the other environments. The α and β parameters converged very tightly to values near 1. The
probability of tumbling was therefore nearly equal to (but always slightly less than) the value of
Qc,r; tumbling was almost exclusively dependent on the current habitat quality. RSS showed
wide variability among individuals, and in some cases, among replicates.
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Figure 2.8 - Run and tumble parameters after training with a genetic algorithm for 300
generations. Three replicate cohorts were trained on each of four grids.
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RSS

Restricted-area search, kinesis, and event-based sub-models all successfully aggregated
individuals in areas of high cell quality (high growth relative to mortality) in all four training
environments, but run and tumble was only successful (showed aggregation) in environment 1
(Figure 2.9). Restricted-area search aggregated individuals more tightly and in the very high
quality cells compared to the other three sub-models. This seen by the tight clustering of superindividuals in red colored cells (Figure 2.9a-d), and by the CDFs for restricted-area search
increasing the quickest and to the highest value (red lines in Figure 2.10). The final locations
of individuals corresponded to high quality cells. Kinesis also aggregated individuals in high
quality cells, but the final distributions showed more scatter (Figure 2.9e-h), and the CDFs
increased more slowly and to lower maximum values (blue lines in Figure 2.10). Kinesis
performed the worst in environment 4, where individuals were only loosely aggregated and the
CDF was only moderately above the random walk line. Event-based successfully aggregated
individuals (Figure 2.9i-l; green lines in Figure 2.10), but the aggregation pattern in
environment 2 differed from the patterns generated by restricted-area search and kinesis. Eventbased appeared to simply avoid mortality in environment 2 (Figure 2.9j). The CDFs for eventbased steadily increased in environments 1, 3 and 4, but remained like random walk until a
sharp increase at zero in environment 2 when mortality became increasingly important (green
lines in Figure 2.10b versus a, c, and d). Run and tumble only produced aggregation in
environment 1 (patchy without trade-offs), where it loosely aggregated individuals in areas of
high cell quality (Figure 2.9m). In environments 2, 3, and 4, the run and tumble sub-model
appeared to produce random scatter (Figure 2.9n, o, and p). The CDF for run and tumble was
clearly above random walk for environment 1, marginally better than random walk for
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environment 2, and indistinguishable from random walk for the smooth environments 3 and 4
(magenta lines in Figure 2.10).

Figure 2.9 - Final distribution of super-individuals (∙) moving according to the four sub-models
(RA=restricted-area search, Kinesis, Event=event-based, and RT=run and tumble) at the end of
the last training generation in four environments. The background gradients are Gc,r- Mc,r and
are provided to aid in visualizing cell quality (red=highest quality and blue=lowest quality.
Results are from replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
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Figure 2.10 - Cumulative biomass versus cell quality (Gc,r-Mc,r) in the last time step of the last
generation of the training phase in four environments. Results are from four sub-models:
red=restricted-area search, blue=kinesis, green=event-based, and magenta=run and tumble.
Three replicate cohorts were trained for each sub-model. The black lines are the cumulative
biomass distributions for random walk.
Sub-models produced different trajectory patterns even when they predicted reasonable
final distributions (Table 2.3). Individuals encountered the fewest unique cells with restrictedarea search (most efficient), but the pathways had the highest sinuosity values in the patchy
environments (1 and 2). Average unique cells encountered were 432 to 681 across
environments versus greater than 1136 for the other three sub-models, and sinuosity was about
four times higher in environments 1 and 2 (281) versus environments 3 and 4 (69 and 61).
Restricted-area search lacked a mechanism for slowing down in high quality cells; individuals
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moved directly to high quality cells and then wandered locally. Higher sinuosity in patchy
environments occurred because individuals reached high quality cells more quickly and thus
spent more time wandering locally, which increased sinuosity. Event-based was less efficient
(encountered more unique cells) than kinesis in the patchy environments (1 and 2), but they
were similar in the smooth environments (3 and 4). Average unique cells encountered in eventbased was 2158 and 2028 in environments 1 and 2 versus 1136 and 1149 in kinesis. In
environments 3 and 4, both sub-models had average unique cells encountered of about 2000.
Sinuosity for kinesis and event-based did not display a clear pattern, but the values reflected
wandering behavior as individuals searched for high quality habitat because both sub-models
included mechanisms for slowing. Run and tumble was least efficient, as individuals
encountered even more unique cells than random walk (e.g., 3070 versus 1848 in environment
3), but had sinuosity (67 to 79) comparable to the other sub-models because individuals spent
most of their time making long, straight movements with the running behavior.
Table 2.3 - The mean number of unique cells encountered and mean sinuosity of individuals
using four movement sub-models (AR=restricted-area search, Kinesis, Event=event-based,
RT=run and tumble, and RW=random walk) calibrated with a genetic algorithm in four
environments. The results presented here are from replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.

AR
Kinesis
Event
RT
RW

1
432
1136
2158
2473
1836

Unique cells
2
3
681
680
1149 2199
2028 1910
2350 3070
1832 1848

4
681
2372
2012
3057
1841

1
281
46
128
67
477

Sinuosity index
2
3
4
281
69
61
50
49
81
135
59
61
69
79
71
499
480
483

2.3.2. Testing simulations
Individual egg production values were similar across training environments for each test
environment with some exceptions (Figure 2.11). Restricted-area search trained in all four
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Figure 2.11 - Egg production from trained movement sub-models tested in four environments.
The four sub-models are RA=restricted-area search, Kinesis, Event=event-based, and RT=run
and tumble. Sub-models trained in environments 1-4 are shown from left to right within each
group as indicated for restricted-area in test environment 1. Results from testing in the training
environment are shown in grey. Egg production for a random walk (RW) is included for
comparison. Results are from replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
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environments had similar egg production values when tested in environments 1, 2, and 3.
However, restricted-area search trained in environments 1 or 2 (patchy) and tested in
environment 4 produced egg production similar to random walk (two left bars of RA in Figure
2.11d). Kinesis trained in all four environments outperformed the random walk in all four test
environments (although only slightly in environment 4). When tested in environment 1, mean
egg production decreased from 1.4x107 when trained in environment 1 to 1.2x107 when trained
in environment 4. Egg production with event-based showed little variability when tested in
environments 1 and 2. However, when trained in environments 1 and 2 and tested in
environments 3 and 4, egg production with event-based was similar to random walk (two left
bars of event in Figure 2.11c and d). Egg production for run and tumble was marginally higher
than random walk when tested in environments 1 and 2, and similar to random walk in
environments 3 and 4.
Restricted-area search balanced growth and mortality when tested in environments
without tradeoffs (1 and 3) regardless of the training environment, but favored growth when
trained in smooth environments and tested in trade-off environments. Weights (indicating
growth) and worths (indicating mortality) were consistently high when tested in environments 1
and 3, regardless of which training environment was used (Figures 2.12a and c and 2.13a and
c). However, weights were low (although above random walk) in testing environments 2 and 4
when individuals were trained in environments 1 and 2 (Figure 2.12b and d).
Kinesis favored high growth when tested in environments 1-3, but was unable to select
either high growth or low mortality in environment 4. Individual weights, and to lesser extent
worths, were relatively high when trained and tested in environments 1-3 (Figures 2.12a-c and
2.13a-c). However, when trained in environment 4 (smooth with tradeoffs) and tested in other
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Figure 2.12 – Final individual weights from trained movement sub-models tested in four
environments. The four sub-models are RA=restricted-area search, Kinesis, Event=event-based,
and RT=run and tumble. Sub-models trained in environments 1-4 are shown from left to right
within each group as indicated for run and tumble in test environment 1. Results from testing in
the training environment are shown in grey. Weights for a random walk (RW) are included for
comparison. Results are from replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
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Figure 2.13 - Final individual worths from trained movement sub-models tested in four
environments. The four sub-models are RA=restricted-area search, Kinesis, Event=event-based,
and RT=run and tumble. Sub-models trained in environments 1-4 are shown from left to right
within each group. Results from testing in the training environment are shown in grey. Worths
for random walk (RW) are included for comparison. Results are from replicate 1 of the three
replicate simulations.
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environments (rightmost bar for kinesis in Figure 2.12a-c), or tested in environment 4,
individual weights were lower and near the values for random walk (Figure 2.12d). Values of
worths were also low when tested in environment 4 (Figure 2.13d).
Event-based showed the sharpest difference in relying on growth versus mortality
among environments, with mortality favored in training environments 1 and 2 and growth
favored when trained and tested in environments 3 and 4 (Figures 2.12c and d and 2.13c and d).
Worths were the highest and weights among the lowest across all sub-models when eventbased was tested in environments 1 and 2 (Figures 2.12a and b and 2.13a and b), regardless of
the training environment. Event-based performed poorly when trained in environments 1 and 2
and tested in 3 and 4 (Figure 2.12c and d). When trained in environments 3 and 4, event-based
generated the highest weights of all of the sub-models.
The relatively poor performance of run and tumble in terms of egg production was
reflected in the generally low weight and worths of individuals. While worths were near the
values for the other sub-models for certain combinations of training and testing (RT in Figure
2.13), weights were usually low and never high compared to the other sub-models (RT in
Figure 2.12).
The CDFs showed that when sub-models successfully trained, they aggregated
individuals in high quality cells in novel environments, but that the degree of aggregation was
in some cases influenced by the training environment. Restricted-area search put many
individuals in relatively few high quality cells (red lines sharply increase in Figure 2.14). Less
aggregation for restricted-area search occurred when trained in environments 1 and 2 (patchy)
and tested in the smooth environment with trade-offs (stepwise red lines in in Figure 2.14c and
f). Kinesis aggregated individuals in high quality cells in all test environments
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Figure 2.14 - Cumulative final biomass of individuals versus their final cell quality (Gc,r-Mc,r)
from test simulations in novel environments. Four movement sub-models (red=restricted-area
search, blue=kinesis, green=event-based, and magenta=run and tumble) were trained in four
environments and tested in the three environments not used in training. The black line is the
cumulative biomass distributions for random walk. Results from three replicate training
simulations are shown.
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(blue lines in Figure 2.14), although in some cases (trained in 4 and tested in 3 Figure 2.14l),
the CDFs were close to random walk. Event-based trained in the smooth environments (3 and
4) performed well in all test environments (green lines above black lines in Figure 2.14g-l), but
was similar to random walk when trained in 1 and 2 and tested in 3 and 4 (green like black lines
in Figure 2.14b, c, e, and f). Run and tumble, which had the most difficulty in training,
generated CDFs only marginally better than random walk when tested in environments 1 and 2
(magenta lines in two left columns of Figure 2.14) and produced practically random
distributions when tested in environments 3 and 4 (magenta like black lines in two right
columns of Figure 2.14).
All four sub-models generated similar CDFs with mean parameter values (all
individuals have the same values) as when each super-individual had their own unique
parameter values (solid versus dotted in Figure 2.15). Restricted-area aggregated individuals
into even fewer better quality cells (sharper CDFs), while the other sub-models generated very
similar CDFs between mean and individual parameter values.

2.4. Discussion
Successfully trained sub-models generally produced high fitness (egg production
greater than random walk) movement patterns when tested in novel environments. Sub-models
had similarly high egg production values across training environments within each test
environment, and egg production was generally greater than the random walk (Figure 2.11).
Thus, in most cases, sub-models trained in one set of environmental conditions can be reliably
applied to simulate movement in novel environments that were not encountered during training.
I purposely used four environments for training and testing that differed in important ways to
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Figure 2.15 - Cumulative final biomass of individuals versus their final cell quality (Gc,r-Mc,r)
for test simulations using mean parameters (dotted lines) and all parameters (solid lines) at the
end of training. Four sub-models (red=restricted-area search, blue=kinesis, green=event-based,
and magenta=run and tumble) were trained and the trained sub-models tested four
environments. The black lines are the cumulative biomass distributions for random walk.
Results are from replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
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ensure that the sub-models could handle a range of training and novel environments. The
growth and mortality gradients were patchy in environments 1 and 2 and smooth in
environments 3 and 4; also, the peaks in growth and mortality occurred in different areas in
environments 1 and 3 and overlapped in environments 2 and 4. The overlapping gradients
forced individuals to balance growth and mortality trade-offs.
Two caveats to the success of the sub-models are: 1) run and tumble did not always
successfully train (egg production and distributions were similar to random walk) and 2) some
of the sub-models that did train did not perform well (egg production) in all novel
environments. Run and tumble was only able train in environment 1 (patchy, without tradeoffs), but failed to outperform the random walk in the other three environments (Figures 2.4
and 2.10). Restricted-area search and event-based successfully trained in the patchy
environments were not able to outperform the random walk when tested in the novel smooth
environments (Figures 2.10 and 2.11).
The failure of run and tumble to train in environments 2, 3, and 4 is likely because it is
sensitive to the steepness of the habitat quality gradients. The GA successfully converged on a
consistent set of parameters for run and tumble. However, the values converged to either near
zero (in environment 1) or near one (in environments 2, 3, and 4). These extreme values of
meant that run and tumble was relying either entirely on growth or entirely on mortality. Run
and tumble basically reduced the environment from two cues to one cue, and thus made the
environmental gradients steeper by eliminating any overlap between the conflicting cues. I
trained the run and tumble sub-model in a randomly generated environment with extremely
steep gradients to further confirm my conclusion (see Appendix A). Run and tumble
substantially outperformed the random walk in the random environments and was only
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outperformed by kinesis. Thus, the implementation of run and tumble that I used here is best
suited for environments in which individuals experience rapid changes between high and low
quality habitat. I included run and tumble in this analysis despite its limited training success
because it was mechanistically different from the other sub-models and produced unique
trajectories that may accurately represent the movement patterns of some organisms. Also, run
and tumble did successfully train in environment 1 (Figure 2.4 and 2.10) and in a completely
random environment (Appendix A). Run and tumble may be particularly useful in
environments with extremely patchy habitat, but it should be evaluated carefully before being
applied.
The failure of the restricted-area search and event-based sub-models trained in the
patchy environments to respond to novel smooth environments was due to how the sub-models
weighted growth and mortality differently when trained in each type of environment. The low
values in restricted-area search trained in the smooth environments meant that individuals
emphasized growth, while the higher values when trained in the patchy environments meant
individuals emphasized mortality (Figure 2.5). I saw a similar pattern in event-based, where
patchy-trained individuals only responded to growth in the absence of mortality, while smoothtrained individuals preferentially responded to high growth. The patchy environments did not
appear to be as challenging as the smooth environments because the sub-models produced
similar results regardless of the training environment.
In the smooth environments, where restricted-area and event-based had difficulties, the
growth and mortality gradients were always overlapping to some extent, and moving toward
high growth required individuals to move up the mortality gradient. Thus, individuals initially
placed with the mortality maximum between their location and the growth maximum (i.e. on
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the far right of environment 3 or the left-hand side of environment 4) had to move up the
mortality gradient to get to an area of higher overall habitat quality. The patchy environments
had multiple growth and mortality peaks, and individuals that primarily avoided mortality were
generally able to also find a local area of high growth.
The sub-models that successfully trained and tested well in novel environments did not
all perform equally well in terms of egg production due to differences in the trajectories and
movement patterns that each sub-model produced. Sub-models that were more efficient (fewer
unique cells encountered) spent more time in high quality habitat and less time searching the
environment. The more efficient sub-models also had higher egg production. Restricted-area
search produced the most efficient and highest fitness movement in all environments (Table 2.3
and Figure 2.4). Kinesis was more efficient in the patchy environments than event-based with
higher egg production and fewer unique cells encountered, while event-based had higher egg
production than kinesis in the smooth environments. All three of these sub-models successfully
aggregated individuals in high quality habitat, but the paths individuals took varied across submodels and that variability affected egg production.
Restricted-area search produced the most efficient, highly-aggregated, and highest
fitness (egg production) movement because it assumed individuals were aware of conditions
both at their current location and in nearby cells. Restricted-area is unique among the four submodels evaluated in allowing individuals to consider conditions in neighboring cells. Kinesis,
event-based, and run and tumble only based movement decisions on information from the
current cell (or recently experienced cells). Restricted-area search does not necessarily require
individuals to actually sample the conditions in nearby cells, but rather a neighborhood search
is used to crudely approximate the local habitat quality gradient. Some species may be able to
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select habitat beyond their perceptual range by detecting gradients and orienting themselves
accordingly (MacCall 1990; Shepherd and Litvak 2004) However, restricted-area search is
controversial because it allows model individuals to make movement decisions based on distant
information (Humston et al. 2004).
Individuals moving according to restricted-area search were able to move directly
toward the nearest peak in habitat quality without extensively searching the environment
because they were able to detect the habitat quality gradient. Once in the target habitat,
individuals reoriented themselves toward the habitat quality peak at each time step. This highly
efficient trajectory pattern resulted in the high egg production, strong aggregation, and a low
number of unique cells (Table 2.3, Figures 2.4 and 2.9). However, overall fitness (egg
production) is one consideration in performance, but there are other factors to consider in
selecting a movement sub-model. Organisms differ in how well they maximize egg production
because it is just one of several aspects of their life cycle which, all combined, lead to a
successful life history strategy. Also, organisms display different movement patterns, and
selecting a movement sub-model depends on more than just maximizing egg production.
Restricted-area search outperformed the other sub-models using the fitness measure I defined
here, but may not be the most appropriate sub-model for simulating all organisms.
Kinesis was more efficient (fewer cells encountered and higher egg production) in the
patchy environments than event-based, while event-based was more efficient in the smooth
environments. Kinesis thoroughly searched nearby regions of the environment and slowed
individuals to a stop when they encountered high quality cells. Event-based searched larger
portions of the environment by making long migrations across areas of high mortality, but
forced individuals to keep moving in high quality habitat (although at a slower speed). High
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quality habitat was spread out in several areas of the patchy environments, which allowed
individuals moving with kinesis to find good habitat without extensive searching and take
advantage of the ability to remain in that habitat for the rest of the generation. In the smooth
environments, high quality habitat was restricted to specific areas of the environment, which
made the broader searching behavior of the event-based model more valuable. This pattern in
the performance of the kinesis and event-based sub-models appears to hold even in completely
randomly generated environments, which represent the most extreme case of patchiness (see
Appendix A). In random environments, kinesis outperformed (aggregated individuals in higher
quality cells) all the other sub-models tested, and the event-based sub-model failed to
outperform the random walk.
The GA is a robust and versatile approach to parameterize movement sub-models when
extensive calibration (e.g., tagging data) information is unavailable. Genetic algorithms have
been used extensively to calibrate ANN movement sub-models (Huse and Giske 1998; Strand
et al. 2002; Strand and Huse 2007; Huse and Ellignsen 2008; Okunishi et al. 2009). Giske et al.
(2003) previously demonstrated that a GA could also be used to calibrate a restricted-area
search approach. I used a simplified version of the GA in that a traditional GA also includes a
cross-over process where two parent parameter vectors are selected and recombined to produce
the offspring vectors that are assigned to the following generation. I did not include a crossover process to be consistent with some of the more recent studies using GAs to calibrate fish
models (Strand and Huse 2007; Huse and Ellingsen 2008), and because it did not help the
calibration in preliminary simulations. My results support the use of GAs for calibration of
movement sub-models, and show that a GA can be used to calibrate a variety of movement
sub-models (kinesis, event-based, and run and tumble). The convergence of movement
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parameters in many simulations and the consistency of the results across replicates
demonstrated the ability of the GA to effectively search parameter space and consistently
identify parameter values that produced high fitness (egg production).
I also evaluated a number of ANN sub-models with different input configurations, but
all of these sub-models either failed to train or failed to respond to novel environments (results
not shown). The first ANN structure tested was based on the input structure used by Huse and
Giske (1998) and Huse and Ellingsen (2008). The ANN used growth and mortality in the
current cell and the x and y location of the individuals as inputs and produced Vx(t) and Vy(t) in
the output layer. This ANN successfully trained within 300 generations to move individuals to
areas of high habitat quality, but moved individuals to the same x and y location in the novel
environments regardless of the actual habitat quality. Mueller et al. (2010) also reported that
ANNs that rely on location specific inputs showed a loss in fitness when they imposed a novel
barrier in the environment, and fitness only recovered after the GA was allowed to continually
adjust network weights for many generations after the environment was modified. I also
developed a series of ANNs that did not rely on location specific information, one of which
used growth, mortality, and the swimming angle (θ) from the last time step in the input layer.
None of these ANNs were able to consistently move individuals to high quality cells in the
training and testing environments. All of the ANNs I developed were three layer feed-forward
networks. Perhaps more complex network structures may be capable of the successfully
responding to both training and novel environments (e.g. Gomez and Miikkulainen 1997), but
based on my attempts, I conclude that ANN movement sub-models should only be used with
great caution, especially if they will be challenged with novel environments.
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Based on my analysis, I recommend researchers consider the shape of the
environmental gradient, the biological assumptions they are willing to make, and the behavior
and life history of the organism of interest when selecting a movement sub-model. Based on
egg production, restricted-area search appears to outperform the other sub-models in all
environments; however, the assumption that individuals are able to sense conditions in
neighboring cells, and the highly aggregated distributions that result, are strong, sometimes
questionable assumptions. Humston et al. (2004) makes a strong argument against using a
restricted-area search sub-model, and demonstrates that restricted-area search does not always
outperform kinesis in extremely patchy environments where it is susceptible to becoming
trapped in sub-optimal habitat quality peaks. I found a similar pattern in testing the sub-models
in completely random environments (see Appendix A). Kinesis performed best (aggregated
individuals in higher quality cells) in these environments, while the restricted-area search failed
to outperform the random walk.
In selecting a movement sub-model, the behavior and life history of the organism and
the types of environments expected should also be considered. The sub-models evaluated
differed in their performance, sometimes dependent on how they were trained, and differed in
the movement patterns they generated. Although not emphasized here, the sub-models also
differed in their inter-individual variability, which could be considered when selecting a submodel. A sub-model should be selected by considering all of these factors (not just egg
production), and then thoroughly evaluated and tested in known environments, both existing
and anticipated, to ensure simulated movement patterns and responses in more complicated
models and situations will be realistic.
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The results I present here for restricted-area search, kinesis, and event-based submodels are promising, and run and tumble may be quite useful in environments with highly
patchy habitat. All of my results are based on very simple growth and mortality processes
within a cohort model, and implemented in environments at a single spatial and temporal
resolution (25 m2 grid cells and a 5 minute time step). The spatial and temporal resolutions of
spatially-explicit IBMs reported in the literature vary widely based on the problem of interest.
For example, Huse and Giske (1998) used a model with 400 km2 cells with a daily time step,
Humston et al. (2004) used a model with 10,000 m2 cells with a 15 minute time step, and
Goodwin et al. (2006) simulated sub-meter scales with a 2 second time step.
I continue my testing of the movement sub-models analyzed in this chapter by
challenging them with different spatio-temporal scales and in a more complex model with
dynamic environments. In Chapter 3, I train and test restricted-area search, kinesis, eventbased, and run and tumble in a range of coarser spatial and temporal resolutions to see if the
sub-models are robust across scales. In Chapter 4, I evaluate the sub-models when growth and
mortality dynamically vary on the grid in response to the distribution of the cohort individuals.
I include a density-dependent effect on prey that determines growth and simulate individual
predators that actively pursue cohort individuals to determine mortality.
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CHAPTER 3. A COMPARISON OF INDIVIDUAL-BASED MOVEMENT MODELS
ACROSS A RANGE OF SPATIO-TEMPORAL RESOLUTIONS
3.1. Introduction
Spatially-explicit individual-based population models are becoming increasingly
popular for addressing ecological questions (Werner et al. 2001). These models and questions
involve a variety of spatial and temporal scales. Open ocean models designed to simulate large
scale migrations (e.g., capelin in the Barents Sea) or meso-scale phenomena (e.g., ENSO
dynamics) tend to have large cells and long time steps. For example, Huse and Giske (1998)
used 400 km2 cells and a 1 day time step, and Marzloff et al. (2009) used approximately 1,600
km2 cells and a monthly time step. Other estuarine and coastal ocean models that simulate
nekton populations in environments with important finer-scale variation involved smaller cells
and shorter time steps. Humston et al. (2004) simulated movement and growth of bonefish in
Biscayne Bay, FL using 10,000 m2 cells and a 15 minute time step, and Roth et al. (2008)
simulated summer-time shrimp production on marshes using 1 m2 cells and a 1 hour time step.
Extremely fine scale IBMs with sub-meter scale grids and time steps on the order of seconds
have been useful in replicating individual predator-prey interactions (Anderson 2002), and in
simulating fish behavior around hydroelectric dams (Goodwin et al. 2006).
Simulating realistic movement is critically important in order to accurately represent
population level dynamics with spatially-explicit IBMs. Individual-level movement in a
heterogeneous environment affects growth, mortality, and reproduction by influencing an
individual’s exposure to prey, predators, mates, and other factors that affect their vital rates
(Tyler and Rose 1994; Giske et al. 1998; Humston et al. 2004). However, movement is often
the most challenging aspect of model development because we rarely know the underlying
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mechanisms that govern movement decisions and behaviors (Railsback et al. 1999; Haas et al.
2004; Roth et al. 2008).
Many approaches to modeling movement have been developed, and these make
different assumptions about fish perception and behavior and use different mathematics.
Restricted-area search assumes fish are aware of the conditions within a set proximity of their
current location, and are able to navigate toward the most favorable conditions by detecting
environmental gradients (Railsback et al. 1999; Giske et al. 2003; Haas et al. 2004). Artificial
neural networks (ANNs) simulate movement based on information about a fish’s location,
environmental cues, and internal variables that are then converted to directional velocities
(Huse and Giske 1998; Huse and Ellingsen 2008). Rule-based approaches move individuals
according to a pre-defined set of behaviors; typically first the decision to leave a cell is
evaluated, and then a movement behavior or destination is determined (Tyler and Rose 1997;
Huse 2001). Run and tumble approaches divide movement into running and tumbling
behaviors, where individuals either swim in a constant direction (running) or randomly select a
new swimming direction (tumbling) at each time step (Humphries 2010; Loboschefsky et al. in
preparation). Simple correlated random walks are commonly used, where a random turning
angle and swimming speed are selected at each time step from defined probability distributions
(Codling et al. 2008). Kinesis and event-based approaches are two mechanistic extensions of
random walk movement. Kinesis continuously adjusts the turning angle and swimming speed
distributions based on environmental conditions (Humston et al.2000, 2004; Okunishi et al.
2012). Event-based allows individuals to switch between multiple discrete random walk
behaviors based on current and recently experienced environmental conditions (Anderson
2002; Goodwin et al. 2006).
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Movement approaches developed to date have been applied across a wide range of
spatio-temporal resolutions. Restricted-area search has been applied at scales ranging from 1
m2 (Roth et al. 2008) to approximately 1,000 km2 (Yemane et al. 2008). Rule-based sub-models
have been applied at resolutions of 1 m2 (Clark and Rose 1997) to 400 km2 (Huse 2001), and
run and tumble from a sub-meter scale (de Jager et al. 2011) to roughly 1 km2 (Loboschefsky et
al. in preparation). Kinesis has been mostly been applied the coarser resolutions (10,000 m2 in
Humston et al. 2004 to 100 km2 in Okunishi et al. 2012), while event-based has primarily been
used to predict fish behavior in sub-meter scale environments (Anderson 2002; Goodwin
2006).
Few studies have compared the performance of multiple movement approaches, and
those that have compared approaches, only tested them at a single resolution. Humston et al.
(2004) simulated a bonefish population with restricted-area search and kinesis using 10,000 m2
cells and a 15 minute time step. They found that when individuals were initially placed
randomly in the environment, restricted-area search and kinesis produced similar distribution
patterns, but different trajectory patterns. Restricted-area search moved individuals to the
nearest peak in habitat quality and kept them there, while kinesis directed individuals to search
the environment more thoroughly. Okunishi et al. (2012) also tested restricted-area search and
kinesis, and a modified version of kinesis, in an oceanic model with roughly 100 km2 cells and
a 6-hour time step. They found that restricted-area search outperformed kinesis, and that the
modified-kinesis produced the most realistic results. They attributed the failure of the
traditional kinesis approach to the small time step relative to the cell sizes in the spatial
environment. Traditional kinesis was not able to search the broad-scale environment effectively
with a 6 hour time step. However, both of these comparisons only focused on 2 movement
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approaches and at one spatio-temporal resolution, and neither involved true testing of the
movement approaches in novel environments.
In Chapter 2, I compared four movement sub-models (restricted-area search, kinesis,
event-based, and run and tumble) in four fine-scale hypothetical habitat environments with 25
m2 cells and a 5 minute time step. The different environments were defined by how growth and
mortality multipliers were assigned to each cell on the grid. I trained the movement sub-models
in each of the four environments with a genetic algorithm (GA), and then tested the trained submodels in each of the three novel environments not used in training. I found that restricted-area
search consistently produced cohorts with higher egg production than the other three submodels, and run-and tumble had difficulty with training and testing. Kinesis tended to produce
higher egg production than event-based in environments with steep environmental gradients,
and lower egg production in environments with shallow gradients.
In this chapter, I compare the same four movement sub-models (restricted-area search,
kinesis, event-based, and run and tumble) in the same four growth and mortality environments,
but with each environment at five different spatial and temporal resolutions. In the first
simulation experiment, I trained the sub-models with a GA in each environment at one of the
resolutions, and then tested the trained sub-model for their performance in the other three
environments at the same resolution. I compared the performance of each sub-model across the
resolutions to determine whether or not the sub-models performed better at finer or coarser
resolutions. I also compared performance across sub-models within each resolution to
determine how the sub-models performed relative to one another at each resolution. In a second
simulation experiment, I trained and tested each sub-model in two coarse-scale oceanic grids
with different patterns of growth and mortality and compared their performance. I conclude
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with a discussion of the robustness of the sub-models to scaling, the major trends in
performance across resolutions for each sub-model, and recommendations for using movement
sub-models at fine and coarse scales.

3.2. Methods
3.2.1. Model description
I used the individual-based cohort model described in Chapter 2 to simulate growth,
mortality, and movement on a 2-dimensional rectangular grid of square cells. Growth and
mortality were loosely based on a small pelagic fish. Each cell in an environment was described
by its column (c) and row (r) number from the lower left corner. The model environments were
defined by how growth and mortality multipliers (Gc,r and Mc,r) were assigned to each cell. The
multipliers ranged from 0 to 1, and served as proxies for prey and predator abundances. Growth
and mortality of each individual at each time step was adjusted for the conditions in the cell by
multiplying growth rate by Gc,r and mortality rate by Mc,r. The multipliers were also used as
the basis of movement cues for the individuals. Movement was modular and I simulated
movement with four interchangeable sub-models (restricted-area search, kinesis, event-based,
and run and tumble). Individuals moved in continuous space and were then mapped to cells. An
individual’s continuous location in the environment was defined by their distance in meters
from the origin (lower left corner) in the x- and y-directions. The cohort model and the GA
used to train the movement sub-models was coded in Fortran 90.
I used the cohort model to evaluate the four movement sub-models in two simulation
experiments. The first experiment used the four 2.7 km x 2.7 km environments described in
Chapter 2 in a 30 day simulation of individuals during a growing season. The second
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experiment used two 9,000 km x 21,000 km oceanic environments in a one year simulation.
The only difference in the cohort model between the two experiments was a lowering of the
maximum growth and mortality rates. Rates used for the 30 day generations were reduced for
the 365 day generations in the oceanic grids.
Super-individuals
The model used a super-individual approach (Scheffer et al. 1995) to simulate model
individuals. A super-individual is a model individual worth some number of actual individuals
with identical characteristics. Use of super-individuals allows for simulation of a fixed number
of model individuals (fixed array sizes) and for simulation of high mortality. In a true
individual-based approach, when an individual dies, it is removed from the simulation. With
super-individuals, all model individuals remain the simulation, but their worth is decreased to
represent the number of individuals that died.
Model processes
Length of each super-individual was increased at each time step by its growth rate [Li(t)
= Li(t-1) + G]. All individuals were initialized at a length of 73.3 mm [i.e., Li(0)=73.3 mm].
The growth rate (G) was calculated as the product of a maximum growth rate (Gmax), the
growth multiplier in the cell (Gc,r), and the time step (Δt):
.

(1)

The maximum growth rate was 5x10-4 mm/minute in experiment 1 and 1.25x10-4 mm/minute in
experiment 2. Length (mm) was converted to weight [Wi(t)] in g according to the allometric
relationship Wi(t)=2x10-6∙Li(t)3.38. The initial size and the length-weight relationship were
based on plausible values for a small pelagic coastal fish (Bassista and Hartman 2005; Lapolla
2001).
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Mortality acted to reduce the worth of a super-individual at each time step according to
an instantaneous mortality rate. All individuals were initialized at a worth of 100 [i.e.,
Si(0)=100]. The total mortality rate (M) was calculated as the product of the maximum
mortality rate (Mmax), the mortality multiplier for the cell (Mc,r), a length-based multiplier (ML),
and the time step (Δt):
.

(2)

The maximum mortality rate was 4.2x10-5/minute in experiment 1 and 7x10-6/minute in
experiment 2. The length-based multiplier was calculated as:
,

(3)

where Lmax was the maximum length an individual could achieve (84.1 mm in experiment 1
and 105.7 mm in experiment 2). Worth was reduced at each time step as Si(t)=Si(t-1)∙e-M. If the
worth of a super-individual fell below zero, it was removed from the simulation.
Movement was simulated using one of the four alternative movement sub-models, with
each sub-model set-up to accept growth and mortality cues as inputs. The four sub-models
were: restricted-area search, kinesis, event-based, and run and tumble. The growth movement
cue was simply the growth multiplier in the cell (G′=Gc,r). The mortality cue was calculated
from total morality as:
=

1-e-M
1-e-Mmax

.

(4)

Equation 4 is the fraction dying in a cell divided by the maximum fraction dying, and makes
morality a fraction that is comparable to the fractional growth rate cue G′. Whereas the growth
and mortality multipliers (Gc,r and Mc,r) and the growth cue (G′) were the same for all
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individuals in that cell, the mortality cue (M′) depended on the cell’s mortality multiplier and
the length of the individual and so varied among individuals in the same cell.
The movement sub-models all used G′ and M′ as inputs and calculated the x and y
horizontal velocities [Vx(t) and Vy(t)] for each individual in m/s. The velocities were used
update each individual’s location according to
(5)
.

(6)

An individual’s cell was then updated based on its new x and y location.
Movement sub-models
The details of how each of the movement sub-models used the growth and mortality
cues to compute Vx and Vy are described in Appendix B. Here, I briefly describe each submodel, highlighting their similarities and differences. I also include a simple random walk
here, which was used as the basis for evaluating how well the sub-models moved individuals. If
the sub-models allowed individuals to experience higher growth and lower mortality than
would occur with random movement, then their worths and weight will be higher than that
generated with random walk movement.
Restricted-area search determined Vx(t) and Vy(t) by allowing an individual to evaluate
growth and mortality cues in neighboring cells, and then to move toward the cell with the
highest habitat quality. The neighborhood was defined as all cells within Darea cells in eight
directions from an individual’s current location, plus the individual’s current cell. Habitat
quality (Qc,r) was computed as a weighted mean of G′ and M′, where the information in the
movement cues became less reliable farther from the current cell. Individuals were directed to
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move toward the center of the selected cell with some degree of error added to the swimming
angle and speed. The realized angle and swimming speed determined Vx and Vy.
Kinesis movement calculated the x and y velocities as the sum of an inertial component
(f) and a random component (g). The weighting of each component was a function of current
habitat quality (Qc,r). Habitat quality was calculated as a weighted sum of G′ and M′ with no
added error (unlike restricted-area search). The inertial component was the product of the
velocity from the previous time step and a function that was the ascending part of a Gaussianshaped function evaluated at Qc,r. The random component was the product of a normally
distributed random deviate and one minus the ascending part of a Gaussian-shaped function
evaluated at Qc,r. Both the inertial and random Gaussian functions were centered on a predefined optimal habitat quality (Qopt), where the functions reached their peak values.
Event-based assumed cohort individuals detected high growth (G′) and high mortality
(M′) in the current cell, and then enacted one of several pre-defined behaviors in response to the
growth or mortality conditions. Five behaviors were defined: short-term and long-term
responses to high growth, short and long-term responses to high mortality, and a default
behavior. Each behavior had three components: a change in swimming angle relative to the
current swimming direction (θadj), the maximum magnitude of randomness added to the
swimming angle (Rθ), and a swimming speed (SS). The behavior with the highest expected
utility (benefit) to the individuals was implemented for that time step. Expected utility was the
product of the intrinsic utility of a responding to a particular cue (e.g., the fitness benefit of
escaping predation) and the probability of obtaining that utility based on whether or not that
cue was recently detected. Once a behavior was selected, this determined the swimming angle
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(θ) and swimming speed (SS), which were then used to compute the directional velocities (Vx
and Vy).
In run and tumble, cohort individuals either continued to move in the same direction
(running) or moved in a randomly selected new direction (tumbling). The angle was therefore
either unchanged [i.e., θ(t)=θ(t-1)] or randomly determined [i.e., θ(t) was a random uniform
value from 0 to 2π]. The probability of tumbling was a function of current habitat quality (Qc,r)
and the sum of habitat quality experienced since the last tumbling event (Ω). The probability of
tumbling increased when Qc,r was high and as Ω increased (increasing time since last tumble).
Swimming speed (SS) in running and tumbling time steps included some noise, and individuals
slowed in high quality habitat as the probability of tumbling increased. The directed swimming
angle [θ(t)] and speed (SS) were used to calculate the directional velocities (Vx and Vy) at each
time step.
In pure random walk movement, a random swimming angle (θ) from generated from a
uniform distribution of 0 to 2π at each time step, and swimming speed (SS) was set to 0.5 body
lengths/s. Directional velocities (Vx and Vy) were then calculated. The results of the random
walk simulations were used as a baseline against which we compared the performance of the
other four movement sub-models (i.e., did they do better than random movement).
Genetic Algorithm
I used the simplified GA described in Chapter 2 to estimate unknown parameters for
each movement sub-model (Table 3.1). Four parameters were estimated for the restricted-area
search ( , Rθ, RSS, and Darea), and for run and tumble ( , α, β, and RSS). Five parameters were
estimated for kinesis ( , Qopt, σQ, H1, and H2), and six for event-based (u1, u2, m0, m1, r1, and
r2). I attempted to be as consistent in which parameters were trained by the GA across the
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Table 3.1 - Parameters for four movement sub-models calibrated by with a genetic algorithm
(GA). The GA operated on a scaled parameter vector where all elements (w) ranged from 0 to
1. Some of the scaled parameters were transformed before they were used in the movement
sub-model.
Parameter Description
Transformation Units
Neighborhood search
Weights growth and mortality in Qc,r
Rθ
Maximum noise added to θ
w∙1.5 π+0.5π
radians
Rss
Maximum noise added to SS
w∙0.5
body lengths/s
Darea
Neighborhood radius
⌊ ∙5⌋
cells
Kinesis
Weights growth and mortality in Qc,r
Qopt
Optimal habitat quality
Standard deviation of habitat favorability
σopt
distributions
Height of the inertial habitat favorability
H1
distribution
Height of the random habitat favorability
H2
distribution
Event-based
u1
Intrinsic utility of responding to mortality
u2
Intrinsic utility of responding to growth
m0
Short-term memory coefficient
m1
Long-term memory coefficient
r1
Detection threshold for mortality
r2
Detection threshold for growth
Levy flight
Weights growth and mortality in Qc,r
α
Gamma shape parameter
w∙9+1
β
Gamma scale parameter
w∙9+1
Rss
Maximum noise added to SS
w∙0.5
body lengths/s
sub-models. For each sub-model, I estimated parameters responsible for weighting growth and
mortality, determining the degree of randomness added to the directed movement, and how
current versus past experience was weighted (in event-based and run and tumble). The
parameter weighted growth and mortality in all but the event-based sub-model, which used u1,
u2, r1, and r2 to balance growth and mortality trade-offs. The degree of noise added to
movement was determined by Rθ and RSS in the restricted area search, all parameters in kinesis
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and event-based, and RSS in run and tumble. The influence of current versus past experience
was determined by m0 and m1 in event-based and α and β in run and tumble. Finally, the GA
was also used to estimate Darea, which was unique to the restricted-area search.
Each model individual was assigned a parameter vector, whose values the GA adjusted
every generation until fitness was maximized. The parameters in the vectors differed for each
movement sub-model. For computational convenience, the GA worked on parameters values
between zero and one. If necessary, the parameter values were then transformed to use in the
respective sub-model (Table 3.1). I initialized the parameter vectors in the first generation of
each training run from a uniform (0 to 1) distribution. The m0 parameter in event-based
movement was initialized from a uniform (0 to m1) distribution to prevent the short-term
memory coefficient from exceeding the long-term memory coefficient.
The GA selected and mutated the parameter vectors from super-individuals with high
fitness at the end of each generation to seed the cohort to start the next generation. The GA
used egg production as a fitness measure. Egg production was calculated as:
(7)
where Si(tfinal) was the worth and Wi(tfinal) was the weight in g of super-individual i at the end of
the generation (time step tfinal). The value of tfinal was the last time time step on day 30 for
experiment 1 and day 365 for experiment 2. Equation 7 was based on a plausible weightfecundity relationship and spawning frequency for a small pelagic fish species (Jung and
Houde 2004).
At the end of each generation, the GA selected 3000 super-individuals with replacement
and used the parameter values to start the 3000 super-individuals in the next generation. The
probability of selecting a parameter vector from each super-individual was
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∑

. Each

element in the parameter vectors from the selected model individuals then had a 6% chance of
mutation. This mutation rate is comparable to rates from other studies using GAs to calibrate
movement sub-models (Strand and Huse 2007; Huse and Ellingsen 2008; Okunishi et al. 2009).
Those parameter values selected for mutation were adjusted by adding a random value from a
uniform (-0.1 to 0.1) distribution. Mutated values were restricted to be zero to one. In the eventbased sub-model, if a mutated value of m0, exceeded m1 then a new value was randomly
selected from a uniform (0 to m1) distribution. Finally, the 3000 selected and mutated
parameter vectors were assigned to new super-individuals in the next generation.
Initialization and boundary behavior
Individuals were randomly placed in the environment within a defined buffer region at
the beginning of each generation. The buffer region was 100 m in experiment 1 and 3 km in
experiment 2. I assigned each super-individual random values for its initial x-dimension and ydimension location [xi(0) and yi(0)]. I then determined their cell (column and row numbers)
based on the values of xi(0) and yi(0) and the cell size. Individuals using restricted-area search
that were directed to move past the edge of the grid in either the x or y direction were randomly
assigned to a new position along that axis. For example, individuals who moved past the righthand side of the grid were randomly assigned a new value for xi anywhere in that row.
Individuals that moved past the edge by the other three movement sub-models were reflected
back on to the grid the distance they overshot the edge plus the width of the buffer.

3.2.2. Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, I examined the effect of the spatio-temporal resolution of the grid on
the performance of the sub-models in training and testing on novel environments. All
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simulations were for a 30 day generation (with 12 hour days) in 2.7 km x 2.7 km environments,
which differed in their spatial pattern of growth and mortality multipliers and their resolution.
Environments
I used four growth and mortality environments (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). These were the
same environments that were used in chapter 2. All four environments included a 100 m buffer
region around the edge of the grid where Gc,r=0 and Mc,r=1 to prevent edge effects.
Environments 1 and 2 were patchy with many, small hotspots of high mortality and growth.
Environments 3 and 4 had smooth gradients with single, large hotspots. The mortality and
growth hotspots were non-overlapping in environments 1 and 3, allowing individuals to find
habitat that simultaneously had low mortality and high growth. The mortality and growth
hotspots overlapped in environments 2 and 4, forcing individuals to balance trade-offs (i.e.,
good growth cells were also moderate to high mortality cells).
I defined cell quality as the difference between the growth and mortality multipliers
(Gc,r-Mc,r). Cell quality is related to habitat quality (Qc,r). Habitat quality of a cell combined the
growth and mortality movement cues as perceived by an individual. Cell quality is simply the
difference in the multipliers in each cell. Cell quality maps show that the gradients were steeper
in the patchy environments than in the smooth environments (1 and 2 versus 3 and 4), and
steeper in the environments without trade-offs than with trade-offs (1 and 3 versus 2 and 4)
(Figures 3.1 and 3.2). The change in cell quality from one cell to the next was greater in steeper
environments than in shallow environments.
Spatio-temporal resolutions
I created five different spatio-temporal resolutions for each environment. I varied the
time step (Δt) and the area of a cell (A) in the environment to create the five resolutions
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Figure 3.1 - Four finest resolution (540 x 540, 25 m2 cells) growth (Gc,r; a-d) and mortality
(Mc,r; e-h) multiplier gradients used to train and test movement sub-models in experiment 1.
The cell quality (Gc,r- Mc,r) grids (i-l) are provided to aid in visualizing overall habitat quality;
they assume growth and mortality are weighted equally.
(defined by A and Δt values): 25 m2 and 5 minutes; 100 m2 and 10 minutes; 625 m2 and 25
minutes; 2,500 m2 and 50 minutes; 10,000 m2 and 100 minutes. I created the coarser resolution
environments from the finest environment by aggregating multiple cells in the finest resolution
grid and assigning the mean Gc,r and Mc,r to the new larger cells. The time step was then scaled
linearly with the length of a cell side. For example, with 5 m on a side cells (25 m2) the time
step was 5 minutes, which was multiplied by 20 (i.e., 100 minute time step) for the cell side of
100 m. Increasing the time step and cell size together ensured that individuals moved a similar
number of cells at each time step across the different grid cell resolutions.
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Figure 3.2 - Four coarsest resolution (27 x 27, 10,000 m2 cells) growth (Gc,r; a-d) and mortality
(Mc,r; e-h) multiplier gradients used to train and test movement sub-models in experiment 1.
The cell quality (Gc,r- Mc,r) grids (i-l) are provided to aid in visualizing overall habitat quality;
they assume growth and mortality are weighted equally.
Training simulations
Training with GA was for 300 generations, and training was repeated three times using
different stochastic replicate simulations. Each replicate used a different random number
sequence. I trained each sub-model in four environments at five resolutions for a total of 60
training runs (4 x 5 x 3 replicates) for each sub-model.
I used three criteria to confirm training success: fitness, parameter values, and
behavioral responses. Fitness convergence was satisfied when cohort egg production increased
and leveled off at a value greater than the cohort egg production based on the random walk.
Parameter convergence was when the parameter distributions narrowed from their initial
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uniform distribution around a consistent range of values. Behavioral convergence was
evaluated by how well the trained sub-model moved individuals to higher quality cells.
Model outputs were presented related to the three convergence criteria. Cohort egg
production was plotted over the 300 generations, the final 3000 values of each parameter
determined by the GA were summarized with box plots, and the locations of 1000 superindividuals on the last time step of the 300th generation were plotted on the cell quality spatial
maps. I also summarized the final locations of the individuals by plotting their cumulative
biomass (worth∙weight) versus the cell quality of their final cell location. Finally, the
trajectories of individuals during the last generation were quantified by computing the average
number of unique cells visited by an individual and the sinuosity of their pathway. Sinuosity
was calculated as the ratio between the total distance traveled by an individual and the linear
distance between their initial and final locations. These were averaged over super-individuals in
the final generation, weighted by their worth. I did not attempt to interpret the number of
unique cells visited or sinuosity across resolutions because resolution affected the number of
cells in the environment and time step, which affected counts of unique cells and the shape of
trajectories.
Testing simulations
I tested the ability of the sub-models to simulate realistic movement in the three other
environments at the same resolution (novel environments) using the mean values of movement
parameters from training. Each parameter value from training was averaged across superindividuals weighted by their final worths, and then the mean was assigned to all 3000 superindividuals for the one-generation test simulations. I did not test the parameters from training at
one resolution across the other four resolutions. I defined successful performance in a novel
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environment to be when the mean egg production of individuals was greater than the random
walk. I report these results as bar graphs of the difference in egg production between the submodel and the random walk (increase in egg production over random walk). When training
results were included, they are shown in gray to distinguish from novel test results (i.e., tested
in a different environment than trained).
Replicate simulations
Three replicate simulations were performed for all analyses. The replicate simulations
differed in their random number sequences. For most of the outputs, I only presented the results
from one of the three replicate simulations. This was done for clarity and because the outputs
were very similar across replicates. For example, the mean values of the u1 parameter trained
in environment 1 for the three replicate simulations (shown in Figure 3.7) were 0.79, 0.73, and
0.75 under the finest resolution and 0.78, 0.66, and 0.76 under the coarsest resolution. For the
increase in egg production over random walk (shown in Figure 3.12), event-based when trained
in environment 3 and tested in environment 1 illustrates the typical variability among
replicates: mean egg production was 1.88, 1.88, and 1.87x106 at the finest resolution and 1.87,
1.77, and 1.85x106 at the coarsest resolution.

3.2.3. Experiment 2
In experiment 2, I examined the movement sub-models in a relatively coarse-scale grid
similar to those used in ocean modeling. I simulated individual processes over a 365 day
generation (assuming 12 hour days) with a time step (Δt) of 1 day (720 minutes). The model
domain was 9,000 km x 21,000 km with a cell size (A) of 9 km2.
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Environments
Individuals were simulated in two oceanic environments based on prey and predator
fields in simulation model of sardine and anchovy in the California Current (Figure 3.3). The
sardine and anchovy model simulated about 40 years using historical data (Rose et al. in
preparation), and I used spatial maps of vertically-averaged annual values of total zooplankton
biomass and the general dynamics of a piscivorous fish individuals to specify the spatial
patterns of the growth and mortality multipliers. The first environment was designed to
approximate a weak upwelling year, and the second environment approximates a strong
upwelling year. The growth multiplier gradients were based on the general zooplankton
distributions with smooth gradients that peaked in areas of strongest upwelling in each year
type (Figure 3.3). I then randomly selected cells where Gc,r>0 and assigned a value for Mc,r
from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1.
Given the growth and mortality multiplier environments, I interpolated the multiplier
values to the continuous location of each individual at each time step. The interpolated value
was a weighted mean of the multiplier values from an individual’s current cell and eight
surrounding cells, weighted by the distance from the individual to the center of each cell. Both
environments included a 3 km buffer where Gc,r=0 and Mc,r=1 to prevent edge effects.
Training simulations
Training with GA was for 300 generations, and training was repeated three times using
different stochastic replicate simulations. Each replicate used a different random number
sequence. I trained each sub-model in the two oceanic environments for a total of six training
runs (2 x 3 replicates) for each sub-model. As in experiment 1, I confirmed training success by
examining cohort egg production over the course of the training phase, parameter values for all
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Figure 3.3 - Two oceanic growth (Gc,r;a and b) and mortality (Mc,r;c and d) multiplier gradients
used to train and test movement sub-models in experiment 2 with 700 x 300, 9 km2 cells. The
cell quality (Gc,r- Mc,r) grids (e and f) are provided to aid in visualizing overall habitat quality;
they assume growth and mortality are weighted equally. Individuals interpolate Gc,r and Mc,r to
their continuous location. The gradients depicted show the values interpolated at the center and
edge of each cell.
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individuals after training, and individual behavioral responses. I only report the final spatial
distributions of individuals on cell quality maps as the measure of behavioral convergence. The
other outputs reported in experiment 1 for training (CDFs, cells visited, sinuosity) were not
reported in experiment 2 because they were not needed to determine sub-model performance in
the very coarse oceanic grids.
Testing simulations
Trained sub-models were also each tested in the novel oceanic environment not used in
the training. I used the mean parameter values after training in one of the oceanic environments
and tested it on the other oceanic environment. I defined successful performance as when plots
of the final distributions showed individuals aggregated in areas of high cell quality.

3.3. Results
3.3.1. Experiment 1 – training
Sub-models successfully trained in all four environments at most resolutions and
generated higher cohort egg production than random walk (Figure 3.4). Restricted-area search
had higher egg production than random walk in all environments and resolutions, but when
trained in environment 2 at the coarsest resolution, performed only slightly better than the
random walk (black circle for RA in Figure 3.4b). Kinesis produced higher egg production than
random walk in all training simulations, but when trained in environment 4 at the finest
resolutions egg production was only slightly better than the random walk (red and blue for
Kinesis in Figure 3.4d). Event-based also had higher egg production than the random walk,
except for environment 2 at the coarsest resolution (black circle for Event in Figure 3.4b).
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Figure 3.4 - Cohort egg production in the last generation of training in four environments and at
five spatio-temporal resolutions (red=25 m2 cells, 5 minute time step, blue=100 m2 cells, 10
minute time step, green=625 m2 cells, 25 minute time step, magenta=2,500 m2 cells, 50 minute
time step, and black=10,000 m2 cells, 100 minute time step). Four movement sub-models were
trained RA=restricted-area search, kinesis, Event=event-based, and RT=run and tumble.
Results from a random walk (RW) are included for comparison. The lines extending from the
random walk results are provided to facilitate comparisons with the trained sub-models. Results
are from replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
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Finally, run and tumble performed the worst with egg production clearly above random walk
only in environment 1 and environment 3 at the coarsest resolutions (Figures 3.4b and d).
Restricted-area search and event-based performed better at finer resolutions, while
kinesis and run and tumble tended to perform better at coarser resolutions (Figure 3.4). Egg
production for restricted-area search decreased with increasing coarseness in all four
environments (circles decrease from left to right for RA). Egg production (in 1010) went from
4.5 in the finest resolution to 3.7 in the coarsest resolution in environment 1, from 3.7 to 2.9 in
environment 2, from 4.3 to 4.1 in environment 3, and from 3.7 to 3.1 in environment 4. Kinesis
had similar egg production across all resolutions (less than a 5% difference) in the patchy
environments 1 and 2, but higher egg production at the coarser resolutions in the smooth
environments 3 and 4 (circles for kinesis increase left to right in Figure 3.4c and d). Egg
production increased from 3.6 x1010 in finest to 3.9 x1010 in coarsest in environment 3 and from
3.0 x1010 to 3.3 x1010 in environment 4. Event-based showed a small but consistent decrease in
egg production with increasing coarseness (circles for event-based in Figure 3.4 decrease left to
right). For example, egg production from finest to coarsest went from 3.9 x1010 to 3.7 x1010 in
environment 1 and from 3.3 x1010 to 3.1 x1010 in environment 4. Finally, run and tumble also
showed small but consistently higher egg production with increasing coarseness in
environments 1 and 3 (Figure 3.4a and c). Egg production increased from 3.6 x1010 in finest to
3.9 x1010 in coarsest in environment 1 and from 3.1 x1010 to 3.4 x1010 in environment 3.
Restricted area search parameters , Rθ, and Darea converged in all four environments at
all resolutions, but the RSS parameter only converged at coarser resolutions (Figure 3.5). The
parameter showed little variability across resolutions for a given environment, and tended to be
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Figure 3.5 - Restricted-area search parameters after training with a genetic algorithm at five
spatio-temporal resolutions (finest to coarsest from left to right) in four environments. Results
are from replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
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higher in the patchy environments 1 and 2 (Figure 3.5a and b) than the smooth environments 3
and 4 (Figure 3.5c and d). Thus, restricted area responded more to mortality in the patchy
environments and more to growth in the smooth environments. The Rθ parameter was
consistently low in all environments and at all resolutions. The poor convergence of RSS
resulted in a mean interquartile range (averaged across environments) of 0.23 body lengths/s at
the finest resolution, compared to 0.11 body lengths/s at the coarsest resolution where it
converged. The RSS parameter converged to lower values at the coarser resolutions, indicating
that minimizing the noise on swimming speed produced higher fitness movement patterns, but
that the amount added noise did not affect fitness at finer resolutions. Finally, the radius of the
search area (Darea) converged strongly to a value of one cell at finer resolutions and to larger
values (3 to 5 cells) with more variability at coarser resolutions.
Kinesis parameter H1 converged on smaller values with increasing coarseness in all four
environments, and the other parameters converged but showed little dependence on resolution
(Figure 3.6). The H1 values decreased from a mean of 0.74, averaged across the four
environments at the finest resolution, to a mean of 0.17 at the coarsest resolution. Lower values
of H1 at coarser resolutions meant that when inertial movement dominated, fish slowed down
faster at coarser resolutions than at finer resolutions. The parameter showed some variability
across both training environments and resolutions, but there were no consistent patterns related
to resolution. The value of Qopt was consistently high and σ was generally low. The mean value
of Qopt averaged across environments and resolutions was 0.82 and the mean value of σ was
0.21. High Qopt and low σ resulted in inertial-dominated movement only in the highest quality
habitat, with a sharp transition from random-dominated to inertial-dominated movement. The
H2 parameter was consistently near one. As individuals approached optimal habitat, the
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Figure 3.6 - Kinesis parameters after training with a genetic algorithm at five spatio-temporal
resolutions (finest to coarsest from left to right) in four environments. Results are from
replicate 1of the three replicate simulations.
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random component approached zero, thereby allowing fish to effectively slow to a stop in high
quality habitat.
The relationship between the event-based parameters r1 and r2 depended on the
resolution in patchy environments but not in smooth environments, and there was little
interpretable variability across resolutions in the other parameters (Figure 3.7). In the patchy
environments 1 and 2, r1 tended to increase and r2 tended to decrease with increasing
coarseness. Because of this pattern, there was a shift from r2 being greater than r1 at the finest
resolution, to r1 being greater than r2 at the coarsest resolution. For example, in environment 2
at the finest resolution, the average r1 was 0.13 and r2 was 0.35, and at the coarsest resolution
mean r1 was 0.41 and r2 was 0.20 (first versus last r1 and r2 boxes Figure 3.7b). The shift in r1
and r2 indicated that individuals went from detecting high mortality more easily at finer
resolutions to detecting high growth more easily in coarser resolutions. In the smooth
environments 3 and 4, r1 was consistently low (mean 0.05) and r2 was consistently high (mean
0.78) across all resolutions (Figure 3.7c and d); individuals always detected mortality more
easily than growth at all resolutions. The parameters u1 and u2 varied without an obvious
pattern across resolutions, but showed clear differences between patchy and smooth
environments. The parameter u1 was generally greater than u2 in patchy environments, and u2
was greater than u1 in smooth environments. The memory coefficients varied inconsistently
across resolution in environment 1, and were consistently low in environments 2, 3, and 4
(mean m0=0.05 and m1=0.19 averaged across environments and resolutions). Low memory
coefficients mean the fish do not retain information about detection events for very long and
respond primarily to immediate conditions.
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Figure 3.7 - Event-based parameters after training with a genetic algorithm at five spatiotemporal resolutions (finest to coarsest from left to right) in four environments. Results are
from replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
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Run and tumble parameters α and β converged near one in all environments and at all
resolutions, and and RSS varied without a clear pattern across resolutions (Figure 3.8). Values
of α and β near one made the probability of tumbling primarily a function of the habitat quality
in the current cell, rather than the cumulative habitat quality experienced since the last tumbling
event. The specific values of and RSS were unimportant to maximizing egg production, as
their final values displayed high variability without any clear pattern across environments or
resolutions.
Final distributions of individuals in the training environments indicated that, in most
cases, the sub-models successfully aggregated fish in high quality cells. Restricted-area search
produced an extreme example of aggregation in the smooth environments 3 and 4 at the finest
resolution (Figure 3.9c and d) where all of the model individuals ended up in a few cells. Run
and tumble at the coarsest resolution (Figure 3.10m-p) represented the opposite extreme, where
individuals were, at best, loosely aggregated.
The sub-models did not all train to weight growth and mortality equally. For example,
event-based trained at the finest resolution minimized mortality in environment 2 and
maximized growth in environment 4 (Figure 3.9j and l). In environments 2 and 4 at the finest
resolution, event-based aggregated individuals in clear patterns, but the aggregations extended
into areas where cell quality was 0 (i.e., green cells), instead of following the patterns of high
cell quality on the map. Comparing these distributions to the Gc,r and Mc,r gradients in Figure
3.1, shows that event-based aggregated in areas of low Mc,r in environment 2 and high Gc,r in
environment 4. Similarly, kinesis trained in environment 4 at the finest resolution (Figure 3.9h)
and run and tumble trained in environment 2 at the coarsest resolution (Figure 3.10n) appeared
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Figure 3.8 - Run and tumble parameters after training with a genetic algorithm at five spatiotemporal resolutions (finest to coarsest from left to right) in four environments. Results are
from replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
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Figure 3.9 - Final distribution of individuals (∙) in four training environments at the finest
resolution (25 m2 cells, 5 minute time step). Four sub-models were trained: RA=restricted-area
search, kinesis, Event=event-based, and RT=run and tumble. The background gradients (Gc,rMc,r) are provided to aid in visualizing cell quality (red=highest quality and blue=lowest
quality). Results are from replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
to avoid high mortality. There were no clear instances where restricted-area emphasized growth
or mortality based on the final distributions.
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Figure 3.10 - Final distribution of individuals (∙) in four training environments at the coarsest
resolution (10,000 m2 cells, 100 minute time step). Four sub-models were trained:
RA=restricted-area search, kinesis, Event=event-based, and RT=run and tumble. The
background gradients (Gc,r- Mc,r) are provided to aid in visualizing cell quality (red=highest
quality and blue=lowest quality). Results are from replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
Restricted-area search and event-based aggregated individuals more successfully at
finer resolutions, while kinesis and the run and tumble showed greater aggregation at coarser
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resolutions. Final distributions of individuals for restricted-area search and event-based showed
more random scatter at the coarsest resolution (top and third rows in Figure 3.10) than the
finest resolution (top and third rows in Figure 3.9). Both of these sub-models produced
particularly dispersed distributions in environment 2 at the coarsest resolution (Figure 3.10b
and j). In contrast, kinesis and run and tumble produced more dispersed distributions at the
finest resolution (second and bottom rows in Figure 3.9) than at the coarsest resolution (second
and bottom rows in Figure 3.10). The pattern for kinesis was only apparent in the smooth
environments. The distributions for run and tumble at the finer resolutions were essentially
random scatter in environments of failed training (2, 3, and 4; Figure 3.9n-p), and some degree
of aggregation in environment 1 (Figure 3.9m).
The decreasing steepness of the CDFs for restricted-area search across resolutions
supports the patterns found in the final distributions which were only shown at the finest and
coarsest resolutions. The CDFs for restricted-area search consistently increased more sharply at
the finer (red and blue lines) resolutions than the coarser resolutions (magenta and black lines
in Figure 3.11a-d). This pattern reflects the strong aggregation of individuals in a few cells at
the finest resolution (Figure 3.9a-d) and the looser aggregations at the coarsest resolution
(Figure 3.10a-d).
The trends in the CDFs across resolutions were less apparent for kinesis and eventbased, but the CDF results were consistent with the patterns seen in the final distribution plots.
Kinesis CDFs were very similar across resolutions in environments 1 and 2 (Figure 3.11e and
f), but the finest resolutions (red and blue lines) did show less aggregation in high quality cells
compared to the other resolutions in environment 3 and particularly in 4 (Figure 3.11g and h).
The final distributions for kinesis in environment 4 also showed much stronger aggregation in
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Figure 3.11 - Cumulative distribution of final biomass versus final cell quality (Gc,r-Mc,r) in
four training environments at five resolutions: red=25 m2 cells, 5 minute time step, blue=100
m2 cells, 10 minute time step, green=625 m2 cells, 25 minute time step, magenta=2,500 m2
cells, 50 minute time step, and black=10,000 m2 cells, 100 minute time step. Results are from
four sub-models: RA=restricted-area search, kinesis, Event=event-based, and RT=run and
tumble. The dashed lines are the cumulative biomass distributions for random walk at each
resolution. Results are from replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
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the coarsest than the finest resolution (Figures 3.9h versus 3.10h). The CDFs for event-based
showed a small amount of variability across resolutions with the coarsest resolution (black line)
generally falling below the other resolutions (third row in Figure 3.11). In environment 2, the
coarsest resolution (black line) showed a particularly shallow distribution that was similar to
some of the random walk lines (Figure 3.11j). The shallow CDF for the coarsest resolution in
environment 2 reflects the near random scatter seen in the final distribution of individuals
(Figure 3.10j).
The CDFs for run and tumble were similar across resolutions, but the coarsest
resolution (black line) was generally slightly higher than the other distributions (bottom row in
Figure 3.11). The run and tumble CDFs all increased gradually with biomass distributed
broadly across cell quality. The broad distribution of biomass reflected the high degree of
random scatter in the final distributions (bottom row in Figure 3.11 compared to Figures 3.9
and 3.10). The slightly sharper increase in the CDFs at the coarsest resolution (black lines)
supports the pattern I found in the final distributions where the coarsest resolution showed
some aggregation in all environments (bottom row in Figure 3.10), while the finest resolution
only showed aggregation in environment 1 (Figure 3.9m).
Restricted area search was the most efficient (fewest unique cells encountered) at
finding good quality cells in finer resolution grids, while kinesis was most efficient at coarser
resolutions (Table 3.2). Individuals using restricted area search visited 301 to 544 cells at the
finest resolution across the four environments, compared to 774 to 3689 for the other submodels. In contrast, at the coarsest resolution, kinesis visited the fewest unique cells (24 to 33
across environments), compared to 70 to 131 for the other sub-models. Restricted-area search
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visited the most unique cells in environments 1 and 2 (112 and 128 cells) at the coarsest
resolution, event-based visited the most cells in environments 3 and 4 (104 and 103 cells).
Table 3.2 - The mean number of unique cells encountered and mean sinuosity of individuals
using five movement sub-models (RA=restricted-area search, Kinesis, Event=event-based,
RT=run and tumble, and RW=random walk) calibrated with a genetic algorithm in four
environments at five resolutions. The results presented here are from the first of three
replicates.
Unique cells
2
3

Resolution

1

5-min
10-min
25-min
50-min
100-min

301
186
124
136
112

507
286
132
146
128

5-min
10-min
25-min
50-min
100-min

909
277
71
49
24

5-min
10-min
25-min
50-min
100-min

Sinuosity index
2
3

4

1

4

488
327
179
108
73

544
344
173
122
93

283
267
211
107
60

302
258
205
113
65

70
67
68
68
70

63
60
63
64
57

774
261
93
56
29

2137
730
206
72
28

2589
1199
294
80
33

44
30
25
18
12

43
36
22
20
17

39
30
20
16
14

73
66
37
22
16

2086
1282
442
213
104

1996
1002
414
223
117

1755
906
385
204
104

1855
938
391
198
103

163
57
56
47
41

166
108
74
56
42

52
41
39
42
47

49
38
36
38
47

5-min
10-min
25-min
50-min
100-min

2843
1284
484
198
87

2528
1619
625
234
70

3689
1864
625
280
96

3612
1771
647
340
131

63
50
39
29
24

67
57
44
35
18

76
67
52
41
30

68
60
44
44
39

5-min
10-min
25-min
50-min
100-min

1836
1261
604
306
150

1832
1260
603
306
149

1848
1268
606
307
150

1841
1266
606
307
149

477
260
109
66
58

499
276
111
65
58

480
254
114
65
55

483
240
111
67
56

RA

Kinesis

Event

RT

RW
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Individuals with restricted area search generally showed the most wandering trajectories
(higher sinuosity), while kinesis showed the most straight-line trajectories (low sinuosity; Table
3.2). In the patchy environments 1 and 2, restricted-area search had the highest sinuosity index
and kinesis had the lowest at the two finest resolutions. Sinuosity for restricted-area was 283
versus 44 for kinesis in the finest resolution with environment 1, and 302 versus 43 for
environment 2. Sinuosity at the coarsest resolution with environments 1 and 2 was 60 and 65
for restricted-area compared to the much lower 12 and 17 for kinesis. In the smooth
environments 3 and 4, sinuosity followed the same pattern at the coarser resolutions (highest
for restricted area and lowest for kinesis), but all the sub-models tended to have similar values
at the finer resolutions. Sinuosity ranged from 39 to 76 without any clear pattern related to
environment and resolution.

3.3.2. Experiment 1 – testing
The sub-models that successfully trained generally performed well (high egg
production) when tested in novel environments. The sub-models produced higher egg
production than the random walk in most cases. This is apparent in Figure 3.12 where almost
all of the bars indicate a positive increase in mean egg production over random walk. Also, the
trends in egg production across resolutions for sub-models tested in novel environments were
generally consistent with the trends seen in the sub-model trained in that test environment. For
example, the groups of bars for restricted-area search trained environments 2, 3 and 4 and
tested in environment 1 (groups of bars with the white back ground in Figure 3.12a) show a
similar pattern compared to the group of bars for restricted-area search trained and tested in
environment 1 (group of bars highlighted in grey in Figure 3.12a). The specific trend in egg
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Testing Environment
2
3

( 106 eggs)
Increase in mean egg production over random walk x
RT
Event
Kinesis
RA

1

4

4
2
0

a

b

c

d

e
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k
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o
1

p
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2
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4
2
0
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Training Environment
Figure 3.12 - Difference in egg production between movement sub-models and a random walk
tested in four environments at five resolutions: red=25 m2 cells, 5 minute time step, blue=100
m2 cells, 10 minute time step, green=625 m2 cells, 25 minute time step, magenta=2,500 m2
cells, 50 minute time step, and black=10,000 m2 cells, 100 minute time step. The four submodels (RA=restricted-area search, kinesis, Event=event-based, and RT=run and tumble) were
trained in the four environments with a genetic algorithm, and the trained sub-models were
tested in each environment. Results are from replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
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production across resolution in each test environment (i.e., the patterns within the groups of
bars) reflected the trends I previously reported for sub-models trained in each environment. For
example, the pattern in bar height for restricted-area trained and tested in environment 1 (group
of bars highlighted in grey in Figure 3.12a) is the same pattern I reported for restricted-area in
Figure 3.4a.
There were two exceptions to the general success of the trained sub-models in the novel
test environments. In the first exception, restricted-area search and event-based trained in the
patchy environments 1 and 2 and tested in the smooth environments 3 and 4 had lower egg
production than when trained and tested in the smooth environments. Restricted-area search
only showed this pattern in test environment 4 (Figure 3.12d). Event-based trained in
environments 1 and 2 and tested in environments 3 and 4 showed substantially lower egg
production than when it was trained in the smooth environments, and in several cases showed a
negative increase in egg production over the random walk (Figure 3.12k and l). A negative
increase in egg production over the random walk indicates that the random walk had higher egg
production than event-based in those cases. This failure represents a training environment
effect because it occurs across all resolutions trained in particular environments.
The second exception to good performance in novel environments occurred when
kinesis was trained at coarse resolutions in environment 3 and tested in environments 1 and 2.
Training in environment 3 resulted in lower egg production in environments 1 and 2 than when
kinesis was trained in the other environments. This exception is apparent in Figure 3.12e and f
where the bars generally increased with increasing coarseness for training in environments 1, 2,
and 4, but show a decreasing pattern for training environment 3. This failure represents a
resolution effect in novel environments because it only occurred at the coarser resolutions.
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3.3.3. Experiment 2 – training and testing
Egg production for the oceanic grids converged on values greater than random walk for
restricted-area search, kinesis, and event-based sub-models, but run and tumble failed to
converge (Figure 3.13). All four sub-models showed higher final egg production in oceanic
environment 2 than in oceanic environment 1. Restricted-area search substantially
outperformed (highest egg production) the other three sub-models in both environments.
Kinesis and event-based had similar egg production in oceanic environment 1 (4.4x1010 eggs
versus 4.3 x1010) and environment 2 (6.6 x1010 eggs versus 6.9 x1010). Run and tumble
converged on egg production values similar to random walk in both oceanic environments.

Figure 3.13 - Cohort egg production in each training generation in two oceanic environments.
Four movement sub-models (red=restricted-area search, blue=kinesis, green=event-based, and
magenta=run and tumble) were trained in three replicate simulations. The black line is the egg
production for a random walk.
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The restricted-area search parameters converged on similar distributions in both oceanic
environments (Figure 3.14). The parameter was close to zero (mean 0.08 across replicates and
environments) in both environments, Low values indicated that individuals relied primarily
on growth as the movement cue. The Rθ parameter was minimized (mean of 0.56π), while RSS
showed little convergence (mean inter-quartile range 0.18 averaged across replicates and
environments) with some skew toward higher values. Individuals were trained to move with
little error on their swimming angle and with some error on swimming speed. However, the
range of values of Rss was large and thus error on swimming speed did not strongly affect
fitness. Finally, Darea converged strongly on a value of one cell in both oceanic environments;
individuals used the more reliable local information than the less reliable distant information.
The kinesis parameters also generally converged on similar values in two oceanic
environments, but there was variability across replicates (Figure 3.15). Kinesis trained in both
environments converged on moderate to low values of (mean 0.29 across replicates and
environments) meaning the sub-model weighted the growth cue more heavily than mortality.
The optimal habitat quality (Qopt) was high (mean 0.78 across replicates and environments) and
σ was low (mean 0.17 across replicates and environments) in both environments indicating
individuals shifted rapidly to inertial dominated movement when they encountered very high
habitat quality. The parameters H1 and H2 were both high, and H2 (mean 0.94 across replicates
and environments) was greater than H1 (mean 0.70 across replicates and environments), which
means that the random component approached zero and individuals gradually slowed down
when they encountered optimal habitat quality. The only case that deviated from this pattern
was the third replicate trained in oceanic environment 1. This case had lower values of H1 and
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Figure 3.14 - Restricted-area search parameters after training with a genetic algorithm for 300
generations. Three replicate cohorts were trained in two oceanic environments. The boxes for
the Darea parameter are collapsed because all three quartiles are equal to 1.
higher values of , so it slowed down more suddenly in optimal habitat and it weighed the
mortality cue more heavily than the other replicates.
The event-based parameters converged more strongly in oceanic environment 2 (mean
inter-quartile range 0.32 across replicates and parameters) than oceanic environment 1 (mean
inter-quartile range 0.11 across replicates and parameters), but most of the patterns were
consistent between the two environments (Figure 3.16). The intrinsic utility of responding to
mortality (u1) was lower than the intrinsic utility of responding to growth (u2). The mean
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Figure 3.15 - Kinesis parameters after training with a genetic algorithm for 300 generations.
Three replicate cohorts were trained in two oceanic environments.
difference between u1 and u2 was 0.27 averaged across replicates and environments. The
memory coefficients were minimized in oceanic environment 2 (mean m0=0.006 and m1=0.032
across replicates), but included greater values in oceanic environment1 (mean m0=0.14 and
m1=0.39 across replicates). These values indicate that individuals relied more on past
experience in oceanic environment 1 and responded primarily to immediate conditions in
oceanic environment 2. There was no clear pattern across replicates in the relationship between
the mortality (r1) and growth (r2) thresholds in oceanic environment 1, but, in oceanic
environment 2, r1 converged near zero and r2 converged near 1. With these values, individuals
detected any mortality, but only detected growth in cells with growth rates near the maximum.
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Figure 3.16 - Event-based parameters after training with a genetic algorithm for 300
generations. Three replicate cohorts were trained in two oceanic environments. The values of
m0 were allowed to range from 0 to m1 for each individual.
The run and tumble parameters α and β converged on values near 1 in both
environments, while the and RSS parameters did not strongly converge in either environment
(Figure 3.17). As in experiment 1, the low values of α and β indicate that the probability of
tumbling was primarily a function of the current habitat quality. However, the value used to
compute habitat quality did not converge, which was consistent with the lack of convergence in
egg production for the cohort.
Restricted-area search, kinesis, and event-based performed well (aggregated individuals
in higher quality cells), while run and tumble did not, when trained and tested on the novel
oceanic grids. Restricted-area search aggregated individuals tightly in high quality cells (red) in
both training environments (Figure 3.18a and d) and novel test environments
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Figure 3.17 - Run and tumble parameters after training with a genetic algorithm for 300
generations. Three replicate cohorts were trained in two oceanic environments.
(Figure 3.18b and c). Kinesis produced some aggregation in high quality cells under training
and testing, but there was substantially more scatter than the final distributions generated with
restricted-area search (Figure 3.19). Event-based showed some aggregation in the two training
environments (Figure 3.20a and d) and when it was trained in oceanic environment 1 and tested
in oceanic environment 2 (Figure 3.20b), but seemingly random scatter when trained in oceanic
environment 2 and tested in oceanic environment 1 (Figure 3.20c). Run and tumble, which had
trouble with training, produced random scatter in all four combinations of training and testing
environments (Figure 3.21).
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Figure 3.18 - Final distribution of individuals (∙) using restricted-area search in a test generation
in two oceanic environments in experiment 2. The sub-model was trained in both
environments, and the diagonal panels (highlighted in red) are the final distributions when the
population was tested in the training environment. The off-diagonal panels represent the results
of testing the trained sub-model in novel environments. The background gradients (Gc,r- Mc,r)
are provided to aid in visualizing cell quality (red=highest quality and blue=lowest quality).
Results are from replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
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Figure 3.19 - Final distribution of individuals (∙) using kinesis in a test generation in two
oceanic environments in experiment 2. The sub-model was trained in both environments, and
the diagonal panels (highlighted in red) are the final distributions when the population was
tested in the training environment. The off-diagonal panels represent the results of testing the
trained sub-model in novel environments. The background gradients (Gc,r- Mc,r) are provided to
aid in visualizing cell quality (red=highest quality and blue=lowest quality). Results are from
replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
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Figure 3.20 - Final distribution of individuals (∙) using event-based in a test generation in two
oceanic environments in experiment 2. The sub-model was trained in both environments, and
the diagonal panels (highlighted in red) are the final distributions when the population was
tested in the training environment. The off-diagonal panels represent the results of testing the
trained sub-model in novel environments. The background gradients (Gc,r- Mc,r) are provided to
aid in visualizing cell quality (red=highest quality and blue=lowest quality). Results are from
replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
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Figure 3.21 - Final distribution of individuals (∙) using run and tumble in a test generation in
two oceanic environments in experiment 2. The sub-model was trained in both environments,
and the diagonal panels (highlighted in red) are the final distributions when the population was
tested in the training environment. The off-diagonal panels represent the results of testing the
trained sub-model in novel environments. The background gradients (Gc,r- Mc,r) are provided to
aid in visualizing cell quality (red=highest quality and blue=lowest quality). Results are from
replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
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3.4. Discussion
Restricted-area search, kinesis, and event-based generally produced high fitness
movement (higher egg production and stronger aggregation than the random walk) across
resolutions in training and novel test environments, whereas run and tumble had more difficulty
in training and testing. Sub-models, except run and tumble, consistently aggregated individuals
in high quality habitat and had higher egg production than the random walk across resolutions
in experiment 1 and with the two oceanic grids in experiment 2. Run and tumble failed to train
in multiple combinations of environments and resolutions in experiment 1, and with the two
oceanic grids. When successfully trained, restricted-area search, kinesis, and event-based
performed well over a wide range of spatio-temporal resolutions. I tested the sub-models with
grids ranging in resolution from 25 m2 cells and 5 minute time step to 10,000 m2 cells and 100
minute time step in experiment 1, and then at the very coarse resolution of 9 km2 cells and a
daily time step in experiment 2. The successful performance of these three sub-models across
resolutions suggests that these sub-models can be used at the resolutions commonly used in
spatially-explicit IBMs.
There were exceptions to the general success of the sub-models in both training and
novel test environments. One set of exceptions was when sub-models failed to train (egg
production similar to random walk). Training issues occurred for run and tumble in general,
and at either the coarsest (e.g., restricted-area and event-based in environment 2) or finest (e.g.,
kinesis in environment 4) resolutions of experiment 1. Failure at extreme resolutions occurred
when there was a steady progression of decreasing egg production with resolution and so egg
production at the finest or coarsest resolution ended up similar to random walk. Run and tumble
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failed to train in most cases, but the cases where it successfully trained also fit into a pattern of
increasing egg production and higher individual aggregation with increasing coarseness.
Another set of exceptions was when sub-models trained well, but then failed to
outperform the random walk in terms of egg production in novel test environments (i.e., trained
but failed testing). Because this generally occurred across resolutions, these exceptions to good
performance were driven more by a training environment effect than a resolution effect. In
Chapter 2, I found that the restricted-area search and event-based sub-models trained in patchy
environments failed to outperform the random walk in terms of egg production when tested in
smooth environments. The results of this chapter demonstrate that the training environment
effect for restricted-area search and event-based found in Chapter 2 was not specific to the fine
resolution used in Chapter 2. I found the same pattern across resolutions here, reinforcing the
idea that researchers should use caution when training in patchy conditions if the model might,
at some point, be applied in a relatively smooth environment.
Even when sub-models performed well across resolutions in both training and testing, I
found some trends in sub-model performance (egg production and aggregation) related to
resolution. Restricted-area search and event-based had higher egg production and aggregated
individuals in high quality habitat more effectively at the finer resolutions than at the coarser
resolutions. Kinesis and run and tumble, when trained, appeared to perform better at coarser
resolutions than at finer resolutions.
The dependence of performance (egg production and degree of aggregation) on
resolutions appeared to be driven by differences in how habitat quality experienced by
individuals changed from one time step to the next. Habitat quality changed more dramatically
from time step to time step at coarse resolutions than at finer resolutions. In experiment 1, I
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kept the domain size and underlying growth and mortality gradients constant and increased
coarseness by aggregating cells and increasing the time step. Thus, individuals at coarser
resolutions experienced a greater change in habitat quality from one cell to the next and one
time step to the next than individuals at finer resolutions. Individuals also moved greater
distances with longer time steps at coarser resolutions, and thus they were able cross peaks in
habitat quality in fewer time steps. The ocean environments in experiment 2 had a much
coarser resolution than the environments in experiment 1, but the habitat quality gradient was
much shallower, so the change in habitat quality experienced at each time step was smaller than
in experiment 1.
Restricted-area search performed better (higher egg production and stronger
aggregation) at finer resolutions than coarser resolutions because restricted-area search had a
very effective gradient detection mechanism (search neighboring cells) that allowed it to move
individuals efficiently to high quality cells and it lacked a mechanism for slowing down when it
reached the target habitat. Restricted-area search is unique among the sub-models I evaluated in
assuming that individuals can evaluate conditions in nearby cells. This information allowed
individuals to detect the local habitat quality gradient and to therefore consistently move
toward higher habitat quality (i.e., few number of unique cells visited). However, restrictedarea search did not include a mechanism for slowing down in high quality habitat, so
individuals maintained their position by constantly reorienting toward the habitat quality peak,
which was reflected in high sinuosity. At fine resolutions, the hovering behavior was sufficient
to keep individuals in high quality habitat once they found it. At coarser resolutions, however,
the hovering behavior was not as effective because individuals experienced a greater change in
conditions from one time step to the next, which made it was easier to continually overshoot
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the target habitat. Thus, the trend across resolutions in restricted-area search was due to both
the gradient detection mechanism allowing individuals to achieve particularly high egg
production at fine resolutions when they were able to maintain their target positions, and the
inability to slow down. Inability to slow down made individuals less efficient at remaining in
high quality cells. With increasing coarseness, individuals were progressively more inaccurate
in moving to target cells and unable to slow down once they got there, resulting in lowered egg
production. The decrease in egg production at coarse resolutions might be addressed simply by
including a mechanism for slowing down in good habitat. The slowing mechanism in run and
tumble could be easily adapted for restricted-area search by setting λ equal to habitat quality.
Kinesis performed better, as measured by higher egg production and stronger
aggregation, at coarser resolutions than at finer resolutions (in environments 3 and 4) because
the parameters that the GA converged to allowed kinesis to slow to a stop in high quality
habitat, but kinesis was not efficient at searching the environment at fine resolutions.
Individuals moving with kinesis searched the environment randomly (i.e., high number of
unique cells visited) until they encountered an area of high quality habitat and then, because H2
was nearly 1 and H1 was lower than H2, slowed to a stop. The stopping behavior was reflected
in consistently low values for sinuosity across resolutions. The ability to slow to a stop
produced the highest fitness (egg production) movement patterns of all sub-models (except in
environment 3) at coarse resolutions where the risk of moving past peaks in the habitat quality
gradient was greatest. The H1 parameter decreased with increasing coarseness, which suggests
that individuals trained in coarser resolutions stopped faster than individuals trained at finer
resolutions. However, using a random search to explore the environment was not effective at
fine resolutions because individuals stopped to change direction more frequently and covered
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less ground at each time step compared to coarser resolution. This inefficiency is apparent in
the higher number of unique cells encountered, lower egg production, and the greater degree of
random scatter in final spatial distributions at the finer resolutions compared to the coarser
resolutions. Okunishi et al. (2012) modified the kinesis sub-model to address this same
inefficient search behavior by assuming individuals were able to remember the conditions in
the previous time step. Their extended kinesis sub-model allowed individuals to detect
gradients by comparing the current and previous time steps and preferentially maintaining their
swimming direction if conditions were improving. This type of modification might address the
decline in fitness at finer resolutions observed in my analysis.
Event-based performed better (higher egg production and stronger aggregation) at finer
resolutions than coarser resolutions because it was effective at searching the domain for high
quality habitat but had a limited ability to adjust swimming speed, which was detrimental in
coarse environments. Event-based moved individuals in long, relatively straight movements in
low quality habitat and slower, frequently turning movements in high quality habitat. At fine
resolutions, the straight-line movements are an effective search strategy, particularly in smooth
environments (low number of unique cells encountered). Individuals also slow to 0.1 body
length/s when they are actively responding to an area of high growth, which appears to be
sufficient to keep them near habitat quality peaks at the fine resolutions where individuals stop
to change direction frequently. However, at coarse resolutions where time steps were longer,
the minimum swimming speed was not slow enough to be effective at maintaining individuals
near high quality habitat. As with restricted-area, individuals using event-based at coarse
resolutions tended to overshoot peaks in the habitat quality gradient leading to lower egg
production, less aggregated distributions, and a high number of unique cells encountered. I
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made no attempt to adjust the swimming speeds associated with each behavior to account for
the changing resolution. Event-based might perform better at coarser resolutions if the
swimming speeds were adjusted so that individuals experienced a constant change in habitat
quality on average regardless of the time step duration.
Run and tumble had limited success overall but tended to produce higher egg
production and stronger aggregation at coarse resolutions than fine resolutions (in
environments 1 and 3) because it responded best to rapid, pronounced changes in habitat
quality and had a mechanism for slowing in favorable conditions. In Chapter 2, I found that run
and tumble only outperformed the random walk in terms of egg production and aggregation in
environments with steep transitions between low and high quality habitat. Indeed, run and
tumble performed very well in random habitats. Steep changes in habitat quality allowed
individuals to most effectively switch between long, straight-line movements (running) and
short, frequently turning movements (tumbling). Run and tumble likely performed better at
coarser resolutions because individuals experienced greater changes in habitat quality from
time step to time step. Run and tumble also slowed an individual’s swimming speed down to
0.01 body length/s as P(tumble) approached 0.9. The ability to slow to a near stop, like kinesis,
allowed individuals to maintain their position near habitat quality peaks at coarser resolutions
where an individual always in motion runs a high risk of passing over high quality habitat. The
poor performance of run and tumble at fine resolutions could be because of the specific
formulation I used. However, as with kinesis, a different version of run and tumble, such as the
one applied by de Jager et al. (2011), might perform better at finer resolutions than the version I
implemented here.
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All four sub-models showed variability in at least one parameter across resolutions
indicating that sub-models are best trained at the resolution at which they will ultimately be
used. There is too much uncertainty in transferring parameter values determined at one
resolution to use at another resolution. I confirmed this conclusion by using the mean parameter
values from training in the finest resolution and then testing at the coarsest resolution. I also did
the reverse; trained at the coarsest and tested at the finest resolution. I found that the submodels with switched parameters consistently produced lower egg production than the submodels trained at the test resolution. The percent decrease in egg production using switched
parameters relative to the original results was 23% for restricted-area, 21% for kinesis, 12% for
event-based, and 15% for run and tumble. I also found that the sub-models with switched
parameters did not consistently outperform the random walk in terms of egg production. Thus,
calibration at the resolution in which the sub-models will be used is preferred. Some initial
calibration is possible on other resolutions, but calibration at the same resolution as will be used
is ultimately required.
Restricted-area search, kinesis, and event-based sub-models appeared to scale to the
oceanic environments of experiment 2, but the results did not necessarily represent a
continuation of the trends I saw in experiment 1 related to increasing coarseness. Restrictedarea search, kinesis, and event-based produced higher egg production than the random walk,
and showed some aggregation in areas of higher habitat quality, indicating that these submodels can be reliably applied in ocean-scale models. The patterns I saw in the results (i.e.,
restricted-area aggregating most strongly, while kinesis and run and tumble show more random
scatter) were more consistent with the patterns I saw at fine resolutions in experiment 1, rather
than the coarser resolutions as I expected, given the extreme coarseness of the oceanic
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environments. I recommend researchers consider the change in habitat quality that individuals
experience at each time step when selecting and developing a movement sub-model, rather than
focusing on the resolution of the grid or the size of the good and bad habitat areas.
The failure of the run and tumble sub-model in the oceanic environments of experiment
2 was likely due to the shallowness of the habitat quality gradient rather than any inherent issue
with run and tumble on very coarse scales. The transitions from high to low quality habitat
were too gradual in the ocean grids for the run and tumble sub-model to be effective. However,
if the sub-model were applied in an oceanic model with a steeper habitat quality gradient, then
run and tumble might be more useful than my results suggest.
Consideration of how resolution and the underlying gradients combine to affect the
change in habitat quality at each time step is critical for selecting and developing movement
sub-models. The discontinuous results between experiments 1 and 2 highlight the fact that
considering resolution in isolation could lead researchers to implement a sub-model that may
not produce the desired movement patterns. For example, assuming that kinesis will always
produce strong aggregation at coarse resolutions is incorrect if the underlying gradients are
shallow as we saw in experiment 2 and as reported by Okunishi et al. (2012). Secondly, submodels are best trained at the resolution and with similar habitat quality gradients in which they
will be used. Resolution affected parameter values in training sufficiently that estimates from
other resolutions maybe unreliable and thereby generate unrealistic movement at coarser or
finer resolutions.
The restricted-area search outperformed (higher egg production and stronger
aggregations) the other sub-models when the change in habitat quality at each time step was
small and kinesis performed best when the change in habitat quality at each time step was
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large, but these sub-models are not necessarily always the best choice. Overall fitness as
measured by egg production is one consideration in performance, but there are other factors to
consider in selecting an appropriate movement sub-model. Fitness is just one of several aspects
of the life cycle which, when all combined, lead to a successful life history strategy. I also used
the degree of aggregation to measure success, but many species do not display strong
aggregations in nature. One of the sub-models that produced looser aggregations and lower egg
production might be the most appropriate for modeling a species with dispersed distributions.
Researchers should also consider the assumptions and movement patterns associated
with each sub-model when selecting the best approach. Restricted-area search assumes that
individuals are either aware of distant conditions or able to detect gradients through some other
means. This assumption is not always supported for the species of interest (Humston et al.
2004). Kinesis makes the fewest assumptions among the sub-models and was generally robust
except when the change in habitat quality at each time step was too small. Because of the
discrete nature of the event-based behaviors, this sub-model is most appropriate for a species
with distinct behavioral modes (e.g. foraging versus predator avoidance). Finally, run and
tumble sub-model may be the most appropriate when modeling a species in environments with
rapid changes in habitat and that shows dispersed distributions.
In conclusion, restricted-area search, kinesis, and event-based were robust to changes in
spatio-temporal resolution, and run and tumble also produced high fitness movement but only
in certain conditions. Both the resolution and the shape of the underlying habitat quality
gradient were important to the relative performance of each sub-model. I found that restrictedarea search, kinesis, and event-based are potentially useful methods for simulating movement
across a range of spatio-temporal resolutions. However, each sub-model did not perform
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equally well across resolutions in terms of egg production and aggregation, and that the
variability in performance was due to the change in habitat quality individuals experienced
from one time step to the next. Other criteria may also be used in some cases, such as the
degree of inter-individual variability in movement. I also found that the run and tumble submodel can be useful for modeling movement in environments where individuals experience
rapid changes between high and low quality habitat. I recommend that researchers consider the
resolution and the steepness of the movement cue gradient, and the behavior (trajectories) and
degree of aggregation versus dispersal of the organism of interest, when selecting a movement
sub-model. Training should be done at the same resolution that will be used in the final
analysis, and testing in novel environments with known habitat patterns is critical to ensure the
realism of simulated movement in the more complicated environments.
In Chapter 4, I test the sub-models evaluated here in a more complex version of the
cohort model with dynamic prey and predator fields. I used static growth and mortality
gradients in this study to limit the number of interactions affecting movement so that I could
isolate the effects of varying the spatio-temporal resolution. However, many spatially-explicit
individual-based models simulate individuals moving in dynamic environments (e.g. Roth et al.
2008; Goodwin et al. 2006; Huse and Ellingsen 2008), and further, in multi-species situations
(e.g., Sable 2007; Campbell et al. 2011) in which prey and predator fields respond to the
dynamics of the species of interest (e.g., prey depletion in crowded areas; predators chasing
prey).
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CHAPTER 4. SIMULATING INDIVIDUAL-BASED MOVEMENT IN DYNAMIC
ENVIRONMENTS
4.1. Introduction
Individual-based models (IBMs) are becoming increasingly popular, and many are
spatially-explicit with dynamic environmental conditions. The accuracy of simulations often
depends on realistic movement of organisms, which is especially challenging when movement
cues (often related to environmental conditions) vary in time and space. The resolution of
spatially-explicit models has been increasing as finer resolution environmental data have
become available (Myers et al. 2006; Mills et al. 2007) and management issues have required
spatially-detailed predictions (e.g., Mullon et al. 2003; Goodwin et al. 2006). Models with
dynamic environments are also becoming more common as methods have advanced for
coupling physical and biological models (Goodwin et al. 2006; Fiksen et al. 2007; Huse and
Ellingsen 2008), and as researchers have begun to explore multi-species IBMs (Sable 2007;
Campbell et al. 2011). One of the major challenges in spatially-explicit individual-based
modeling is how to simulate the movement behaviors and decisions of individuals.
Modeling movement is challenging because we rarely understand the mechanisms that
fish and other organisms use to perceive and respond to their environment (Railsback et al.
1999; Haas et al. 2004; Roth et al. 2008). Movement is even more challenging in models with
dynamic environments because the spatial distribution of movement cues varies from one time
step to the next. Feedback mechanisms further complicate movement simulation in dynamic
environments. Feedback mechanisms (e.g., predators chase their prey; crowding depletes prey)
cause the distribution of movement cues to change in response to movement decisions of the
individuals. In this situation, the environment can not only vary in time and space, but also in
response to the state of the population of interest.
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A number of approaches have been developed for simulating movement in IBMs. These
approaches make different assumptions about how organisms perceive and respond to their
environment and use different mathematics to predict movement responses. Restricted-area
search assumes individuals are able to evaluate all cells within a defined area and identify the
cell with the highest quality habitat (Railsback et al. 1999; Giske et al. 2003; Haas et al. 2004).
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) use information about the current location, past experience,
and other cues to determine directional velocities (Huse and Giske 1998; Huse and Ellingsen
2008). Run and tumble divides the movement into running, where individuals move in a
constant direction, and tumbling, where individuals randomly select a new swimming direction
(Humphries 2010; Loboschefsky et al. in preparation).
Correlated random walks are a common approach for simulating movement where a
random turning angle and swimming speed are selected at each time step from defined
probability distributions. Random walks can direct movement without considering
environmental cues or they can adjust behavior (angle and swimming speed) based on
environmental information (Codling et al. 2008). Kinesis is a random walk approach that
continuously adjusts turning angle and swimming speed distributions based on current
environmental cues (Humston et al. 2000, 2004). Event-based movement allows for switching
among multiple discrete random walk behaviors (or other user defined behaviors) based on
current and recently experienced environmental cues (Anderson 2002; Goodwin et al. 2006).
Dynamic environments in spatially-explicit IBMs can be either externally forced or
dependent on the state of population of interest. Many coupled models use the output of
hydrodynamic and water quality models as forced inputs to an IBM, which is then run
separately (Goodwin et al. 2006; Fiksen et al. 2007; Huse and Ellingsen 2008). In this case,
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individuals in a particular cell at a particular time will always experience the same conditions
defined by the output from the physical model (e.g., temperature). In other cases, models have
been developed in which the environmental conditions also respond to the dynamics of the
population of interest. For example, allowing for depletion of prey in cells due to crowding and
for predators to aggregate on groups of individuals resulting in dynamics prey and predator
fields that respond to the movements of the individuals. In multi-species IBMs, the prey and
predator fields can themselves be modeled with their own movement approaches (Sable 2007;
Campbell et al. 2011). In dynamic environments with feedbacks, an individual’s behavior
affects its exposure to prey, competitors, and predators, which in turn, affects the prey,
competitor, and predator dynamics.
In this chapter, I evaluate four movement sub-models (restricted-area search, kinesis,
event-based, and run and tumble) in a spatially-explicit cohort IBM in which the prey and
predators are both dynamic (vary across cells and over time) and responsive to the dynamics of
the cohort individuals. The cohort model is an enhanced version of the cohort model used in
Chapters 2 and 3. The growth and mortality multipliers in each cell used in Chapters 2 and 3
are now replaced with dynamic prey in each cell and individual predators that move around on
the grid chasing cohort individuals. I very roughly based the cohort model on a small pelagic
fish, and thus the prey were based on zooplankton and the predators on a typical piscivorous
fish. I therefore used egg production as a measure of fitness, and the terms swimming speed
and swimming angle. However, the cohort model was relatively general and the analysis and
results also apply to other (non-swimming) taxa with other fitness measures than egg
production that move in 2-dimensional space.
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The analysis approach was to train the four sub-models using a genetic algorithm (GA)
in dynamic and static versions of the prey and predator-defined environments, and then to test
the trained sub-models in the other environment. The static version used fixed prey and
predators, whose dynamics did not depend on the behavior of the cohort individuals. Each of
the static and dynamic environments were configured at two spatio-temporal (cell size; time
step) resolutions. I examined egg production, weight, abundance, and the mean cell quality
experienced and trajectory measures of individuals to evaluate sub-model performance. Submodels were trained in the dynamic environment and tested in the static environment, and
trained in the static environment and tested in the dynamic environment. Further, by using two
spatio-temporal resolutions, I also determined if the results were dependent on the resolution of
the environmental grid. I conclude with a discussion of the movement patterns generated by
each sub-model, and recommendations for future application of these sub-models in applied
population and community IBMs.

4.2. Methods
The individual-based cohort model followed the growth, mortality, and movement of
individuals on a 2.7 km x 2.7 km spatial grid of square cells. I simulated growth, mortality, and
movement for 3000 super-individuals for a 30 day generation with 12 hour days. I simulated
the cohort at two different spatio-temporal resolutions defined by the area of each cell (A) and
the time step (Δt). The two resolutions were fine (A=625 m2 and Δt=25 minutes) and coarse
(A=10,000 m2 and Δt=100 minutes). I started with the fine resolution, and then changed the cell
size for the coarse resolution, and adjusted the time step to scale linearly with cell width (√ ).
Increasing the time step and cell size together ensured that individuals moved a similar number
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of cells at each time step across resolutions. The fine grid was 108 cells by 108 cells and the
coarse grid was 27 cells by 27 cells. Cells are referred to by the x-dimension (column number,
c) and y-dimension (row number, r); continuous locations of individuals are in meters in the x
and y dimensions from the origin located at the lower left corner. Individuals moved in
continuous space and were mapped to cells, which were each associated with a prey biomass
and number of predators in the cell. Individual growth was a function of the prey biomass in its
cell, and mortality was determined by the number of predators in the cell. Movement was made
modular so that the four different movement sub-models could be used interchangeably. The
cohort model and the GA used to calibrate the movement sub-models were coded in Fortran 90.
The cohort model used a super-individual approach (Scheffer et al. 1995) to simulate
both the individuals in the cohort and the predators. A super-individual is a model individual
worth some number of actual individuals with identical characteristics. Use of superindividuals allows for simulation of a fixed number of model individuals (fixed array sizes) and
for simulation of high mortality. In a true individual-based approach, when an individual dies,
it is removed from the simulation. With super-individuals, all model individuals remain the
simulation, but their worth is decreased to represent the number of individuals that died.

4.2.1. Prey processes
Biomass of prey in each cell [Zc,r (t), g] was modeled as a logistic equation with the
addition of the removal due to the consumption by cohort super-individuals. At each time step,
consumption was summed over super-individuals and the consumed biomass was removed
from the prey biomass in the cell:
∑
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(1)

where Ci was the consumption in g by the ith cohort individual. Then the prey biomass was
allowed to increase from Z′ to get the prey biomass for the next step according to a logistic
equation:
(

)

(2)

where r was the population growth rate (2x10-5/minute), Nmax was the maximum carrying
capacity (6.84 g prey/m2), Nc,r was a cell specific multiplier ranging from 0.01 to 1 that
adjusted the carrying capacity for each cell, A was the area of a cell in m2, and Δt was the time
step in minutes. The assignment of the carrying capacity multipliers to cells (Nc,r) resulted in
prey being patchy in both resolutions with many hotspots of high prey biomass (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1 - Prey carrying capacity multiplier (Nc,r) gradients at fine (a; 625 m2 cells) and
coarse (b; 10,000 m2 cells) resolutions. The multiplier specifies the proportion of the maximum
carrying capacity (Nmax) that prey biomass in each cell was allowed to reach.
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4.2.2. Predator processes
The number of predators in a cell (Pc,r) was calculated as the sum of the worth of all
predator super-individuals in that cell. The grid-wide predator population size was constant at
500 actual predators that were simulated using 1000 super-individuals at the fine resolution and
62 super-individuals at the coarse resolution. Thus, each super-individual predator was worth
0.5 predators at the fine resolution and 8 predators at the coarse resolution. I scaled the number
of super-individuals predators between the two resolution grids to maintain a constant ratio
(~0.08) of super-individuals to cells in the environment. To maintain a constant maximum
mortality rate, I set a maximum predator density allowed in a cell to be 1.6x10-3 predators/m2.
Predator super-individuals were not permitted to move into cells that already contained the
maximum predator density.
I simulated predator movement every third time step with a restricted-area search submodel. Predator super-individuals searched their current cell and all cells in eight directions
within their search radius. The search radius was four cells at the fine resolution and one cell at
the coarse resolution. Predators moved toward the cell with the highest total worth of cohort
individuals. The number of cohort individuals in a cell (Fc,r) was the sum of the worth of all
super-individuals in that cell:
∑

(3)

where nc,r is the number of cohort super-individuals in the cell. If the cell with the highest Fc,r
already contained the maximum predator density, the predator super-individual moved toward
the cell with the next highest Fc,r.
I calculated the x and y horizontal velocities for each predator according to:
(4)
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(5)
where SS was swimming speed (1 m/minute), Δt was the time step in minutes, and θ(t) was the
swimming angle in radians. I calculated the swimming angle as

where θbase

was the angle toward the center of the cell with the highest Fc,r and ε was a uniform (-1 to 1)
random number. As each predator super-individual moved, I updated Pc,r by subtracting the
predator’s worth from the cell it left and adding it to the total worth in its destination cell. Thus,
on every third time step (i.e., third, sixth, ninth, etc.), predator individuals were moved after all
cohort individuals had moved.

4.2.3. Cohort individual processes
Growth of each cohort super-individual was simulated by incrementing its weight
[Wi(t), g] at each time step by the growth rate (G, g per time step). All individuals were started
at 4 g and 73.3 mm. I calculated growth as:
(6)
where Gmax was 1.71x10-4 g/minute, Zc,r was the prey biomass in the cell in g, K was 2.4 g
prey/m2 , A was the area of the cell in m2, and Δt was the time step in minutes. Equation 6
calculated growth as a type II functional response to prey biomass, with a half saturation
constant of K∙A. Consumption (g prey per time-step) by each super-individual was then
calculated from growth as:
(7)
where Si(t) was the worth of the cohort super-individual, and Ca was an assimilation multiplier
set to 10 g prey/g individual. If consumption would reduce the prey biomass in a cell to be less
than 1 g, then G was reduced (recomputed) accordingly to leave 1 g of prey in the cell: G=(Zc,r135

1)/[Si(t)∙Ca]. Finally, weight was converted to length [Li(t) in mm] according to the allometric
relationship Wi(t)=2x10-6∙Li(t)3.38.
Mortality reduced the worth of each cohort super-individual at each time step t [Si(t)]
by the mortality rate experienced by that individual in that cell (M, individuals per time step).
Mortality rate depended on the length of the super-individual and number of predator
individuals in the cell. All cohort super-individuals were started at a worth of 100. The
mortality rate of each individual was calculated each time step as:
(8)
where Pc,r was the summed worth of all predators in the inhabited cell, ML was a length-based
multiplier, ME was the number of encounters per predator, MC was the consumption rate of a
predator individual, and Δt was the time step in minutes. The length based multiplier was
calculated as:
.

(9)

Equation 9 ranged linearly from 1 for an individual at the initial length of 73.3 mm to 0 for an
individual that had reached the maximum length achievable in a generation (Lmax=85.6 mm).
The encounter rate (ME=γ/A) depended on an area-based encounter rate (γ=625
encounters∙m2/predator) and the area of a cell (A, m2). The consumption rate of a predator
individual (MC) was set to 0.04 individuals/minute/encounter. If Si(t) fell below 0.01 for a
cohort super-individual, it was assumed dead and removed from the cohort for the rest of the
generation.
I simulated movement of cohort individuals with one of four alternative sub-models
(restricted-area search, kinesis, event-based, and run and tumble) that responded to growth (G′)
and mortality (M′) movement cues specific to cells. The growth cue was calculated as:
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,

(10)

where G′ ranged from near 0 in a cell where Zc,r was near its minimum of 1 g to 1 in a cell
where Zc,r was at its maximum carrying capacity Nmax. The mortality cue was calculated as:
,

(11)

where M′ ranged from 0 when there were no predators in the cell (Pc,r=0) to a value of 1 when
Pc,r was at the maximum predator density allowed in a cell. The maximum mortality rate (Mmax)
was the mortality rate in a cell with the maximum predator density (1.6x10-3 predators/m2) for
an individual at the initial length of 73.3 mm. The value of Mmax was 1 individual/time step at
the fine resolution and 4 individuals/time step at the coarse resolution. All of the movement
sub-models used the growth and mortality cues to calculate the x and y horizontal velocities
[Vx(t) and Vy(t)]. I then used these velocities to update each super-individual’s location:
(12)
.

(13)

Given a new continuous location, the cell (column number and row number) of the individual
was determined.
Movement sub-models
The details of how each of the movement sub-models used the growth and mortality
cues to compute Vx and Vy are described in Appendix B. Here, I briefly describe each submodel, highlighting their similarities and differences. I also include a simple random walk
here, which was used as the basis for evaluating how well the sub-models moved individuals. If
the sub-models allowed individuals to experience higher growth and lower mortality than
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would occur with random movement, their worths and weight will be higher than that
generated with random walk movement.
Restricted-area search determined Vx(t) and Vy(t) by allowing an individual to evaluate
growth and mortality cues in neighboring cells, and then to move toward the cell with the
highest habitat quality. The neighborhood was defined as all cells within Darea cells in eight
directions from an individual’s current location, plus the individual’s current cell. Habitat
quality (Qc,r) was computed as a weighted mean of G′ and M′, where the information in the
movement cues became less reliable farther from the current cell. Individuals were directed to
move toward the center of the selected cell with some degree of error added to the swimming
angle and speed. The realized angle and swimming speed determined Vx and Vy.
Kinesis movement calculated the x and y velocities as the sum of an inertial component
(f) and a random component (g). The weighting of each component was a function of current
habitat quality (Qc,r). Habitat quality was calculated as a weighted sum of G′ and M′ with no
added error (unlike restricted-area search). The inertial component was the product of the
velocity from the previous time step and a function that was the ascending part of a Gaussianshaped function evaluated at Qc,r. The random component was the product of a normally
distributed random deviate and one minus the ascending part of a Gaussian-shaped function
evaluated at Qc,r. Both the inertial and random Gaussian functions were centered on a predefined optimal habitat quality (Qopt), where the functions reached their peak values.
Event-based assumed cohort individuals detected high growth (G′) and high mortality
(M′) in the current cell, and then enacted one of several pre-defined behaviors in response to the
growth or mortality conditions. Five behaviors were defined: short-term and long-term
responses to high growth, short and long-term responses to high mortality, and a default
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behavior. Each behavior had three components: a change in swimming angle relative to the
current swimming direction (θadj), the maximum magnitude of randomness added to the
swimming angle (Rθ), and a swimming speed (SS). The behavior with the highest expected
utility (benefit) to the individuals was implemented for that time step. Expected utility was the
product of the intrinsic utility of a responding to a particular cue (e.g., the fitness benefit of
escaping predation) and the probability of obtaining that utility based on whether or not that
cue was recently detected. Once a behavior was selected, this determined the swimming angle
(θ) and swimming speed (SS), which were then used to compute the directional velocities (Vx
and Vy).
In run and tumble, cohort individuals either continued to move in the same direction
(running) or moved in a randomly selected new direction (tumbling). The angle was therefore
either unchanged [i.e., θ(t)=θ(t-1)] or randomly determined [i.e., θ(t) was a random uniform
value from 0 to 2π]. The probability of tumbling was a function of current habitat quality (Qc,r)
and the sum of habitat quality experienced since the last tumbling event (Ω). The probability of
tumbling increased when Qc,r was high and as Ω increased (increasing time since last tumble).
Swimming speed (SS) in running and tumbling time steps included some noise, and individuals
slowed in high quality habitat as the probability of tumbling increased. The directed swimming
angle [θ(t)] and speed (SS) were used to calculate the directional velocities (Vx and Vy) at each
time step.
In pure random walk movement, a random swimming angle (θ) from generated from a
uniform distribution of 0 to 2π at each time step, and swimming speed (SS) was set to 0.5 body
lengths/s. Directional velocities (Vx and Vy) were then calculated. The results of the random
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walk simulations were used as a baseline against which we compared the performance of the
other four movement sub-models (i.e., did they do better than random movement).
Initialization and boundary behavior
Individuals were randomly placed on the grid (within the 100 m buffer) in the first time
step of each generation. I assigned each super-individual random values for its initial xdimension and y-dimension location [xi(0) and yi(0)]. I then determined their cell (column and
row numbers) based on the values of xi(0) and yi(0) and the cell size. Individuals using
restricted-area search that were directed to move past the edge of the grid in either the x or y
direction were randomly assigned to a new position along that axis. For example, individuals
directed to move past the right-hand side of the grid were randomly assigned a new value for xi
anywhere in that row. Individuals that moved past the edge based using the other three
movement sub-models were reflected back on to the grid the distance they overshot the edge,
plus 100 m to account for the buffer.
Genetic Algorithm
I used the simplified GA described in Chapter 2 to estimate unknown parameters for
each movement sub-model (Table 4.1). Four parameters were estimated for the restricted-area
search ( , Rθ, RSS, and Darea), and for run and tumble ( , α, β, and RSS). Five parameters were
estimated for kinesis ( , Qopt, σQ, H1, and H2), and six for event-based (u1, u2, m0, m1, r1, and
r2). I attempted to be as consistent as possible in which parameters were trained by the GA
across the different sub-models. For each sub-model, I estimated parameters responsible for
weighting growth and mortality, determining the degree of randomness added to the directed
movement, and how current versus past experience was weighted (in event-based and run and
tumble). The parameter weighted growth and mortality in all but the event-based sub-model,
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which used u1, u2, r1, and r2 to balance growth and mortality trade-offs. The degree of noise
added to movement was determined by Rθ and RSS in the restricted area search, all parameters
in kinesis and event-based, and RSS in run and tumble. The influence of current versus past
experience was determined by m0 and m1 in event-based and α and β in run and tumble.
Finally, the GA was also used to estimate Darea, which was unique to the restricted-area search.
Table 4.1 - Parameters for four movement sub-models calibrated by with a genetic algorithm
(GA). The GA operated on a scaled parameter vector where all elements (w) ranged from 0 to
1. Some of the scaled parameters were transformed before they were used in the movement
sub-model.
Parameter Description
Transformation Units
Neighborhood search
Weights growth and mortality in Qc,r
Rθ
Maximum noise added to θ
w∙1.5 π+0.5π
radians
Rss
Maximum noise added to SS
w∙0.5
body lengths/s
Darea
Neighborhood radius
⌊ ∙5⌋
cells
Kinesis
Weights growth and mortality in Qc,r
Qopt
Optimal habitat quality
Standard deviation of habitat favorability
σopt
distributions
Height of the inertial habitat favorability
H1
distribution
Height of the random habitat favorability
H2
distribution
Event-based
u1
Intrinsic utility of responding to mortality
u2
Intrinsic utility of responding to growth
m0
Short-term memory coefficient
m1
Long-term memory coefficient
r1
Detection threshold for mortality
r2
Detection threshold for growth
Run and tumble
Weights growth and mortality in Qc,r
α
Gamma shape parameter
w∙9+1
β
Gamma scale parameter
w∙9+1
Rss
Maximum noise added to SS
w∙0.5
body lengths/s
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Each cohort super-individual was assigned a parameter vector, whose values the GA
adjusted every generation, until cohort fitness was maximized. The parameters in the vectors
differed for each movement sub-model. For computational convenience, the GA worked on
parameters values between zero and one. If necessary, the parameter values were then
transformed to use in respective sub-model (Table 4.1). I initialized the parameter vectors in the
first generation of each training run from uniform (0 to 1) distributions. The m0 parameter in
event-based movement was initialized from a uniform (0 to m1) distribution to prevent the
short-term memory coefficient from exceeding the long-term memory coefficient.
The GA selected and mutated the parameter vectors from cohort super-individuals with
high fitness at the end of each generation to seed the cohort super-individuals to start the next
generation. The GA used egg production as a fitness measure. Egg production of a superindividual was calculated as:
(14)
where Si(tfinal) was the worth and Wi(tfinal) was the weight in g at the end of the generation (time
step tfinal). Equation 14 combined the effects of growth (final weight) and mortality (final
worth) and was based on a plausible weight-fecundity relationship and spawning frequency for
a small pelagic fish species (Jung and Houde 2004).
At the end of each generation, the GA selected 3000 super-individuals with replacement
and used the parameter values of the selected super-individuals to start the parameter vectors of
the 3000 super-individuals for the next generation. The probability of selecting a parameter
vector from each super-individual was

∑

. Each element in the parameter vectors

from the selected super-individuals then had a 6% chance of mutation. This mutation rate is
comparable to rates from other studies using GAs to calibrate movement sub-models (Strand
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and Huse 2007; Huse and Ellingsen 2008; Okunishi et al. 2009). Those parameter values
selected for mutation were adjusted by adding a random value from a uniform (-0.1 to 0.1)
distribution. Mutated values were restricted to be zero to one. In the event-based sub-model, if
a mutated value of m0, exceeded m1 then a new value was randomly selected from a uniform (0
to m1) distribution. Finally, the 3000 selected and mutated parameter vectors were assigned to
3000 new super-individuals for the next generation.

4.2.4. Training simulations
I trained each movement sub-model with the GA for 300 generations in the dynamic
and in the static environments, each at its fine and coarse resolutions. I performed three
replicate training simulations for the four sub-models in two environments at two resolutions
for a total of 48 (4 x 2 x 2 x 3 replicates) training simulations. In the dynamic environment,
prey was reduced by the consumption of cohort super-individuals at each time step, and
predator individuals actively moved about the environment pursuing cohort individuals. In the
static environments, prey biomass was maintained at the carrying capacity in each cell
regardless of consumption, and predators did not move from their initially assigned cells.
I used three criteria to confirm training success: fitness, parameter values, and
behavioral responses. Fitness convergence was satisfied when cohort egg production increased
and leveled off at a value greater than the cohort egg production based on the random walk submodel. Parameter convergence was when the parameter distributions narrowed from their
initial uniform distributions. Behavioral convergence was evaluated by how well the trained
sub-model moved individuals to high quality cells.
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I used a different but related definition of cell quality here than in Chapters 2 and 3. In
Chapters 2 and 3, I defined cell quality as the difference between the growth and mortality
multipliers (Gc,r-Mc,r). Here, growth and mortality were dynamic. Thus, in this chapter, I
defined cell quality as the simple difference between the growth and mortality movement cues
(G′-M′) that a model individual experienced in a given cell. As in Chapters 2 and 3, cell quality
is not the same as habitat quality (Qc,r). Habitat quality was the same in all chapters. Habitat
quality also used the movement cues but combined them depending on how model individuals
weighted growth and mortality, whereas cell quality used the simple difference.
Model outputs were presented to illustrate the dynamic nature of the prey and predator
distributions. I used the results for the coarse, dynamic environment. The proportion of prey
carrying capacity remaining in each cell was plotted at the end of days 5, 15, and 25 to show
that the consumption of cohort individuals affected prey biomass. I also showed the mean
number of cohort individuals encountered by predators at each time step relative to the mean
number of individuals per cell to demonstrate that predators were actively moving to cells with
a greater than average number of cohort individuals.
Model outputs for training results were presented related to the three convergence
criteria. Cohort egg production at the end of each generation was plotted over the 300
generations, the final 3000 values of each parameter determined by the GA were summarized
with box plots, and the final locations of cohort individuals were summarized by plotting their
cumulative biomass versus the mean cell quality that they experienced over the course of the
generation. The biomass of each individual was defined by the product of its final weight and
final worth [Wi(tfinal)∙Si(tfinal)]. Finally, the trajectories of cohort individuals during the last
generation were quantified by computing the average number of unique cells visited by an
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individual and the sinuosity of their pathway. Sinuosity was calculated as the ratio between the
total distance traveled by an individual and the linear distance between their initial and final
locations. These were averaged over cohort super-individuals in the final generation, weighted
by their worths.

4.2.5. Testing simulations
I simulated the cohort dynamics (growth, mortality, movement, egg production) using
the parameters from training in the dynamic environment for a single generation in the static
environment and then tested the parameters trained in the static for one generation in the
dynamic environment. The final parameter values of the 3000 model individuals from training
were used. Each set of values was assigned to a new super-individual for testing. I showed
individual egg production, weight, and worth as box plots, and CDFs of final biomass versus
the mean cell quality that they experienced over the course of the generation. Weights and
worths allowed determination of whether the patterns in egg production were driven by
differences in growth, mortality, or both. I also reported the final distributions of cohort
individuals and predators for the restricted-area search trained in the static environment and
tested in the dynamic environment to illustrate an anomalous result that occurred due to
predator aggregation.
Replicate simulations
Three replicate simulations were performed for all analyses. The replicate simulations
differed in their random number sequences. For some of the outputs, I only presented the
results of one of the three replicate simulations. This was done for clarity and because the
outputs were very similar across replicates. For example, event-based when trained and tested
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in the dynamic environment illustrates the typical variability among replicates in egg
production. Mean egg production over individuals was 12.43, 12.51, and 12.24x106 at the fine
resolution and 12.02, 12.0, and 11.97x106 at the coarse resolution.

4.3. Results
4.3.1. Prey and predator dynamics
Prey biomass was reduced to an average of 76% (across cells and sub-models) of the
carrying capacity at the end of a generation by all movement sub-models. Reductions in prey
biomass were not uniform across the environment (Figure 4.2). Some cells saw little reduction
from consumption (98% of carrying capacity at the end of the generation), while other cells
saw more substantial reductions (46% of carrying capacity at the end of the generation).
Finally, consumption outstripped prey recovery in most cells, so there was a decreasing trend in
prey biomass over the course of the generation (Figure 4.2a to b to c).
Predators successfully tracked cohort individuals by moving from cells with lower
summed worth of cohort individuals to cells with more summed worth of cohort individuals at
each movement opportunity. After predators moved in every third time step, the mean number
of cohort individuals (i.e., mean Fc,r) each predator experienced was consistently greater than
the mean number of individuals per cell in the environment (Figure 4.3). If a predator moved
randomly on the grid without regard to the locations of the cohort individuals, then I would
expect their encounter rate of cohort individuals to be about the mean number of cohort
individuals per cell.
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Figure 4.2 - The proportion of prey carrying capacity remaining in each cell at the coarse
resolution (10,000 m2 cells and 100 minute time step) after 5, 15, and 25 days in the last
generation of the training phase. Individuals moved according to the restricted-area search submodel, but the results are representative of those produced by all of the sub-models. Results are
from replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
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Figure 4.3 - The mean number of individuals encountered by a predator after moving every
third time step and the mean number of individuals per cell at each time step in the last
generation of the training phase at the coarse resolution. Individuals moved according to the
restricted-area search sub-model, but the results are representative of those produced by all of
the sub-models. Results are from replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
4.3.2. Training simulations
Egg production for each sub-model increased and leveled off at values greater than the
random walk when trained in both static and dynamic environments and at both fine and coarse
resolutions (Figure 4.4). All sub-models had higher final egg production values in the static
training environments than the dynamic. This pattern was expected because prey biomass does
not decrease with consumption (i.e., higher growth) and predators do not actively track cohort
individuals (i.e., lower mortality) in the static environment. There were some consistent
patterns across resolutions, although the differences were small in magnitude.
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Figure 4.4 - Cohort egg production during training in dynamic and static environments at two
resolutions. Four movement sub-models (red=restricted-area search, blue=kinesis,
green=event-based, and magenta=run and tumble) were trained in three replicate training
simulations. The two resolutions were: fine (625 m2 cells and 25 minute time step) and coarse
(10,000 m2 cells and 100 minute time step). The black line is the egg production for a random
walk.
The restricted area search parameter converged on values near one in most training
simulations, Rθ and RSS consistently converged on values near zero, and Darea showed little
convergence (Figure 4.5). In the dynamic environments, converged so strongly on one that
the interquartile distance was negligible (Figure 4.5a and b). High values of indicated cohort
individuals were responding exclusively to the mortality movement cue. Restricted-area trained
in the static environment at the fine resolution had lower values of (mean 0.56 averaged over
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Figure 4.5 - Restricted-area search parameters after training with a genetic algorithm in
dynamic and static environments at two resolutions: fine (625 m2 cells and 25 minute time step)
and coarse (10,000 m2 cells and 100 minute time step). Three replicate training simulations
were performed in each environment at each resolution.
replicates, Figure 4.5c), suggesting those individuals responded to both growth and mortality
cues. Low values of Rθ and RSS indicate that minimizing the variability on swimming angle and
speed produced the highest fitness movement patterns in all training simulations. Most
individuals consistently had a search radius (Darea) of 2 to 3 cells when trained in the dynamic
environment at the fine resolution, but much more variable search radii when trained in the
other training simulations.
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The kinesis parameters converged consistently across replicates and training
simulations (Figure 4.6). The parameter converged on moderate values in all simulations
(mean of 0.53 across all training simulations). Moderate values of indicated kinesis balanced
growth and mortality cues rather than strongly favoring one cue over the other. The Qopt
parameter converged on high values (mean of 0.90 across all training simulations) and σ
converged on lower values (mean of 0.16), indicating that individuals relied on inertial
dominated movement in areas with the highest habitat quality and that the transition from
random dominated movement to inertial dominated movement was sharp. The values of H1
were generally low (mean of 0.15) and H2 was consistently near one. Individuals therefore
slowed quickly and the random component approached zero when they neared Qopt, allowing
them to slow to a stop in high quality habitat.
The event-based parameters converged on consistent values in the dynamic and smooth
environments at each resolution, but the long-term memory coefficient m1 had a broader range
of values at the coarse resolution compared to the fine resolution (Figure 4.7). The intrinsic
utility of responding to mortality was greater (mean of u1=0.80 across all training simulations)
than the utility of responding to growth (mean of u2=0.41). Thus, if both cues were detected,
then individuals would preferentially respond to the mortality cue. The short-term memory
coefficient was generally low (mean of m0=0.20). The long-term memory coefficient was high
at the fine resolution (mean of m1=0.83 across replicates and environments, Figure 4.7a and c),
and ranged across the possible values at the coarse resolution (mean interquartile range of
m1=0.65 at coarse resolution, Figure 4.7b and d). The mortality threshold was consistently
lower (mean of r1=0.09) than the growth threshold (mean of r2=0.46 across all training
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simulations); individuals detected mortality more easily than they detected growth in all
training simulations.
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Figure 4.6 - Kinesis parameters after training with a genetic algorithm in dynamic and static
environments at two resolutions: fine (625 m2 cells and 25 minute time step) and coarse
(10,000 m2 cells and 100 minute time step). Three replicate training simulations were
performed in each environment at each resolution.
The run and tumble parameter converged to values that were greater in dynamic
environments than in static environments, while α and β were minimized in all training
simulations and RSS failed to converge (Figure 4.8). The parameter was higher in dynamic
environments (mean of 0.87 across replicates and resolutions, Figure 4.8a and b) than static
environments (mean of 0.49, Figure 4.8c and d). Individuals therefore relied more heavily on
the mortality movement cue in dynamic conditions. The values of α and β near one indicate that
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Figure 4.7 - Event-based parameters after training with a genetic algorithm in dynamic and
static environments at two resolutions: fine (625 m2 cells and 25 minute time step) and coarse
(10,000 m2 cells and 100 minute time step). Three replicate training simulations were
performed in each environment at each resolution.
the probability of tumbling was primarily a function of the current habitat quality and that the
individual’s recent habitat quality experience was relatively unimportant. The broad
distributions of RSS and the variability across replicates suggest that parameter did not strongly
influence egg production.
All of the sub-models moved individuals in the training environment so that the mean
cell quality they encountered over the final generation was greater than that of the random walk
(Figures 4.9a, d and 4.10a, d). The CDFs showed sharper increases and higher total biomass for
the sub-models when trained at the fine resolution compared to the random walk (colors above
black line in Figure 4.9a and d), and when trained at the coarse resolution (Figure 4.10a and d).
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Figure 4.8 - Run and tumble parameters after training with a genetic algorithm in dynamic and
static environments at two resolutions: fine (625 m2 cells and 25 minute time step) and coarse
(10,000 m2 cells and 100 minute time step). Three replicate training simulations were
performed in each environment at each resolution.
More rapidly increasing and higher final values of CDFs show that the individuals moving
according to the trained sub-models spent more time in higher growth and lower mortality cells
than with random walk movement. Kinesis outperformed (aggregated biomass in higher quality
cells) the other three sub-models in all training simulations (blue lines above other lines in
Figure 4.9a, d and Figure 4.10a, d).
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Figure 4.9 - Cumulative biomass of individuals versus the mean cell quality (G’c,r-M’c,r) they
experienced at the fine resolution (625 m2 cells and 25 minute time step) in both static and
dynamic test environments. Results are from four sub-models trained and tested in each
environment: red=restricted-area search, blue=kinesis, green=event-based, and magenta=run
and tumble). The black line is the cumulative biomass distributions for random walk. Three
replicate training simulations are shown.
Restricted-area search and kinesis were the most efficient (encountered the fewest
unique cells) sub-models at moving individuals to high quality cells, while event-based was the
least efficient (Table 4.2).
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Figure 4.10 - Final cumulative biomass of individuals versus the mean cell quality (G’c,r-M’c,r)
they experienced at the coarse resolution (10,000 m2 cells and 100 minute time step) in both
static and dynamic test environments. Results are from four sub-models trained and tested in
each environment: red=restricted-area search, blue=kinesis, green=event-based, and
magenta=run and tumble). The black line is the cumulative biomass distributions for random
walk. Three replicate training simulations are shown.
Restricted-area generally encountered fewer unique cells than the other sub-models in dynamic
environments (141 at fine and 48 at coarse resolutions). Kinesis encountered the fewest unique
cells in the static environments (89 at fine and 23 at coarse). Event-based had the greatest
number of unique cells encountered in dynamic (366 at fine and 78 at coarse) and static (246 at
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fine and 55 at coarse) environments. Sub-models with fewer unique cells encountered moved
individuals more efficiently to high quality habitat, while sub-models with larger unique cells
encountered spent more time searching the environment.
Table 4.2 - The mean number of unique cells encountered and mean sinuosity of individual
trajectories using four movement sub-models (AR=restricted-area search, Kinesis,
Event=event-based, RT=run and tumble, and RW=random walk) calibrated with a genetic
algorithm in dynamic and static environments at fine (625 m2 cells and 25 minute time step)
and coarse (10,000 m2 cells and 100 minute time step) resolutions. The results presented here
are from replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
Unique cells
Sinuosity
Dynamic
Static
Dynamic
Static
Fine Coarse Fine Coarse
Fine Coarse Fine Coarse
AR
141
48
111
55
55
29
193
35
Kinesis
229
48
89
23
43
28
19
12
Event
366
78
246
55
42
26
39
27
RT
241
45
167
39
34
19
32
18
RW
612
145
603
145
79
57
73
57
Individuals using run and tumble and kinesis tended to move in straight lines (low
sinuosity) more than the other sub-models, while restricted-area search directed individuals to
wander (high sinuosity; Table 4.2). Run and tumble had the lowest sinuosity among the submodels in the dynamic environments (34 at fine and 19 at coarse resolutions). Kinesis had the
lowest sinuosity in the static environments (19 at fine and 12 at coarse). Restricted-area search
had the highest sinuosity among the sub-models in dynamic (55 at fine and 29 at coarse) and
static environments (193 at fine and 35 at coarse). Low sinuosity was associated with more
direct, straight-line movements, while higher sinuosity indicated individuals were wandering
and frequently changing direction.
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4.3.3. Testing simulations
Egg production in novel test environments (Figure 4.11b and c) was greater than the
random walk (RW) at the fine (grey boxes) and coarse (white boxes) resolutions with one
exception. When averaged across sub-models, environments, and resolutions (excluding
restricted-area trained in the fine, static environment), egg production for the sub-models in
novel test environments was 28% higher than random walk. Egg production for sub-models
trained in the static environment and tested in dynamic (Figure 4.11c) was slightly lower than
the dynamic-trained sub-models (Figure 4.11a), but these differences were small. The major
exception to the general success of the sub-models in novel conditions was restricted-area
search trained in the fine, static environment and tested in the dynamic environment (grey RA
box in Figure 4.11c). Restricted-area search trained in the static environment at the fine
resolution had lower egg production than the random walk in the dynamic test environment
(mean over replicates of 7.8 x106 eggs compared to 10.2 x106).
Dynamic-trained sub-models tended to emphasize mortality in testing, while statictrained sub-models balanced growth and mortality when tested in static environments and
emphasized growth when tested in dynamic environments. In all sub-models and both
resolutions, sub-models trained in the dynamic environment generated relatively low (but still
above random walk) weights in testing (Figure 4.12a and b) and relatively high worths in
testing (4.13a and b). Growth and mortality were most balanced in kinesis, which produced the
highest weights. Mean weight of a cohort individual in kinesis was 5.83 g when tested in the
dynamic environment, compared to 5.69, 5.51, and 5.60 for the other sub-models, and 6.24 g
versus 5.86, 5.82, and 5.70 when tested in the static environment. All sub-models trained and
tested in the static environments balanced growth and mortality to generate both relatively high
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Figure 4.11 - Individual egg production in dynamic and static test environments. Four
movement sub-models (RA=restricted-area search, K=kinesis, E=event-based, and RT=run and
tumble) were trained and tested in each environment. Sub-models were trained and tested at
two resolutions. The fine resolution (grey boxes) had 625 m2 cells and 25 minute time step. The
coarse resolution (white boxes) had 10,000 m2 cells and 100 minute time step. Egg production
for a random walk (RW) in each test environment is included for comparison. Results are
shown for replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
weights and high worths (Figures 4.12d and 4.13d). However, when trained in static and tested
in dynamic, sub-models generally produced the opposite pattern to training in dynamic
environments: higher weights (Figure 4.12c) and lower worths (Figure
4.13c). For example, mean worth (averaged over resolutions) for kinesis declined from 90.6
when trained in dynamic environments to 75.9 when trained in static and tested in dynamic.
One extreme example of the pattern of high weights and low worths for static-trained
sub-models in dynamic test environments was restricted-area search when trained in the
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Figure 4.12 - Individual weights in dynamic and static test environments. Four movement submodels (RA=restricted-area search, K=kinesis, E=event-based, and RT=run and tumble) were
trained and tested in each environment. Sub-models were trained and tested at two resolutions.
The fine resolution (grey boxes) had 625 m2 cells and 25 minute time step. The coarse
resolution (white boxes) had 10,000 m2 cells and 100 minute time step. Weight for a random
walk (RW) in each test environment is included for comparison. Results are shown for replicate
1 of the three replicate simulations.
static-version of the fine-resolution grid and tested in the dynamic environment (grey RA box
in Figures 4.12c and 4.13c). In this specific case, restricted-area search strongly emphasized
growth (mean weight of 6.13 g across individuals) to the extent that worth was actually lower
than the random walk (mean of 50.0 across individuals).
As with egg production, CDFs of biomass versus mean cell quality showed that submodels outperformed (showed steeper increases and higher final biomass) the random walk in
novel test environments regardless of training and for both resolutions with one major
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exception. The exception was the same exception that occurred with the anomalous egg
production and worths (Figures 4.11c and 4.13c). Restricted-area search trained in the fine
static environment showed that most of the cohort individuals experienced a high mean cell
quality, but the CDF ended with a low maximum biomass (Figure 4.9c). Other than this one
exception, CDFs for each testing environment were generally similar between the two training
environments.
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Figure 4.13 - Super-individual worths in dynamic and static test environments. Four movement
sub-models (RA=restricted-area search, K=kinesis, E=event-based, and RT=run and tumble)
were trained and tested in each environment. Sub-models were trained and tested at two
resolutions. The fine resolution (grey boxes) had 625 m2 cells and 25 minute time step. The
coarse resolution (white boxes) had 10,000 m2 cells and 100 minute time step. Worth for a
random walk (RW) in each test environment is included for comparison. Results are shown for
replicate 1 of the three replicate simulations.
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The major exception in worths and CDFs was due to aggregation of predator
individuals on cohort individuals that became highly clumped because the individuals
emphasized growth. Restricted-area search trained at the fine resolution in static and tested in
the dynamic environment showed both cohort individuals and predators aggregating, while, for
comparison, training in the coarse environment did not show this pattern (Figure 4.14).
Restricted-area search trained in static and tested in dynamic environments resulted in final
distributions of cohort individuals and predators aggregated in areas of higher prey biomass at
the fine resolution, but dispersed at the coarse resolution. The apparent random scatter at the
coarse resolution was likely due to cohort individuals actively avoiding predators as the
predators pursued them around the environment. Restricted-area individuals trained in the static
environment had lower values that emphasized growth, which allowed predators to locate and
remain with them.

4.4. Discussion
The sub-models successfully produced favorable (high egg production) movement
patterns when trained and tested in the same type (dynamic or static) of environment. Egg
production, weight, worth, and mean cell quality experienced by individuals were always
greater than the random walk at both resolutions for sub-models trained and tested in dynamic
or trained and tested in static environments. Chapters 2 and 3 demonstrated that these submodels can be reliably used in static environments. The results of this chapter indicate that all
of these sub-models, if trained in a dynamic environment, can also be reliably used to simulate
individual movement in models with dynamic environments.
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Figure 4.14 - Final distributions of cohort super-individuals (∙ in a and b) and predators (Pc,r; c
and d) from restricted-area search trained in the static environment and tested in the dynamic
environment at the fine and coarse resolutions. Cohort individuals are plotted over a map of the
final cell quality gradient (G′-M′) for visualization. Results are shown for replicate 1 of the
three replicate simulations.
I found that sub-models trained in the dynamic environments can be applied more
reliably in both dynamic and static environments than those trained in static environments. The
least consistent results were for sub-models trained in static and tested in dynamic
environments. Testing in static environments appeared to be less challenging than testing in
dynamic environments. Sub-models trained in dynamic and static environments produced
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similar egg production, weight, worth, and mean cell quality experienced by individuals when
tested in the static environments, and sub-models trained in dynamic conditions performed well
(high egg production, weight, and worth) in both environments. Restricted-area search trained
in the fine, static environment and tested in dynamic had lower egg production, individual
worths, and cohort biomass than the random walk.
All four combinations of training and testing in static and dynamic environments can
arise in practice. Many researchers intending to simulate populations in either a dynamic or
static environment may simply choose to train and test in dynamic or train and test in static
conditions. Researchers interesting in simulating movement in a complex, computationally
expensive model may not be able to perform iterative simulations of the full model while
calibrating the movement sub-model. In this case, training the movement sub-model in a
simpler, static environment and then applying the trained sub-model in the full dynamic model
would be useful. Researchers simulating dynamic environments with driving variables at very
different scales may choose to train sub-models in the full model, but perform test simulations
in static conditions to ensure individuals are responding well to the slowly changing variables
as well as fast variables. In this case, a slowly changing variable (e.g., mean temperature in a
climate change model) may produce near static conditions compared to a rapidly changing
variable (e.g., prey biomass). Training in the dynamic environment and testing in a static
version of the model could be useful for ensuring that individuals are responding to both cues.
The exceptionally poor performance (low egg production, worth, and biomass) of the
restricted-area search trained in the fine, static environment and tested in the dynamic
environment was not specific to restricted-area search. The predator aggregation issue was
simply not as obvious with the other sub-models. The failure arose when the sub-model
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emphasized growth. Restricted-area search trained in the fine, static environment relied more
on growth (lower ) than the other training simulations. Cohort individuals moved to areas of
high prey and essentially ignored predators. Predators then were able to strongly aggregate
where the cohort individuals were located and worth (and egg production) became less than
random walk. When the sub-model relied primarily on the mortality cue (high ) in the other
training simulations, the cohort individuals dispersed much more across the environment as
they avoided predators, which prevented the efficient aggregated feeding by predators and the
very high mortality. Restricted-area search was not the only sub-model with moderate values of
when trained in the static environment, but it was the first sub-model that displayed this
pattern of aggregation in both the individuals and predators because restricted-area search tends
to aggregate individuals more tightly than the other sub-models (see Chapters 2 and 3).
I performed a sensitivity analysis increasing the number of predator super-individuals
while maintaining the total predator population size, and found that all of the sub-models were
sensitive to the same situation as restricted-area search. I increased the number of predator
super-individuals at both resolutions to 3000 and 10,000, making the distribution of predators
in the environment more even and reducing the number of cells with no predators. As I
increased the number of predator super-individuals, kinesis, event-based, and run and tumble
began displaying the same pattern in egg production, worth, and mean cell quality that
restricted-area search showed when trained in the fine, static environment and tested in the
dynamic environment. I also saw restricted-area at the coarse resolution following the same
patterns as in the fine resolution. The shift toward all the sub-models trained in the static
environments failing in the dynamic environment occurred first at the coarse resolution because
I increased the ratio of model predators to cells from 0.08 to 4.11 and 13.72 effectively
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eliminating the number of cells with zero mortality. At the fine resolution, the shift was more
gradual because I only increased the ratio of model predators to cells from 0.08 to 0.26 and
0.86. As with restricted-area search, the other sub-models trained in the static environments that
failed in the dynamic environments relied on the growth cue more heavily than mortality.
I caution researchers developing spatially-explicit models in dynamic environments
against calibrating the movement sub-models in simpler static conditions. While most of the
static-trained sub-models did perform well in dynamic conditions, there were instances of
lower performance and one exception with very poor performance. The feedbacks on the
movement cues in the dynamic environment create complexity that cannot be consistently
captured well with training in static environments.
While all the sub-models successfully outperformed (higher egg production, weight,
and worth) the random walk in both dynamic and static training environments, there was
variability in both performance and in the trajectory patterns produced by each sub-model.
Kinesis generated the highest egg production, weight, and worth in all training environments
and in most novel test environments. The other three sub-models varied in their relative
performance based on the conditions (i.e., dynamic versus static, fine versus coarse). The
trajectory measures also indicated that each sub-model produced unique movement patterns.
Kinesis was unique in its ability to slow to a stop in high quality habitat. Event-based searched
the greatest proportion of the environment. Restricted-area spent the most time wandering
locally, and run and tumble searched the environment with long, straight-line movements.
Kinesis consistently outperformed (higher egg production and biomass) the other three
sub-models in static and dynamic environments at both resolutions. In Chapter 3, I found that
kinesis performed best at coarser resolutions where cohort individuals experienced large
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changes in habitat quality from one time step to the next. In this chapter, I used the middle and
coarsest resolutions from Chapter 3. I also increased the patchiness of mortality by distributing
predator individuals in the environment, instead of relying on a gradually changing mortality
multiplier gradient. The mortality gradient in this chapter is similar to the random gradient I
used in appendix A where kinesis also outperformed the other sub-models in terms of the cell
quality individuals experienced at the end of the generation. The performance of kinesis in this
study may be due to the coarseness of the resolutions I tested.
Kinesis outperformed the other sub-models in terms of egg production, but that does not
mean kinesis is always the best approach for simulating movement in dynamic environments.
The results of Chapters 2 and 3 suggest that the shape of the cell quality gradient and the
spatio-temporal resolution of the model can affect the performance of each sub-model.
Researchers should consider the characteristics of their model environment carefully when
selecting a movement approach. Also, organisms differ in how well they maximize egg
production because it is just one of several aspects of their life cycle which, all combined, lead
to a successful life history strategy. Fitness measures like egg production is one consideration
in performance, but there are other considerations in selecting an appropriate movement submodel. In addition, the sub-models produced very different trajectory patterns, and each may be
considered appropriate for simulating certain taxa. Finally, in some situations, other criteria,
such as degree of inter-individual variability, may be important for selecting a sub-model. I
recommend researchers carefully consider all of these factors when selecting the most
appropriate movement sub-model for their application.
I evaluated the four movement sub-models in a cohort IBM that allowed me to focus
my analysis on individual movement in dynamic environments, but did not incorporate the full
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complexity of many applied models. I demonstrated that the predators in this model were able
to actively follow the cohort individuals as they moved over the course of the simulation. I also
found that cohort individual consumption was sufficient to reduce prey biomass to almost 45%
of carrying capacity in some areas, creating a spatially-explicit density-dependent feedback
between growth and cohort individuals.
The cohort model did have a number of critical simplifications and limitations. I
simplified the biology of the model to reduce the number of interactions that might obscure the
dynamics affecting movement. For example, I did not use a traditional bioenergetics model
(Ney 1993) or dynamic energy budgets (Kooijman 2000) to simulate growth. I also ignored
temperature effects on growth and movement. I reduced the effect of variable temperature in
part by only simulating 30 days at the peak growing season. However, the unrealistically short
generation length itself was a critical simplification. I also did not include any feedback
between swimming speed, energy use, and growth rate (Holker and Breckling 2002).
The cohort model also represented prey dynamics and mortality of cohort individuals
simply. Prey dynamics were simulated without any exchange among cells, either due to
transport or behavior. Allowing prey movement to affect prey dynamics would likely produce
different spatial distributions. Mortality was simplified in a number of ways, for example, by
assuming that all mortality was due to predation and that predators were never satiated.
Incorporating the bioenergetics of the predators may substantially affect their distribution, and
thus, the mortality gradient that cohort individuals experienced. Finally, I simulated prey and
predators to create a dynamic environment for the cohort individuals; I did not simulate prey
and predator population dynamics. Multi-species models are being developed to simulate
realistic dynamics throughout the community (Sable 2007; Campbell et al. 2011). In order to
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achieve this, I could incorporate a mechanistic model of prey (zooplankton) growth (Rose et al.
2007) or a bioenergetics model for predator consumption and growth (Sable 2007). If this were
a true multi-species model, then all members would be modeled on similar detail, including
growth, mortality, reproduction, and movement.
The movement sub-models I tested in this chapter should be further evaluated in a more
realistic multi-species or community model. I demonstrated in this chapter that, based on a
relatively simple cohort model, the four sub-models can respond to novel dynamic conditions.
The next steps in a systematic evaluation of these sub-models would be to compare their
performance in a more complex model. This could be achieved by simultaneously calibrating
the movement sub-models with the GA for individuals of multiple species, including prey,
competitors, and predators in a food web arrangement. Calibrating movement sub-models for
multiple species would allow for a systematic analysis of how the movement of each
component of the community affects the movement of other community members. Another
direction for future research would be to use empirical data to create a model of a real
biological system, and compare the movement patterns produced by each sub-model to
empirically-documented movement patterns.
In summary, the four movement sub-models evaluated in this chapter (restricted-area
search, kinesis, event-based, and run and tumble) were all successfully trained and performed
reasonably well in terms of egg production when trained and tested in both dynamic and static
environments and at two spatial resolutions. The sub-models trained in the dynamic
environments could be reliably used to simulate movement in static environments. However,
due to inconsistent results when testing static-trained sub-models in dynamic environments, I
recommend training movement sub-models in the type of environment in which they will be
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applied. I also recommend using caution in selecting the number of predator super-individuals
relative to the grid resolution because the sub-models were sensitive to the distribution of
predators. Finally, kinesis outperformed the other movement sub-models in our analysis in
terms of egg production, but this may be due to the spatial and temporal resolutions I used.
Overall, all four sub-models were robust across the training environments I selected, and, with
careful calibration and testing, are useful in more complex spatially-explicit IBMs with
dynamic environments.
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
My objective in this dissertation was to evaluate the performance of four alternative
movement sub-models (restricted-area search, kinesis, event-based, and run and tumble) in a
variety of conditions to determine their potential for use in spatially-explicit individual-based
models (IBMs). I tested the sub-models calibrated in one set of environmental conditions by
applying them in novel environments to assess the robustness of the training results. The submodels were then trained and tested across a range of spatio-temporal resolutions to determine
whether or not each sub-model was robust to scaling. Finally, I trained and tested the submodels in an IBM with dynamic prey and predator fields to determine whether or not each submodel was capable of responding to dynamic conditions with feedbacks. My results are based
on simulating movement on a 2-dimensional, rectangular grid under contrived conditions using
a cohort model with simplified biology.
Simulating movement is one of the most challenging aspects of developing spatiallyexplicit IBMs (Railsback et al. 1999; Haas et al. 2004; Roth et al. 2008), and a number of submodels have been developed to simulate behavioral movement that make different assumptions
and use different mathematics (e.g. Anderson 2002; Giske et al. 1998; Humston et al. 2000,
2004; Huse 2001). My analysis is one of the few efforts to use an objective calibration method
(GA) and to be specifically designed to compare different sub-models side-by-side under a
variety of environmental conditions and spatio-temporal resolutions. Other comparisons have
involved some combination of using a subset of these sub-models, were performed at one
resolution, or used ad-hoc calibration methods (e.g., Humston et al. 2004 and Okunishi et al.
2012). My simulations are loosely based on a small, pelagic fish species, but the results should
apply across taxa.
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The spatially-explicit IBM I used was a cohort model of a hypothetical species in a 2dimensional grid of square cells. The cells differed in how they affected the growth and
mortality of cohort individuals. Individuals moved according to the sub-models, which all used
growth and mortality in a cell as movement cues. Simplifying the biology and environment
allowed me to identify differences in behavior among the sub-models without the
complications associated with simulating a real species and environment. My focus was on the
performance of the different sub-models in situations for which we can know high fitness
movement. In Chapters 2 and 3, the cohort model used a static environmental grid of growth
and mortality multipliers, which allowed me to assess the effects of gradient shape and tradeoffs between multiple cues. The static environments also made it simple to change the spatial
resolution of the grid for the analyses in Chapter 3.
After confirming that the sub-models performed well in static environments, I then
tested them in Chapter 4 with a modified version of the cohort model that included dynamic
prey and predators governing growth and mortality. The modified cohort IBM allowed me to
test the performance of each sub-model in dynamic conditions with feedbacks in which the
predator and prey dynamics affected the behavior of the cohort individuals, which in turn, then
affected the prey and predator distributions.
In Chapter 2, the sub-models that successfully trained were generally able to produce
realistic movement patterns in novel (growth and mortality) environments, but restricted-area
search and event-based sub-models were sensitive to the shape of the training environment.
Four environments were created by assigning growth and mortality multiplier to cells. The four
environments were patchy versus smooth, with each either being set-up without and with
tradeoffs. Environments without trade-offs had areas with high growth and low mortality,
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whereas high growth overlapped with high mortality in the environments with trade-offs, and
individuals were required to balance growth and mortality.
The kinesis sub-model converged on the same set of parameter values across training
environments, and this consistency was reflected in the ability of the sub-model to respond well
to all novel environments. The restricted-area search and event-based sub-model both favored
growth when trained in the smooth environment and favored mortality more when trained in
the patchy environments. Restricted-area search and event-based trained in patchy
environments failed to perform well in the smooth environments because of their over-reliance
on the mortality movement cue. However, the sub-models trained in all environments
performed well in the patchy environments, and sub-models trained in each smooth
environment (with and without trade-offs) were able to produce realistic movement in the other
novel smooth environment. The run and tumble sub-model only trained successfully in the
patchy environment without trade-offs, and run and tumble produced random movement
patterns when trained in the other three environments. The run and tumble sub-model appears
to be sensitive to the steepness of the habitat quality gradient, and was only able to aggregate
individuals in high quality habitat in the environment where individuals experienced the most
rapid transitions between areas of high and low habitat quality. This conclusion is supported by
the results from a test of each sub-model in completely random environments where the run
and tumble sub-model performed well. Overall, these results suggest that the restricted-area
search, kinesis, and event-based sub-models can be trained or calibrated in one set of
environmental conditions and applied in novel conditions. However, I would caution
researchers to use a training environment that has a similar shape and gradient of movement
cues to the environment the model will eventually be used in.
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I also found in Chapter 2 that while all the sub-models (except run and tumble)
successfully outperformed the random walk and aggregated individuals in high quality habitat,
they did not perform equally well in training or testing. Restricted-area search had the highest
egg production in all environments, and run and tumble showed the lowest egg production.
Kinesis had higher egg production in patchy environments than the event-based sub-model, but
the event-based sub-model outperformed kinesis in smooth environments.
Differences in sub-model performance were driven by differences in their simulated
trajectories of individuals over the course of the generation. I do not recommend that
researchers use the restricted-area search over the other sub-models simply because it produced
higher egg production and stronger aggregations. First, the restricted-area search outperformed
the other sub-models because it assumed a greater perceptive ability, and this assumption is
often not supported for a particular species of interest (Humston et al. 2004). Second, the
directed movements and strong aggregation produced by the restricted-area search is not
always representative of observed movement patterns for the population of interest. In some
cases, the dispersed distributions produced by the run and tumble may be more biologically
accurate than the tighter aggregations produced by the other sub-models. I recommend
researchers use the movement and distribution patterns I report here to guide them in selecting
a movement sub-model that most accurately reproduces the patterns observed for the species of
interest.
In Chapter 3, I found that restricted-area search, kinesis, and event-based movement
sub-models are potentially useful methods for simulating movement across a range of spatiotemporal resolutions. I took the growth and mortality multiplier environments in Chapter 2 and
reconfigured them at four coarser resolutions, and then adjusted to the time step for the new
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cell sizes. The run and tumble sub-model only outperformed the random walk at coarser
resolutions. Restricted-area search and event-based generally performed better at finer
resolutions than coarser resolutions, while kinesis and run and tumble performed better at
coarser resolutions. These differences were driven by the change in habitat quality individuals
experienced from time step to time step, which was greater at coarse resolutions than fine
resolutions. The fact that run and tumble was able to outperform the random walk at coarser
resolutions, supports the conclusion from Chapter 2 that this sub-model is most appropriate in
environments where individuals experience dramatic shifts between high and low habitat
quality. However, trends in sub-model performance across resolution were sensitive to the
shape of the habitat quality gradient.
In Chapter 3, I also applied the four sub-models to a grid similar to those used in
oceanic models. Individuals experienced small changes in habitat quality at each time step
despite the extremely coarse resolution of the grid, because the underlying gradient was
shallow. Sub-model performance was more similar to the patterns I found at the finest
resolution in the first experiment. Restricted-area search had the highest egg production and
produced the strongest aggregations, while run and tumble failed to outperform the random
walk. Kinesis and event-based produced similar egg production. When selecting a movement
sub-model, I recommend researchers consider how the steepness of the environmental gradients
and the spatio-temporal resolution combine to determine the change in habitat quality
individuals experience at each time step.
In Chapter 4, all four sub-models outperformed the random walk when trained and
tested in dynamic and comparable static environments. I used two of the resolutions used in
Chapter 3, but now explicitly simulated prey dynamics in each cell, which affected the growth
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of cohort individuals, and simulated individual predators, which affected the mortality of cohort
individuals. I then created static versions of the dynamic environments for comparison, in order
to determine the effects of dynamic environments on training and testing. The sub-models
trained in the dynamic environment performed well when tested in the static and dynamic
environments; however, poorer performance occurred when sub-models were trained in the
static and tested in the dynamic environment.
Exceptionally poor performance occurred with the restricted-area search trained in the
static environment and tested in the dynamic at the fine resolution. In this case, the trained submodel produced individuals with lower worth and egg production than the random walk. A
sensitivity analysis revealed that this result was not specific to restricted-area search but rather
part of a broader pattern with all of the sub-models. When the sub-models were trained in the
static environment and tested in the dynamic environment, they were sensitive to the number of
predator individuals in the simulation. As I increased the number of predator individuals,
evening the morality distribution across the grid, sub-models in the static environment trained
to preferentially follow prey conditions. When these sub-models were tested in the dynamic
environments, individuals aggregated in areas of high prey making them more vulnerable to the
actively pursuing predators than they would be if they moved randomly.
The results of Chapter 4 suggest that researchers should calibrate sub-models in
dynamic environments if they will be applied in dynamic environments. My analyses
demonstrated that the four sub-models can, with successful training, be used in a situation with
dynamic environments that include feedbacks. However, I do recommend using caution in
selecting the number of predator super-individuals relative the grid resolution, because the submodels did appear sensitive to the distribution of predators.
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Future work needs to be done to compare these movement sub-models in more complex
models and models based on observed communities to allow model-data comparisons. The
IBMs I used to compare the movement sub-models simulated a very simplified, hypothetical
organism. These simplifications were necessary to rigorously assess the performance and
movement patterns produced by the sub-models.
Another direction for future research would be to analyze the individual-level
variability in cohort dynamics for each of the movement sub-models. Information was
generated in this study about the variability in movement parameters, egg production, weight,
and worth among individuals. Future work could include an analysis of this aspect of model
output to look at the importance of individual variability and differences in variability across
the sub-models, environments, and spatio-temporal resolutions. While not emphasized here,
variability among individuals is another criterion that should be considered when selecting a
movement sub-model.
Moving forward, I encourage researchers to use the insights gained from my analyses to
begin testing these sub-models in models of observed populations and communities. Some
work has been done to compare the restricted-area search and kinesis sub-models in single
species IBMs (Humston et al. 2004; Okunishi et al. 2012). This work should be expanded on
by evaluating a broader range of sub-models as I have done here and using objective
calibration. Another key area will be to evaluate movement approaches in multi-species
models (e.g., Sable 2007; Campbell et al. 2011), in which the selection of a movement submodel by one species will affect the fitness of the sub-models of the other species.
In summary, all of the sub-models I evaluated showed the potential to produce high
fitness movement patterns in at least some novel conditions. The restricted-area search, kinesis,
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and event-based sub-models were more robust across the range of conditions in which I tested
them, but the run and tumble sub-model also outperformed the random walk in environments
with sufficiently steep habitat quality gradients. The sub-models produced distinct trajectories
and movement patterns that sometimes varied among training environments and across
resolutions. In selecting a movement sub-model, researchers should consider carefully the
observed movement patterns of the species of interest, the shape and steepness of the
underlying habitat quality gradient, and the spatio-temporal resolution of the model. Simulating
movement is one of the most challenging aspects to developing spatially-explicit IBMs
(Railsback et al. 1999; Haas et al. 2004; Roth et al. 2008), but the sub-models presented here
are all promising approaches and can be reliably applied to novel conditions with the proper
calibration.
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APPENDIX A: TRAINING AND TESTING IN RANDOM ENVIRONMENTS
I trained and tested each of the four movement sub-models in a set of completely
random environments to assess their performance in response to extremely patchy
environmental gradients. I generated two environmental gradients (one for training and one for
testing) by assigning each cell a random value of Gc,r and Mc,r from a uniform (0 to 1)
distribution (Figure A.1). The 100 m buffer around the edge of the grid where Gc,r=0 and
Mc,r=1 was used. Each sub-model was trained for 300 generations in the training environment,
and then tested with the mean parameter values for a single generation in the testing
environment. I compared the CDFs of biomass across cell quality to assess how the sub-models
performed in extremely patchy conditions.
Kinesis and run and tumble successfully trained and performed well in random
environments, while restricted-area search and event-based failed to aggregate individuals in
high quality habitat in both the training and testing environments (Figure A.2). Kinesis
produced the highest overall biomass and more effectively aggregated individuals in areas of
high growth and low mortality. Run and tumble also outperformed random walk in terms of
both overall biomass and the proportion of biomass in cells with higher habitat quality. In
training, restricted-area search and event-based underperformed the random walk in terms of
both overall biomass and biomass in high quality habitat. In testing, these two sub-models did
aggregate more individuals in cells with high habitat quality than the random walk, but they
produced a similar overall biomass to the random walk model.
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Figure A.1 - Two randomly generated growth (Gc,r) and mortality (Mc,r) multiplier gradients
used to train and test movement sub-models. The Gc,r- Mc,r grids are provided to aid in
visualizing overall cell quality.
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Figure A.2 - Cumulative biomass versus final cell quality (Gc,r-Mc,r) in randomly generated
training and testing environments. Training results are from the last generation of the training
phase. Testing results are from a single test generation in the novel testing environment. Four
movement sub-models were trained: red=restricted-area search, blue=kinesis, green=eventbased, and magenta=run and tumble. The black lines are the cumulative biomass distributions
for random walk.
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APPENDIX B: MOVEMENT SUB-MODEL EQUATIONS
Neighborhood search
Habitat quality was calculated according to
[ ′

]

[ ′

]

(B1)

where determined the relative influence of growth and mortality, ε was a uniform random
number with different values used to adjust growth and mortality, and Rh determined the
amount of error added to the movement cues based on the distance from the current cell to the
center of cell being evaluated. The value of Rh was computed as

⁄

where dc,r was

the distance (in number of cells) of the cell c,r from the current cell. The equation for Rh is
designed to increase the noise on perceived G′ and M′ from ~30% at a distance of 2 cells to
~70% at the maximum distance of 5 cells. When evaluating Qc,r for the current cell and the
immediately neighboring cells, Rh was set to 0.
The x and y components of velocity were calculated
(B2)
(B3)
where SS was swimming speed in body lengths/s, Li(t) was length in mm at time step t, and θ(t)
was the swimming angle in radians at time step t. The directed swimming angle (θbase, radians)
was the angle formed by the hypotenuse connecting the current location with the center of the
target cell and the side of that triangle along the x axis. Uniform noise of between plus and
minus Rθ was added to the angle:

. The parameter Rθ was the maximum

degree of error added to the swimming angle, and ε was a uniform random number between -1
and 1. Noise on swimming speed (m/s) was calculated in a similar way as θ:
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. The parameter SSbase was the baseline swimming speed (0.5 body lengths/s in
experiment 1 and 2 body lengths/s in experiment 2) and RSS was the maximum degree of error.
Kinesis
The directional velocities were computed as the sum of the inertial and random
components:
(B4)
.

(B5)

Both components depended on the difference (QΔ) between current habitat quality (Qc,r) and a
pre-defined optimal habitat quality (Qopt). The same basic definition of habitat quality as used
in restricted area search was used with kinesis, but only applied to the current cell because
kinesis did not use information in neighboring cells:
′.

(B6)

Equation B6 calculated a weighted sum of M′ and G′ that is shifted by so that Qc,r ranges from
0 to 1. The difference (ΔQ) between habitat quality in the current cell and optimal habitat
quality (Qopt) was then computed:
{

(B7)

The inertial component in the x and y directions was calculated:
(

)

(

)

(B8)

(B9)

Equations B8 and B9 multiplied the velocity from the previous time step by a function that is
the ascending part of a Gaussian distribution with mean Qopt, standard deviation σQ, and height
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H1 evaluated at Qc,r. Only the lower tail was evaluated because Qc,r was not allowed to exceed
Qopt (see equation B7).
The random component was calculated also using a Gaussian shaped function:
(

(

(

)

(

)

)

(B10)

)

(B11)

where H2 determined the height of the function, ε was a random deviate from a normal
distribution with a mean of √

and a standard deviation of 0.5∙φ, and φ was the

maximum sustained velocity in m/s. The value of φ was computed from a specified maximum
swimming speed (SSmax, body lengths/s), which was set to 1 body length/s in experiment 1 and
4 body lengths/s in experiment 2 (i.e., φ = SSmax∙L(t)/103).
Event-based
The five event-based behaviors involved moving away from high mortality and trying
to remain in a location when high growth was detected (Table B.1). The short-term response to
high mortality was for the individual to reverse direction with relatively small noise added
(Rθ,= 0.1π), and to move at the fastest swimming speed possible (SS=1). We only reversed the
swimming angle (θadj = π) in the short-term response to high mortality if that behavior was not
selected in the previous time step. I did this avoid individuals oscillating between two points in
high mortality areas if the individual continued to select the short-term response to high
mortality for several time steps. If the long-term response to mortality was triggered (i.e., high
mortality detected but not as threatening as with the short-term response), then the individual
kept going in the same direction (θadj,= 0) but slowed down (SS=0.5). Both responses to high
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growth directed the individual to keep going in the same direction (θadj,= 0), with the short-term
response (high growth imminent) being slower speed but higher noise on the angle (SS=0.25
and Rθ,=π) than the long-term response (SS=0.33 and Rθ,=0.5π). The default behavior was a
simple random walk (Rθ,=2π) with intermediate swimming speed (SS=0.5).
The x and y components of velocity were calculated as:
(B12)
(B13)
where SS was swimming speed in body lengths/s, Li(t) was length in mm at time step t, and θ(t)
was the swimming angle in radians at time step t. Swimming speed (SS) was determined by the
selected behavior (Table B.1) and swimming angle calculated according to
θ(t) = θ(t-1) + θadj + Rθ∙ε where θadj. The value of Rθ was determined by the selected behavior
(Table B.1) and ε was a uniform random deviate from -1 to 1.
Table B.1 - The change in swimming angle (θadj), magnitude of randomness added to the
swimming angle (Rθ), and swimming speed (SS) associated with short-term and long-term
behaviors in response to habitats with high mortality and growth. Where two values are present
the first was used in experiment 1 and the second in experiment 2.
Default
Mortality (j*=1)
Growth (j*=2)
(j*=0)
Short-term Long-term Short-term Long-term
(k*=0)
(k*=1)
(k*=0)
(k*=1)
(k*=0)
θadj (radians)
π
0
0
0
0
Rθ (radians)
0.1π
0.25π
π
0.5π
2π, π
SS (body lengths/s)
1,4
0.5,2
0.25,1
0.33,1.32
0.5,2
The expected utility (Uj,k) of response k (0=short-term and 1=long-term) to cue j
(1=mortality and 2=growth) was calculated
(B14)
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where uj was the intrinsic utility of responding to cue j, and pj,k is the probability of obtaining uj
with response k. The probability pj,k at time step t was calculated as:
(B15)
where mk was the memory coefficient associated with response k and ej(t) indicated whether or
not cue j was detected at time step t. Equation B15 calculated the exponential moving average
of the detection variable with different memory coefficients for short-term and long-term
responses. An individual detected each cue if the value in the current cell was greater than a
threshold value
{

(B16)

where rj was the detection threshold for cue j and Ij was M′ if j=1 and G′ if j=2.
Run and tumble
The probability of tumbling was a function of current habitat quality (Qc,r) and the
recently experienced habitat quality (Ω) of the individual:
(

)

(B17)

where F(Ω) was the cumulative distribution function of a gamma distribution (parameters α and
β) evaluated at Ω, and F′(Ω) was the probability density function evaluated at Ω. Like kinesis,
habitat quality was only calculated for the current cell according to equation B6. The variable Ω
was the cumulative habitat quality since the last tumble: Ω

∑

where t* was the time (in

time steps) of the last tumble. Run and tumble used current and recently experienced habitat
quality to determine whether to tumble and thereby tend to stay in an area. The ratio of the
cumulative distribution and the probability density determined how much past habitat quality
was weighted relative to the conditions in the current cell.
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The probability of tumbling was compared to a uniform random deviate. If the
P(tumble) exceeded the random number, then the fish tumbled and θ(t) was set to a random
angle (i.e., uniform deviate between 0 and 2π). If the P(tumble) was less than the random
number, then the fish ran and θ(t) was kept as its value for the individual from the previous
time step. In both running and tumbling time steps, swimming speed was calculated
, where SSbase was 0.5 body lengths/s in experiment 1 and 2 body
lengths/s in experiment 2, and λ was set equal to the P(tumble) but not allowed to exceed 0.9.
The x and y components of velocity were calculated
(B18)
(B19)
where SS was swimming speed in body lengths/s, L(t) was length in mm at time step t, and θ(t)
was the swimming angle in radians at time step t.
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